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Abstract 
 
 

“Connected Isolation: Screens, Mobility, and Globalized Media Culture” is an analysis of 

the implications of individualized media forms that increasingly constitute and encroach 

upon what was previously regarded as public space. I argue that the role of screens in non-

theatrical contexts requires that we reassess the importance of media distribution and flows. 

The reconfiguration of social spaces caused by the proliferation of screens leads to new 

aesthetic modes and new forms of sociality. The push and pull of those media forms results 

in a social order I call “connected isolation,” a predicament in which subjects must isolate 

themselves in order to connect to the world through media technologies. These technologies 

compel separation from the local in order to achieve immediacy with the global, thereby 

reconfiguring long-standing categories of space. The unresolved tensions between public and 

private produced by these devices (the use of cellular phones in public areas, for example) 

express the emergent social order of connected isolation. My dissertation provides a deeper 

understanding of a larger cultural problematic – the role of communication technologies in 

structuring social belonging – through a focus on the tensions between community and 

technological innovation in a social milieu structured by mass media. 

To describe the emergence of connected isolation as a new social order, I engage four 

theoretical constructs: distraction, the “space of flows,” “mobile-privatization,” and the 

aesthetic of liveness. As specific objects of analysis, I examine corporate training films from 

the silent era, in-flight entertainment, cellular phones, and television screens in public spaces. 

This dissertation, then, moves between the sociology of culture, economic geography and 

social theory to arrive at some conclusions regarding electronic communications technologies 

and the proliferation of screens.  
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Introduction: 

Screen Isolations and Connections 

The Proliferation of Screens 

This dissertation is an analysis of the widespread deployment of moving image 

technologies in the contemporary United States. My aim is to present an account of the 

proliferation of screen technologies over the past eighty years since. Many histories of media 

technology attribute particular traits to a device in order to give each innovation a specificity 

that distinguishes it from other similar devices, how television is different then film, for 

example. I approach moving image technologies from another direction. I contend that the 

installation of screens – technologies that serve as the exhibition sites for moving images – 

enable and structure a specific social order. The contours of this social order are structured by 

already present conditions of industrial capitalism as well as the ideologies of individualism 

and competition. I use the term “connected isolation” to describe the social order generated 

through the establishment of moving image technologies as a routine component of 

contemporary life.1 Connected isolation is a social order in the sense that it describes how 

screens organize society – linking various media, transportation, and economic institutions. 

My overarching argument is that the ubiquity of these technologies calls for a new 

understanding of the importance of moving image distribution and flows to supplement 

analysis of media form and content. Through a focus on the tensions between community and 

technological innovation in a social milieu structured by visual media, my dissertation 
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provides a deeper understanding of a larger cultural problematic: the role of visual 

technologies in structuring social belonging. 

My inquiry is concerned with the phenomenon Will Straw has dubbed “the proliferation 

of screens” (Straw 2000), referring to the presence of television screens in department stores, 

bars, train stations, and doctor’s offices examined by Anna McCarthy in Ambient Television. 

The scope of this dissertation covers the installation of motion picture projectors in offices 

and schools that began in the 1920s, the deployment of screens in vehicles of rapid 

transportation such as the automobile, train, and airplane, the ascendancy of the personal 

hand-held screen, and the large-format screens (known as Jumbotrons) at sports arenas. 

These screens not only demonstrate the calculated effort of business and commerce to ensure 

as many individuals as possible see their artistic products (and thus generate greater revenue), 

but also an emergent social imperative to see and be seen. This imperative consists of the 

increased pressure to display one’s body and personal life according to the conventions of 

mass-produced and mass-distributed media forms as well as the pressure to witness a certain 

portion of these media forms. The new imperative thus creates tension between introjection 

of the material produced for consumption on the one hand and projection of the individual 

interior as material for the screen on the other. My investigation is therefore an analysis of 

the relationship between individual and society within a changing film culture. The spread of 

film culture from the nickelodeon, to the fairground attraction and road show, to the movie 

palace, into the home and now in the palm of our hands indicates a changing relationship 

between individual and community. 
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Connected Isolation 

 “Connected isolation” denotes this changing relationship between individuality and 

collectivity brought about by the installation of screens in the built environment. Throughout 

this dissertation, connected isolation has varied meanings. It is a broad rubric to describe 1) 

the fashion in which electronic media devices encourage their users to ignore the proximate 

in favor of distant sights and sounds, 2) a new set of social relations in which the subjects of 

late capitalism are connected in their atomization, 3) the way in which electronic media 

devices enable and exacerbate this social order, and 4) the ascendancy of the private 

bourgeois individual to the point that a own private world is granted to each person. In 

essence, connected isolation is enabled by electronic communication devices that attempt to 

normalize the objectifying and standardizing relations of capitalist exchange. Connected 

isolation is not the product of a single media technology but of an entire apparatus of 

technologies and economic structures. 

The example of the telegraph will suffice to elucidate some of the qualities of connected 

isolation. By introducing rapid and nearly instantaneous communication across great 

distances, the telegraph produces the new spatial category that Manuel Castells has dubbed 

“the space of flows.” This spatial category is a networked space that requires homogeneity to 

connect places that are not territorially contiguous. Through the telegraph, London seems to 

be adjacent to New York City, closer even, than places physically closer to London but not 

connected to the telegraph network. By the 1920s, the telegraph had become an important 

mode of business communication and, to a lesser extent, social communication. By 

conquering the limits of space and time, the telegraph assists in the flow of capital, and the 
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transfer of information: all key ingredients to commerce. But the introduction of this 

technology to business also changed the nature of commercial communication. Transactions 

that once took months, weeks or days, could be completed in hours, minutes, and seconds. As 

an example, in 1929 a stock trade was completed from a moving plane via telegraph in just 

seven minutes.2 This remarkable ability relied on the standardization of communication 

techniques: the code in which messages were translated, the technology used to transmit and 

receive messages, and the methods utilized by telegraphic workers to tend the telegraph 

machines. In turn, this new mode of communication introduced a new way of relating to 

people. On the one hand, the telegraph allowed (with the appropriate amount of financial 

investment) communications approximating face-to-face conversation between persons not 

physically co-present. In addition, the telegraph relied on strangers to encode, transmit, 

receive, and decode the messages in these conversations. The telegraph thus made 

communication reliant on strangers to the participants in the communicative process, altering 

the already fluid divide between public and private. Therefore, even the process of 

communicating previously private matters (such as romantic attachments) necessitates the 

inclusion of direct business transactions (paying for the telegram) and indirect business 

transactions (a portion of that cost goes to equipment, labor, and so on). 

The introduction of television offers a different valence of connected isolation. Unlike the 

telegram, the television offers auditory and visual stimuli that resemble more closely 

interacting with actual people. The key aspect of broadcast television, for instance, is the 

ability to offer viewers the semblance of events unfolding in distant places. The viewer is 

thus afforded the ability to see at a distance (the literal meaning of the word “television”). 
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Accordingly, the viewer no longer needs to travel physically to see far off lands and distant 

places. Television (and film) thus offer what Anne Friedberg calls a “virtual mobility.” The 

viewer may be physically immobile but the auditory and visual stimuli presented on the 

screen give the illusion of moving through space and time. Crucially, the spaces and times 

presented are separate from the space and time of viewing. For the purposes of my analysis, 

the key characteristic of virtual mobility is not its virtuality but the fashion in which it 

encourages disengagement from the local in order to concentrate on spaces and times that are 

disconnected from the viewing environment. In this way, television, films, or even audiences 

are connected to the stimuli offered by these media devices but they are isolated and 

distracted from their locale.  

Taken to extreme, this condition approaches Günther Anders’ “mass-produced hermit,” a 

figure analogous to the proverbial couch potato. In his 1954 essay, “The Phantom World of 

TV,” Anders engaged in a critique of television that by now sounds all-too familiar and 

cliché: that it numbed the mind, replaced more productive activities, rendered its audience 

passive, and created a type of person addicted to the flickering screen. Unlike the image of 

the couch potato, which in the U.S. is often depicted as a kind of moral failing (embodying 

sloth, gluttony, and perhaps, greed), the mass-produced hermit is the logical result of a mass 

media that isolates its users from each other. The only contact a television viewer has, in 

Anders’ view, is to the image. For Anders, a mass-produced hermit is not a failed individual, 

in the moral sense, but the personification of the ideal viewer for the medium: a kind of the 

imagined (and now vilified) addressee of television and, more specifically, advertising.  
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This figure of the mass-produced hermit and the image I present of the couch potato both 

ignore that, in the United States at least, increased virtual mobility has correlated to increased 

physical mobility. Even as television viewership rises, so do the use of automobiles and jet 

airplanes for travel and tourism. If television indeed obviates any need to leave the home 

there should be a corresponding decrease in driving and flying. This is because, rather than 

being opposing technologies, these technologies of rapid transportation and rapid 

communication are allied in connected isolation. The automobile, in particular, provides a 

mobile shell that affords comforts and protections akin to the home. Passenger airlines, while 

not offering the same kind of privacy and small scale, have attempted, through various in-

cabin services such as in-flight entertainment, to approximate the home within the cabin of 

the airplane. Even in these examples of extreme mobility, however, the drivers and 

passengers are isolated from each other. In the passenger cabin of an airplane, the passengers 

are not a group with a common cause and plan of action; they are, in fact, each involved in 

their own private thoughts and tasks. The architecture of the airplane works to encourage this 

separation with the configuration of seats (the lack of facing seats, armrests, assigned seats 

with numbers, and designated space for luggage) and the deployment of amusements such as 

films, magazines, and video games. In other words, even as physical mobility has increased, 

the isolation of people from each other has continued to be a noncontroversial and nearly 

universally accepted part of contemporary life.  
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Seriality 

In his 1960 book, Critique of Dialectical Reason, Jean Paul Sartre analyzed isolation as a 

predicament of living in industrial capitalism. For Sartre, isolation is a condition of 

modernity, rather than a product of a new-found technology. He begins with a relatively 

mundane example of the queue of people waiting to board a city bus. This grouping of 

people, Sartre observes, will have a diverse background, will be taking the bus for different 

reasons, and will be thinking divergent thoughts. According to Sartre, they are a “plurality of 

isolations: these people do not care about or speak to each other and, in general, they do not 

look at one another; they exist side alongside a bus stop” (256). Sartre goes on to show that 

this relationship of isolation rather than unity is an active project of the individuals involved. 

The people waiting might turn their backs to each other, or quite deliberately remain only 

“semi-aware” of the others in the queue. As they board the bus, they do so in a series, one by 

one, isolated from each other (256).  

But the active project of isolation, Sartre notes, has a rational logic underlying it. Because 

each member of a series treats each member of the series as “Other,” that member recognizes 

that s/he is also “Other.” As such, each member recognizes that they are part of the group 

waiting for the bus. The isolation between each member of the queue, then, is not total, for 

all the other members of the queue are still visible and audible. Furthermore, since Sartre 

sees the series as the defining group of modernity, he proposes that the availability of others 

in the visual field is part of the transmission of fashions and styles (258). The importance 

here lies in Sartre’s observation that even in a relationship of alterity, the isolation between 

individuals is bridged through the visual field.  As I argue, the screen, as the presenter of 
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moving images, makes people available as images, thus serving as a connection between 

isolated individuals. Unlike the scenario presented by Sartre, however, the proliferation of 

screens means that technology is intervening between persons, even in the visual field, so 

that the connection in the visual field is often one between human and technology, not 

between humans.  

The recognition of isolation within the grouping of the bus queue and the recognition of 

seriality among those waiting for the bus is thus also a method of living practically through 

the arrangement of interchangeability set up by the transportation system where each fare-

paying passenger is the same as any other fare-paying passenger (259). Thus, seriality is a 

consequence of the capitalist system that requires standardization and universal equivalence. 

As Sartre goes on to examine the market, we can see that seriality arises from the system of 

objectification inherent in capitalism. Using the example of a commodities trader, Sartre 

demonstrates that “he makes himself the other” (289, italics in original), in order to 

successfully navigate the market. Seriality is thus dependent on projection: turning one’s self 

into an object and becoming an interchangeable part, or an image. For Sartre, seriality is a 

social mechanism used to accommodate the economic structure.  

Sartre demonstrates that seriality is without its apparent paradoxes. For instance, the act 

of reading the newspaper at the bus stop connects the individual to “the national collectivity” 

– even as it separates the individual from others at the bus stop, it connects the reader to the 

hundreds and thousands of others reading the newspaper (258). Yet each reader is isolated 

from each other reader; it is an example of two kinds of seriality at once. Therefore, isolation 

has a relationship to the process of creating masses, in that it is the necessary precondition for 
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the creation of the large aggregate of individual strangers (258). In order to better 

demonstrate the relationship between masses and seriality, Sartre turns to the mass of radio 

listeners. 

Radio establishes a serial relationship of absence between listeners. The voice on the 

radio is “Other,” separated from listeners, but not in the same way that the listeners are 

separated form each other. The listeners are a series of individuals whose relationship is their 

isolation from each other, a relationship that makes them all equal to each other. The voice 

coming over the radio is a third party, which is separate from the series and yet controls it by 

bringing the series into being. In other words, the organizing principle of the group of radio 

listeners is its reciprocal isolation, and yet the reason why the listeners are part of this 

particular series (rather than, say, the bus queue) is the voice on the radio (270-276). But 

Sartre never answers the crucial question of why we listen to the radio rather than meeting in 

another kind of group such as a collective. 

In his analysis of the radio listener, Sartre’s technological determinism betrays itself. For 

him, the radio creates the series: the relations of alterity, the reciprocal isolation between 

listeners and between listeners, and the speaker broadcast on the radio. This analysis leaves 

out the question of why the radio has been invented in the first place as well as why it has 

become a ubiquitous object and domestic device. We have to acknowledge that the radio is 

something we choose to turn on – it is a creation of our own actions and, in fact, we choose 

to become isolated. It may very well be that this is a legacy of history, that we choose to 

become isolated because we know no other option (a version of what Sartre would call 

“practico-inert”). If this is the case, then, Sartre does not provide us with the history or the 
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analysis to discover the attractions of isolation.  To understand how the radio and other 

broadcast technologies both addressed and created the attractions of isolation, we need to 

turn to Raymond Williams’ concept of “mobile privatization.” 

 

Mobile Privatization 

Raymond Williams introduced the term mobile privatization in his 1974 book Television: 

Technology and Cultural Form to connote a new mode of living that arose in Britain (and 

elsewhere) beginning in the 1920s. According to Williams, a series of technological 

innovations that emphasized the private home emerged alongside the separation of the 

workplace form the home and increased mobility of labor and goods. Broadcast technologies, 

such as the radio and the television, were a part of these contradictory tensions between 

greater individual mobility and an increased importance placed on privacy and the single-

family home. The concept of mobile privatization has been taken to be an attribute of 

broadcast technologies, but it is clear that the term arose out of Williams’ concern to 

formulate an alternative to the Scylla and Charybdis of technological determinism and social 

determinism. Williams therefore calls for an analysis of technology as a part of culture. In 

other words, people actively produce technology: it is not an ontological category with its 

own telos and evolution, as forwarded by some historians of technology such as George 

Basalla and some media theorists, such as Marshall McLuhan. However, Williams is also 

careful to note that technology does act upon people as well. Innovations in technology may 

arise as potential solutions to perceived needs, but while technological innovation is 
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structured by the economic and social factors, it in turn helps to form these structures. Thus, 

throughout Williams’ work, technology is conceived as process, not product. In this case, the 

word “privatization” calls attention to an ongoing process – a goal of ultimate and complete 

privacy that is constantly sought but never fully achieved. 

In this way, Williams positions the television, radio, telegraphy, the automobile and the 

train as “incentives and responses within a phase of general social transformation” (11). 

Urbanization and population growth necessitated more extensive and less personal political 

administration. The introduction of industrial forms of labor required greater synchronization 

of tasks, communication between producers, distributors, and sellers, and the ability to 

transport large numbers of workers from their dwellings to places of production (a separation 

that, for the first time, had taken place on a grand scale). By the 1920s, the types of 

technology produced as part of this process were designed for individual use. The 

automobile, the radio set, and electric domestic devices ushered a new form of living. These 

devices allowed a certain limited kind of mobility that was dependent on the infrastructure of 

roads, radio broadcast towers, and the electrical network. At the same time, they encouraged 

a limited form of privacy: their owners and users could retreat into the home, which 

continues to be envisaged as a self-sufficient space of safety and security even today. Radio 

and television allow their users access to the world outside the home without leaving it. 

Television, by offering the sights and sounds of the outside world to the home certainly 

fits within Williams’ discussion of mobile privatization as “an at-once mobile and home-

centered way of living” (19) and carries with it the internal contradiction Williams was quick 

to point to: “the new homes might appear to be private and ‘self-sufficient’ but could be 
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maintained only by regular funding and supply from external sources” (20). The television 

set makes this debt to outside funding and supply explicit. Anyone who has struggled with a 

television antenna to gain better reception or argued with the cable company over the loss of 

content knows well the reliance on external sources. In addition, because the television set 

provides visual and auditory representations of the world outside the home with such 

apparent fidelity, television viewers are well aware of the debt to external sources for 

content. Because television broadcast networks have enabled the connection of so many 

households with current events, they have created a public: an aggregate of individuals 

gathered together, and moving through time together with common issues and debates to be 

resolved. In this case, the television, a technology of mobile privatization does not work to 

destroy public-ness so much as it restructures the notion of a public. I deal with the specifics 

of this restructuring in chapter four, but it is worth mentioning a few major points here. By 

separating viewers from one another, the television turns what may be objectively conceived 

of as a common predicament into a series of personal stories and competing special interests. 

The television is but one in an array of technologies which helps to provide the illusion that 

the home (and, by extension, the nuclear family) is self-sufficient and can therefore thrive 

without cooperation or help. The instantiation of this kind of individualism and privacy – of 

the sort that encourages competition – is what competes against the public, not television 

itself, whether referring to the cultural medium, the technology, or the broadcast system.  
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Beyond Seriality and Mobile Privatization 

At a fundamental level, the concepts seriality and mobile privatization have become 

outdated. The introduction of new technologies that constrain and produce new types of 

social relationships – computers, cellular phones, portable music players – portend the 

insufficiency of this concepts. The decline of the broadcasting era coincides with the 

replacement of the sense of community (national or otherwise) associated with broadcasting 

by a proclivity towards individual choice and control. Because of the proliferation of screens, 

each person is connected to his or her own device as an individual media experience. The 

appeal of the concept of connected isolation lies in its potential for customized and 

personalized experience. On the one hand, if users are connected to the same content they 

feel a sense of networked-ness, rather than serial-ness; on the other, many users do not access 

the same material at all, their use of personal and portable media devices means they 

experience their social relationship as one with the device rather than the potential strangers 

possibly using the same device at some point in time in some unknown place. Seriality 

indicates experience in a line, as if people watch television or listen to the radio one by one. 

Of course, Sartre uses the term to describe the relationship between listeners, not the 

relationship to the content or the technology. However, the ascendancy of the internet has 

brought with it increased awareness of the networked relationship between viewers, listeners, 

and users of media technology. In this way, seriality underplays the simultaneous nature of 

contemporary personal media devices: in an era of proliferating screens and media devices, 
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few experience in series. I will use a contemporary example to illustrate the limitations of 

both seriality and mobile privatization. 

In the fall of 2007, the Chrysler corporation launched a new advertising campaign for the 

Dodge Caravan, a mini-van marketed towards suburban multi-child families. One 

commercial, entitled “Family Reunion,” begins with a montage of a family divided. The 

daughter is outside gossiping on her cell phone. The oldest brother is in the backyard playing 

on a portable video game console and refuses to play football with his younger brother. The 

father is inside the living room playing a videogame on the television. The mother pulls up in 

the new mini-van and yells, “Hey, come on, let’s go for a ride in the new car!” In the next 

scene the family is “reunited” inside the mini-van as cheerful music begins to play. Yet the 

family is hardly united in the van; in fact, they are separated, each still involved with media 

devices [Figures 1.1 and 1.2]. In the back seats, the older brother is still playing his 

videogame, the daughter is text messaging on her phone, the youngest brother watches a 

DVD on the pull down screen, and the father becomes heavily involved in the stereo/global 

positioning system device in the dashboard. In another shot, two pull-down screens are in 

use, one showing a hockey game, the other a children’s cartoon, and each child has a set of 

headphones on. Everyone smiles and seems to be having a good time, and the voice-over 

announces: “bringing families together like never before – the all new Dodge Grand 

Caravan.”  

This commercial is exemplary of connected isolation: it proposes that family togetherness 

can be achieved even while family members are not communicating with each other. The 

actors in this commercial portray individuals who are connected to cultural commodities – 
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music, video games, movies, automobiles, cellular phone networks – but not to each other. 

The commercial works, like many other commercials, to promote not just a product but a 

lifestyle. It is a digital lifestyle that is marked by mobility and freedom of choice. In this 

lifestyle, the ability to select entertainments from a menu, to avoid partaking in the selections 

of others, and to command these selections on a whim are the enabling conditions for human 

fulfillment, family unity and happiness. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 
 

Figure 1.2 

 

An enclosed interior is key to this lifestyle. At the beginning of the commercial, the 

divided family exists almost entirely outdoors (the father is the exception). Since the day is 

clear and sunny, the children are outside, but alone. Family togetherness is accomplished in 

the interior of the minivan, which provides a privatized and mobile space for the family. 

Throughout the commercial, there are no other people in sight, the world belongs to this 

family, and the van allows them to assert their ownership and dominion over it. Yet the only 

interaction with the world outside the van is through the window – the world becomes akin to 

a two-dimensional image projected on a screen.  
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In the final scene, the van is parked on an empty, picturesque beach and the doors are 

open to the world. The daughter turns to her younger brother and says “You know, you’re not 

so bad Bobby.” He replies, “It’s Billy.” This punch-line assists in making the commercial 

more plausible, as it points to the impossibility of the minivan permanently changing the 

family dynamic. Crucially, the return of the divided family occurs when the minivan is 

stopped, the interior becomes open to the world at large, and the screens are turned off. The 

protective and mobile space provided by the van, which assures a family connected through 

isolated attention to media devices, is ruptured and the idylls of the private “shell which you 

can take with you” collapse (Williams, 168). 

The problem with fully applying mobile privatization here is that Williams focused on 

the family as a collective unit. The family that retreats as a unit to the private home, is 

addressed as a unit by broadcast technologies, and takes advantage of the new kinds of 

mobility afforded it through rapid communication and transportation technologies as a unit. 

But within this commercial, the marketing imperatives of demographic niches divide the 

family against itself. Thus, the daughter is categorically separated from the son, from the 

father, and so on. In other words, in order to effectively sell more products, the commercial 

addresses the family both as a unit and as five individuals. It attempts to demonstrate that the 

minivan can address the imagined needs and desires of a teenage boy, a “tween” girl, a young 

boy, a savvy and competent mother (this is one of the few contemporary car commercials in 

which the woman drives), and a father in need of some quiet time. Connected isolation more 

accurately describes this state in which consumerist rhetoric has created what Adorno and 

Horkheimer, in their essay on the culture industry, have famously called “pseudo-
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individuality,” in which “individuals have ceased to be themselves and are now merely 

centers where the general tendencies meet” (42). One’s individuality is expressed as the set 

of preferences one has regarding musical acts, film genres (or directors), television programs, 

and clothing brands. In this context, the proliferation of screens inundates society with 

messages of individuation, atomization, and seclusion. 

While the culture industry turns individuals into objects, the system of connected 

isolation turns travelers into passengers. Integral to the functioning of these technologies of 

unprecedented mobility is the attachment of bodies to media devices and the yoking of 

bodies in place, even as the vehicles themselves move. This points to one of the fundamental 

contradictions of modern transportation – the more rapidly the vessel travels, the more tightly 

controlled the individual body. While invoked in the name of safety, these systems of control 

(epitomized by the seatbelt, the air bag, limiting restroom breaks) in transportation systems 

mark the transition from traveler to passenger. Systems of rapid transportation, even coupled 

with systems of electronic communication limit the sorts of actions we can make with our 

bodies – the haptic movements necessary to activate the cellular phone, for instance, even 

with the added benefit of wireless headset systems, limits the kinds of activities we can 

pursue while speaking to others half a world a way, even in our cars commuting to work. The 

entire automobile culture is predicated (or built upon) the promise of never having to meet 

anyone else – other drivers, the people who made the car, designed it, and are responsible for 

its running. The system of the automobile, from the seat belt to the network of roads that 

channel and limit car movement, exemplify the contradiction of presumed freedom of 

mobility (see Urry 2004). Likewise commercial airline travel, with its system of air routes, 
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the hub and spoke system, the disciplinary aspects of luggage requirements, and the panoptic 

system of security checkpoints, turns the individual from someone with the freedom to travel 

great distances and great speeds to the someone who passes through a series of rationalized 

and regulatory systems.  

Both these modes of transportation actively prevent interacting with others using the 

same type of vehicle. Yet, since the advent of the car radio in the 1930s, vehicles of rapid 

transportation have also become sites of communication technology. This phenomenon 

indicates a growing emphasis on virtual mobility. Even though each vehicle is physically 

mobile and able to traverse vast distances, the human bodies within them approach 

immobility. Under these circumstances, the communication devices provide controlled 

connections to the outside, distraction from the boredom (and danger) of rapid travel, and a 

set of procedures that emphasize interiority – the internalization of messages sometimes, in 

the case of cellular phones, combined with the externalization of inner thoughts. The 

prominence of virtual mobility responds to an increasing regulated and objectifying mode of 

living inherent in industrial capitalism. 

Again, the commute, which both Sartre and Williams use as epitomizing the modern 

condition, serves as an instructive example. The commute is a time and space in between the 

home and the workplace, a new intervention of mobility simply to sustain one’s self, that 

undercuts the notion of mobility as liberating. In an economic system that has separated the 

space of remunerated labor from the space of rejuvenation (in order to restore the body to a 

state ready to undertake more remunerated labor), mobility is compulsory. In the case of 

Williams, this new compulsory mobility is a product of the system of industrial capitalism, 
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which then uses mobility as an enticement to participate in the system. For Sartre, in part 

because his example of commuting involves a bus rather than a private automobile, this new 

compulsory mobility is an example of reciprocal isolation. In the example of the bus queue, 

mobility has been devalued to an unremarkable chore. The bus queue is a highly regulated 

competition, each passenger acknowledging each other passenger not as a person but as the 

object of the transportation system. In this dissertation I emphasize how new media devices 

take advantage of the modern condition of massed strangers, which engenders protective 

impulses in the form of portable screens that shield us from these strangers. Thus the 

commute, the period during which we avail ourselves of media devices that connect to the 

world outside of the car in an attempt to repudiate the fact of entrapment within the car, 

demonstrates that connected isolation arises out of an industrialized economic system 

separating spaces of production from spaces of dwelling.  

 

Synopsis of Chapters 

The proliferation of screens leads to an environment of ambient images. The corporate 

mode of address behind these images position viewers as potential members of an imagined 

world in which community can be achieved through connection to the personalized media 

device. The notion that community can only be achieved in relation to the image is crucial to 

the persistence of connected isolation. As the Dodge mini-van commercial example 

demonstrates, the rhetoric of community compels viewers to interiorize the image even as 

they project themselves into it as a project of exteriorization.   
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This dissertation is composed of a series of case studies analyzing specific instances of 

screen technologies and the fashion in which they constitute connected isolation. I focus 

primarily on corporate modes of address: advertising, promotions, commercials, as well as 

internal documents. Each case study centers on an instance of moving image technology 

outside the bounds of traditionally conceived cinema and media culture, usually presumed to 

take place inside a movie theater or inside the home. Through the combination of these case 

studies, I argue that connected isolation is not necessarily intensifying so much as it is 

becoming more pervasive. The technologies that were once luxuries and novelties, such as 

the cellular phone, have become so embedded in the routines of everyday life that the 

experience of connected isolation is becoming routine. The technologies of connected 

isolation have proliferated during the twentieth century, but the connected isolation 

experienced by the stock traders aboard the airplane in 1933 is not less intense than that 

experienced by passengers using their cellular phones to call a relative upon landing on the 

tarmac of an airport. In addition, the particular valence of connected isolation produced by 

these technologies (or combination of technologies) varies.  

I begin the dissertation with an analysis of silent films utilized by the telegraph 

conglomerate Western Union to train telegraph workers in the 1920s. Beyond being an early 

instance of the proliferation of screens out of the theatre and into the workplace, these silent 

training films were a method for Western Union to condition a new group of workers (in this 

case women) to the ethics, protocols, and heavily regulated environment of industrialized 

labor. These films took on the task of normalizing subjects to capitalism. One of the first 

aspects of this undertaking was to convince those new to the working environment that the 
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social bonds that took precedence in the home or between friends must be transcended by the 

business ethic of impersonalization. The proper relationships in business, in which everyone 

is an object, requires that the favors of friendship and familial ties be left at the door. In order 

for this new mode of living to be an effective habit, it must be reproduced and communicated 

in the cultural sphere. Thus the films attempted to routinize the separation between workers, 

between customers, and between workers and customers, to the point at which breaking 

through this separation comes at the detriment of one’s employment. In such an environment, 

each telegraph worker must be connected to the machines of the telegraphic system but 

socially isolated from other workers.  

Training films depend on the ability of the viewer to project herself into the portrayed 

scenario. These early training films are thus an example of the exteriorization of identity into 

a screen. In this fashion, the training film structures a self-reflective viewing mode in which 

the trainee is both internalizing the messages of the film while projecting themselves into the 

film. Because each film presents a scenario in which an individual worker makes errors and 

is then corrected by a supervisor, the films call upon each trainee to adopt the viewpoint of 

the bourgeois individual, not a worker as part of a collective of laborers. Importantly, 

Western Union began recruiting women workers as part of an anti-union strategy. Women 

were perceived as being more tractable and docile – less likely to organize. At the same time, 

the company feared that this new group of workers would be unfamiliar with the protocols 

highly regulated and structured industrial labor that required concentration, attentiveness, 

and, as mentioned above, the severing of social bonds. Films were introduced partly because 

during the 1920s, it was widely believed that women were particularly susceptible to the 
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messages communicated through film (evidenced mainly through box office figures and 

anecdotes regarding women imitating actors and scenarios they saw on the screen).3 Thus, 

the training film was called upon as an ideological tool, to inculcate values and behaviors 

into a group perceived to be unversed in such matters but vulnerable to the apparatus of 

cinema. 

As previously explained, the telegraph itself is a technology of connected isolation. The 

technology creates nearly instantaneous communication between distant places, effectively 

making the offices of Western Union in London and New York next-door-neighbors. In part 

because of its close association with the railroad, the telegraph enabled a new emphasis on 

speed and immediacy in commerce and social relations. Alongside this, the telegraph helped 

create a new relationship between public and private. The telegram itself was very often a 

private message (either in the sense of a business transaction or a personal matter), yet using 

the telegraph required the sender to communicate this message to a stranger, who would then 

encode it to be sent to another stranger, and so on. Thus, a level of trust between strangers 

was vital to the continued success of Western Union and the telegraph. Western Union 

therefore needed to instill in its workers and customers an ability to place trust in persons 

they have never met or seen. The success of the telegraph is built upon the success of 

connected isolation as a state of social separation coupled with technological connection. 

The second chapter traces a history of in-flight entertainment. Because in-flight 

entertainment embodies an alliance between transportation and communication technologies, 

it offers crucial insights into connected isolation. The airplane passenger cabin can be seen as 

a useful index of the increasing ubiquity of screen technology and personalization of 
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cinematic experience. This expansion of cinema culture began in the 1920s, with early 

experiments including tabletop 16mm projectors showing silent films on small planes. The 

silent era held one advantage for in-flight film, there was no need to combat the engine noise 

or wire the plane for sound. But the cabin of the plane proved to be an inadequate method of 

showing film, the projector tied to a table blocked the aisle and the folding portable screens 

coupled with early propeller flight often resulted in shaky pictures. Air travel did not become 

a mode of mass transit until the jet age (most carriers prior to the 1950s combined mail 

service with passenger service), and it was not until the early 1960s that efforts to show films 

on planes began in earnest. Initially composed of a single projection system showing a film 

on a large screen, treating the cabin like an auditorium, in-flight film has become emblematic 

of the potentials of digital media. Airlines now offer video on demand, a customized menu of 

film choices, video games, weather reports, and maps tracking the progress of the airlines 

flight (often these options are only available on long haul flights of four hours or more and 

services vary widely from airline to airline and by ticket fare). Some airlines even use 

satellite technology to receive television broadcasts and provide wireless internet access. 

During a transoceanic or transcontinental flight, the cabin of passenger plane can contain 

hundreds of screens all showing different images. Because each passenger has his or her own 

screen, with a certain amount of control over the images that are shown on it, in-flight 

entertainment exemplifies connected isolation. Each passenger marks his own individuality 

as an assemblage of cultural commodities on the back of someone else’s seat. These screens 

act as a method of separation between passengers and allow each passenger to be isolated 

from each other passenger. The passenger cabin thus acts against collectivity, discouraging 
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interaction between passengers. Additionally, the media technologies found in the passenger 

cabin are increasingly similar to those media technologies found in the home: a selection of 

television channels, a library of films, and an assortment of video games. In this way, each 

flight acts as a kind of extended commute. The passengers are actively isolated from each 

other by the architecture of the cabin and its attendant media technologies, and the 

passengers themselves take advantage of these apparatus of isolation. Each flight becomes a 

period of empty time between departure and arrival; a time to be filled with activities to 

distract from the passing of time. The introduction of these technologies into the passenger 

cabin are therefore a way to obscure the passivity of the passengers. 

Commercial air travel, then, can be linked to the telegraph. Like the telegraph, jet travel 

serves to condense space and time; through the network of air routes, certain privileged sites 

(major urban areas) are brought closer together. Air travel thus privileges this new spatial 

category, the space of flows, above the space of places. Travel is no longer a means to see the 

landscape, or to stop at a place, but a commute between two points, to be dispensed with as 

quickly as possible. By linking only these urban sites together, air travel, like the telegraph 

emphasizes a new kind of geography, privileging mobility and movement over tradition and 

place-loyalty. The inclusion of film as a normal component of air travel instantiates 

connected isolation by conjoining distant places that are not territorial contiguous, even while 

the passive passengers traveling through the space of flows are distracted from their own 

locality within the plane by a series of moving images that represent far off places and distant 

times. The interdependence of transportation and communication technologies results in 

giving each passenger the imagined ability to act as the center of the world. The airplane 
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passenger seems to achieve mastery of the world, by separating from it spatially, in the sense 

that the plane rises above the earth and can bypass previously insurmountable geographic 

obstacles. The in-flight entertainment system gives passengers the ability to control which 

parts of the world can be seen and heard. Moreover, through the satellite-assisted 

cartographic system that represents the plane’s location in relation to the earth, passengers 

can witness their supremacy over the traditional obstacles of space and time.  

The combination of virtual and physical mobility that comprises connected isolation is 

also the focus of the third chapter. In it, I examine the rise of the cellular phone as a portable 

entertainment device. I contend that the new ability to receive and view television programs 

(and other moving image material) on the cellular phone is but an extension of a long history 

of emphasizing the private space. I begin with Walter Benjamin’s observation that the rise of 

the private individual can be indexed to the fashion in which the dwelling place interiorizes 

the external world through the collection of images and objects as well as acting as a place of 

refuge from the external world. Linking those observations to Williams’ notion of mobile 

privatization, I argue that the contradictory impulses of moving through the world while 

retreating from it are the product of economic and social structures which act to isolate 

individuals from each other while connecting them to the products of corporate media, not 

the inherent trait of the technology of the cellular phone.  

Like in-flight entertainment, the cellular phone provides customizable and personal 

choice of moving images. This menu of choices provides an opportunity to assert an identity 

based on the conglomeration of cultural commodities contained by the device. The cellular 

phone has become an externalization of the pseudo-individuality referred to by Adorno and 
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Horkheimer. The attraction of the cellular phone lies in how it allows its users to create a 

portable home and a portable identity that can be modified for display. Usage of the cellular 

phone outside the home becomes a form of display even as it isolates the user from others 

who might be physically co-present. In this, the cellular phone does not function like the bus 

in Sartre’s example of seriality, for in the moment of using the phone in a crowd, the cellular 

phone user is isolated from those who do not own cellular phones and from those who might 

own one but are not currently using it, as well as from other cellular phone users (who are not 

speaking to the first). In other words, rather than create a relationship of alterity, to use 

Sartre’s terms, the cellular phone creates something else. The cellular phone allows the 

creation of a mobile private sphere that acts as a kind of semi-permeable membrane, only 

letting in certain stimuli while keeping others out. Crucially, the handheld nature of the 

cellular phone means that this mobile private sphere can manifest virtually anywhere at 

anytime, even inside other mobile private spaces, such as the car. I maintain that the kind of 

radical mobility that the cellular phone represents, coupled with the hypertrophy of the 

private means that privacy itself has become mobile.  

In the final chapter I examine one of the quintessential attributes of the mass medium of 

television: liveness. The ability of television to present images and sounds of distant events 

as they unfold gives the television viewer the illusion of being in two places at once. In this 

sense, liveness is assumed to be able to create community by offering simultaneous sensory 

experience to millions of individuals separated in space and time. I argue that, in this form, 

liveness is a form of connected isolation. It purports to bring connect separate individuals in 

the process of overcoming the barriers of space and time. This basic form of liveness, in 
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which the images and sounds emanating from the set, claims to be direct experience or, at 

least, a form of immediacy. By examining a series of events that involved live television 

coverage, violence and public debate – the protests against the World Trade Organization 

meeting at Seattle in 1999, the celebration of the Los Angeles Lakers’ 2000 National 

Basketball Association Championship, and the demonstrations outside the 2000 Democratic 

National Committee’s convention in Los Angeles – I contend that the actually existing 

systems of television work in opposition to the forming of community.  

The introduction of the television as a domestic device means that television broadcasting 

depends on the physical separation of viewers and disallows engaged dialogue between those 

watching the same program. By examining the television coverage of the emergency landing 

of JetBlue’s flight 292, I critique the notion that television’s liveness increases our 

knowledge of the outside world. In this incident, passengers were able to access the live 

television coverage of their own impending death through the satellite television service 

offered by the airline. In this case, the proliferation of screens did not lead to a proliferation 

of knowledge (or even information) but to an introverted self-awareness. 

In order for liveness to hold an appeal, the viewer must be physically separated from the 

events unfolding. The aesthetic of liveness is employed in order to encourage viewers not to 

leave the home: a crucial point which is often missed in critiques of television as a form of 

domination. I argue that the aesthetic of liveness, coupled with the proliferation of screens 

leads to an increased ubiquity of connected isolation, which renders television viewers 

passive while engendering feelings of power.  
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Part of this passivity relies on the confusion between distance and proximity inherent to 

liveness. The television is able to bring things closer to the viewer, but it is an illusion of 

closeness, as the events are physically inaccessible to the viewer. The semblance of being in 

this distance is thus enclosed by an insuperable barrier even as proximity is fabricated 

through camera technique, voice-over narration, on-the-spot reporting, and other methods 

designed to create the illusion of closeness. In this way, liveness is an aesthetic that 

normalizes the social order of connected isolation. We become accustomed to visual access 

to distanced people and places. The reciprocal property of vision, that whomever we can see 

can see us, is rendered obsolete. The act of seeing, therefore, has been separated from the 

possibility of intervention.   

 

The case studies that organize this dissertation are united by their common concern with 

the production, distribution, and exhibition of the moving image. Underlying this 

dissertation, then, is my argument that we must move beyond the analyses of content and 

representation in order to understand fully the moving image and visual media. The power 

and influence of film and television cannot be comprehended by only analyzing what appears 

on the screen. The question of screen deployment is crucial to understanding our 

contemporary situation.  

Benjamin, in his essay, “Work of Art in the Age of Its Mechanical Reproducibility,” 

reflects on some issues facing the reproduction of the image of the human actor in film. He 

notes that the mirror image of the person has “become detachable from the person mirrored, 

and is transportable.” Benjamin calls this detachment of image from person “a highly 
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productive use of the human being’s self-alienation” (110, italics in original). Benjamin 

poses this as a political problem, for the image is transported “in front of the masses” who 

assert control and authority over it, a control that is rendered impotent in the light of 

capitalist exploitation. But in the current situation of proliferated screens, this detachment of 

image from person has a different significance. Like the work of art, the human being is 

changing to become more amenable to the means of technological reproduction.  

Thus it is no surprise that so much content on screens involves the exteriorization of the 

bourgeois interior. The technologies of the moving image enable the creation of a private 

world within the safety of the home, a crucial component of mobile privatization but also a 

process that Benjamin has detailed in his essays “Paris: Capital of the Nineteenth Century” 

and “Some Motifs in Baudelaire” as beginning in the middle of the nineteenth century. The 

obverse of the phenomenon of increased atomization and retreat into private space can be 

found in the proliferation of documentary-style television shows, in which willing 

participants publicize their inner lives. This process works to assert an identity and to break 

through isolation and create connection.   

In other words, the creation of isolation and connection via technological apparatus is a 

consequence of capitalism, which requires standardized, interchangeable, and replaceable 

parts for efficient operation. The new media devices which give rise to connected isolation 

enable individuals to participate in the economic system in new ways: as producers and 

consumers of image identities. This is only possible due to the wide recognition that these 

technologies enable the exteriorization of the interior. In other words, the images and sounds 

reproduced by these devices are assumed to be representations of personhood, from inner 
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thoughts and feelings, to gestures, sounds and looks that can then be analyzed to represent a 

personality and identity. The preponderance of visual media technologies has created a 

situation in which the pseudo-individualism critiqued by Adorno and Horkheimer is the only 

possibility of expression. Because expression is limited to an assertion of individual identity, 

the possibilities for collectivity and commonality are severely limited. 

 
.

                                                
1 I borrow the phrase form Minnesota novelist David Treuer, who employed it to describe 
how electronic communications, such as the internet, penetrate the everyday life of Native 
American reservations.  
2 “Make Stock Deal in Plane” 
3 See Abel; Hansen, 1991; Stamp. 
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Chapter One 

“We Can See Ourselves as Others See Us:”1  

Distraction, Training Films, and Identification 

 

In his essay “The Mass Ornament” Siegfried Kracauer theorizes a relationship between 

the distractions produced for the amusement of an emergent urban salaried class and the 

organization of the contemporary workplace in which this emergent class was employed. 

Kracauer calls spectacles such as the Tiller Girls, a group of women whose intricate and 

highly coordinated dances produced geometric patterns and shapes constructed of female 

body parts, “mass ornaments.” They are mass both in the sense that a mass of body parts 

constitutes the mathematical patterns themselves, and in the sense that their performance is 

constructed for a mass audience. These amusements were depicted and reproduced in 

newsreels, illustrated newspapers and the performances attended by crowds of people in 

stadiums (75-76). Kracauer begins his comparison of the Tiller Girls to the workplace by 

explaining that the highly rationalized system making up these patterns cannot be 

apprehended by those constituting it. The individual parts are like workers in a factory – 

dependent on one another for the final output, and the more intricate the result, the more it 

escapes the abilities of any one individual. Because the Tiller Girls are not involved in 

conceiving the pattern (and the pattern is imperceptible to anyone except an audience seated 

in a particular relationship to the performers), they are not involved in the productive process. 

They are the process. “Everyone does his or her task on the conveyor belt, performing a 

partial function without grasping the totality” (78). Kracauer sees the mirror image of the 
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Tiller Girls in the contemporary workplace. The worker is reduced, like a Tiller Girl, to a 

body part (or set of body parts) and must perform a specific task that has been rationalized 

and planned down to the smallest detail. Similar to the spectacle of the Tiller Girls, the 

workplace is planned geometrically, in a series of quantifiable lines and angles. Kracauer 

sees an expression of conditions of labor in the leisure activities of workers. “The mass 

ornament is the aesthetic reflex of the rationality to which the prevailing economic system 

aspires” (79). The insight of “The Mass Ornament” is that the workers partake in leisure 

activities that approximate the conditions of their working life. Kracauer would repeat this 

observation in other works, including “Little Shopgirls Go to the Movies,” “Film 1928” and 

his book, The Salaried Masses. 

The Salaried Masses is a qualitative survey of salaried workers of Berlin in the late 

1920s. Kracauer recognized the changing organization of labor and of workers could also be 

seen in the changing organization of leisure and amusement. The distractions of movie 

palaces, mass performances, shop windows, worked in parallel to the distractions of the 

workplace. With machines constantly in motion, a cacophony of sounds, and interactions 

with others from all angles, the workplaces described by Kracauer resemble “the total 

artwork of effects” he ascribes to Berlin’s movie palaces in “Cult of Distraction.” Kracauer 

uses the film habits of the new urban salaried class as the raison d’être of his investigation. 

“Hundreds of thousands of salaried employees throng the streets of Berlin daily, yet their life 

is more unknown than that of the primitive tribes at whose habits those same employees 

marvel in films” (28-29). Here, the salaried worker is assumed to be an avid moviegoer and, 
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at the same time, akin to the subject of an exotic travelogue. Their relation to mass culture – 

simultaneously its object and subject – is what so intrigues Kracauer.  

This chapter is an inquiry into the relationship between leisure and work via the 

aesthetics of distraction. I use the example of training films produced by Western Union in 

the 1920s to further this inquiry. The activity using communications technology to train 

communications workers exemplifies several themes throughout this dissertation. The 

training film production in Western Union began after the introduction of 16mm film, an 

invention that ushered in a new era of proliferating screens. 16mm film enabled a wide range 

of institutions to implement film into their activities: churches, schools, museums, and the 

military all integrated films into their publicity materials as well as their own internal 

practices. Western Union, during the 1920s, was the consolidation of a series of telegraphy 

networks that allowed messages to travel over distances at speeds hitherto unknown. The 

telegraph was the initial electronic technology of rapid communication that connects the 

distant, bypassing the proximate: it is a technology of connected isolation. As a result it 

reconfigured traditional notions of space and place, by making communication between 

distant places almost instantaneous. The nature of this communication system meant that 

messages between private individuals, often meant to be secret, were open to inspection by 

telegraph operators. The employees of Western Union, therefore, brokered connections 

between public and private. For example, messenger boys and girls were tasked with 

carrying private correspondence from Western Union offices to private residences, traversing 

boundaries of public and private space. Most importantly, these training films exemplify the 

role of technology in integrating individuals into capitalism. These films train workers for 
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specific tasks, and, by connecting moralizing lessons, entertainment and education, they 

normalize their viewers as subjects of capitalism. Crucially, the films produced by Western 

Union were meant for an emergent type of worker –women workers, who had to be 

assimilated into the corporate culture by standardizing their behavior, customs, and habits.  

The Training Film Genre in the 1920s 

The 1927 film Accuracy First introduces viewers to Sally Lee, an avid reader, dancer and 

singer. She works in a high-pressure job, spending hours a day in front of a keyboard, 

desperately trying to keep up with the tasks arriving at her desk. Distracted by a conversation 

with a friend, Sally makes a critical error at work. Her high-powered male clients 

subsequently lose thousands of dollars in a botched stock trade. There is plenty of blame to 

go around, and the film ends before we learn of Sally’s fate. This training film, produced by 

Western Union, mixes conventions of narrative fiction films with the direct address and 

visual demonstration techniques of instructional films. Western Union made other training 

films during this period, including Keyboard Errors (1929), Speed Killers (1930), Gumming 

(1930), X Messages (1927), and Mechanical Call Distribution System for Receiving 

Telegrams by Telephone From Patrons of the Western Union (1930).2 These films contained 

footage of Western Union offices and reenactments of procedures in the operation of 

telegraph apparatus.3 Characterized by a static camera, medium shots (often just the torso), 

and substandard lighting setups, these training films were not by no means stylistically 

sophisticated; they relied on the conventions and techniques of popular and educational films 

which came before them.  
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In the early 1920s, the Taylor Society (initially the Society for the Promotion of 

Scientific Management) argued that “non-financial incentives” such as cultural and aesthetic 

activities would assist in managing workers.4 These non-financial incentives often took the 

form of moralizing lessons communicated through films. In line with contemporary views 

regarding film’s ability to be an effective educational tool, corporations took advantage of the 

presumed communicative transparency of film to increase training efficiency and overcome 

language barriers. The easy-to-comprehend films became a proxy manager—replacing the 

hands-on training of the apprentice system. Training films were an attempt to teach corporate 

values, moral character, and the ethics of capitalism to a population of workers not yet 

assimilated to the industrial organization of work.  

Using film as a training or instructional aid was a relatively common practice in this 

period. Several early film production companies, including Thomas Edison’s, sought to 

promote film as an efficient teaching tool, and more efficient and effective than human 

teachers. Beginning in 1920, the Visual Education Institute began publishing Visual 

Education a journal promoting the use of film, slides and other visual aids in education at all 

levels. Educational Screen, the most enduring and influential journal in this field, also 

commenced publication in 1920. Educational Screen, which called itself “a source freely 

accessible to all interested in the progress of the new, nation-wide movement which seeks to 

broaden and deepen, by the use of visual aids, our national education in school, church, club, 

and community center”, merged with Visual Education in 1923. Filled with advice columns, 

reviews of educational films and advertisements for various distributors who specialized in 

non-fiction, educational, instructional, and industrial films, these journals claimed that 
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because of film’s interpretive transparency, the efficient manner in which film transmitted 

information, and the ability of the film apparatus to substitute for teachers and experts (thus 

automating education), film was a valuable educational and instructional tool. These efforts 

led to the production of thousands of educational films in the late 1910s and throughout the 

1920s. 

During the 1920s, other large industrial firms beside Western Union produced training 

films for their employees, including Willys-Overland Motor Company and the Ford Motor 

Company.5 Because training films were site-specific – produced for a select audience in the 

Western Union schools – they serve as an example of the reach of film exhibition into spaces 

previously reserved for other sorts of activities. The ubiquity of film exhibition venues dating 

from this early period demonstrate that film was not just actively pursued by audiences, but 

that audiences were actively pursued by films.  

This notion, that filmmakers chose the audience, rather than the audience choosing the 

films, runs counter to dominant ideas of spectatorship in this era of film history (I return to 

this conception of the relationship between film and audience in chapter two). Numerous 

studies of spectatorship and movie-going habits in the United States prior to World War II 

place film in a range of amusements and leisure activities actively sought out and chosen by 

viewers. While certain non-fiction educational films and industrial films were able to draw 

audiences into movie theaters during this period, the genre of educational films generally 

sought out an audience which had little control over programming. The largest contingent of 

this captive audience was schoolchildren, as demonstrated by guides aimed at integrating 

films into the classroom and public school curriculum, like Frederick Dean McClusky’s 1932 
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volume, Visual Instruction: its Value and its Needs. Even films shown to workers during this 

period utilizing the YMCA film bureau program were voluntarily attended by workers.6 

Training films, however, were a part of work life, particularly in an industry, like telegraphy, 

undergoing rapid technological innovation in which continued employment and promotion 

was contingent on acquiring new skills.  

The ability of film to reach these captive audiences depended in part on the introduction 

of 16mm film in 1923. This stock, cheaper and lighter than 35mm, was crucial to the growth 

of the educational film. The cheaper and more portable projection equipment that 

accompanied the standardization of this gauge allowed for the installation of film equipment 

in schools, churches, corporate offices, and homes during the 1920s and 1930s.7 The 

transformation of spaces within these extant institutions into quasi movie theaters enabled the 

creation of captive audiences. The 16mm distribution networks, film exchanges, and rental 

agencies were dependent on widespread installation of 16mm exhibition technology for their 

financial success. Thus the training films produced by Western Union came at a confluence 

of several factors: the discursive positioning of film as a viable and valuable educational tool, 

the introduction of new film technology, and changes in the labor market. 

Labor Organization and the Training Film 

The films produced by Western Union were made during a period of labor transition. As 

Diane Waldman puts it, “The early part of the 20th Century was a period of intense industrial 

strife” marked by violent clashes between workers, management and the agents of 

management (42). During the period between 1915 and 1930, Western Union employed a 
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variety of strategies to prevent unionization within its workforce (Ulriksson). Chief among 

them was the promotion of the idea that the interests of management and labor were the 

same, or, at least, coincided. Western Union’s internal bulletin, the Western Union News 

“edited by employes for employes [sic]” began publication in 1914 and its chief mission was 

to inculcate a work ethic in employees. The opening column by Newcomb Carlton, president 

of Western Union, stated “In your charge is one of the important vehicles of commercial and 

social life. In your charge is its efficiency and success.” From the start, the newsletter 

concerned itself with cooperation between labor and management. Keeping relations 

peaceful was linked to the success of the company (which in turn was linked to the success of 

the employees) and to greater efficiency and productivity. A 1915 column stated that the 

cooperative spirit would lead to “an improved speed of service, a consequent reduction of 

expenses – in short, an increased efficiency”.8 The June 15, 1918 issue of the Western Union 

News was a special issue on unionization in all but name. It denied any conflict between the 

company and its employees. Furthermore, the issue blamed the attempt at unionization on 

foreigners, claiming most of the union members and organizers were Canadians. Finally, it 

announced the formation of an employee association and sanctioned an employee association 

newsletter called The Telegraph World. 

These anti-union strategies included hiring a large contingent of women workers. The 

strategy of hiring women workers was justified through a belief that women were more 

congenial, malleable and tractable (Eisenstein, 26-27). In addition, upon marriage women 

were expected to leave their jobs for the domestic space. High turnover in the workforce, 

which inhibits worker cohesion, collectivity and solidarity, was desirable as a soft anti-union 
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strategy. These strategies were not without their perils for Western Union. The Telegraph 

World provided a forum for mild agitation (even if it was safely contained in the newsletter 

and counterbalanced by management views) and the widespread introduction of women 

workers was the subject of controversy and consternation. And while women may have been 

viewed as amenable to supervision, their ability to embody the work ethic crucial to the 

functioning of industry in the United States was an open question. It was in part due to the 

problem of training a large number of new workers (new to Western Union and new to the 

workforce) that Western Union turned to film. 

According to the U.S. film industry’s own research, women and children dominated the 

movie-going audience in the 1920s. Richard Koszarski warned against putting too much 

stock in these statistics: “There are few reliable statistics on the proportion of women in 

silent-film audiences, but the Evansville survey suggests that males gradually lost interest 

during their teens. In 1920 W. Stephen Bush reported in the New York Times that 60 percent 

of film audiences were women, but in 1927 the Moving Picture World set the figure as high 

as 83 percent” (30). The importance of these numbers lay not in their relative accuracy, but in 

that they provided an argument for Hollywood to produce and market particular types of 

films (urban melodramas, for instance). In other words, Hollywood acted upon these 

numbers as if they were true. Other trade magazines noted the importance of the lunchtime 

office crowd to the success of movie theaters during this period. Richard Abel draws our 

attention to “the special February 1912 issue of Billboard, [in which] Jos. F. Hennegan noted 

that, in downtown districts, ‘clerks, stenographers, etc., employ their noon hour in seeing 
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moving pictures’ almost daily” (90). Examining the complex relationship between women 

and the film industry during the 1910s, Shelley Stamp claims that:  

there has been no other time in the history of American cinema when 

women’s moviegoing habits, tastes, and desires were talked about, catered to, 

and debated so thoroughly. A closer look at this period shows us that the 

cultivation of a female audience for the movies, as well as textual viewing 

positions open to women, were not incidental to the development of classical 

cinema in the teens but instrumental to it. (Stamp 199) 

In the ten to fifteen years leading up to Western Union’s production of training films, the 

culturally dominant idea was that women were more likely than men to be interested in film, 

to be entranced by film, and to be susceptible to any given film’s messages (not to mention 

that women were thought to be integral to the continued financial success of the film 

industry). Thus, in a time when the moviegoing audience in the United States was perceived 

to be dominated by women and women’s tastes, the training wing of Western Union 

deliberately chose to use the medium assumed to hold special appeal for women. 

The level of pervasiveness of this particular construction of women moviegoers was such 

that it was reproduced in the Western Union employee association newsletter. A passage in a 

1921 “Women’s Affairs” column of Telegraph World cautions women to take film seriously 

while briefly outlining some central tenets of the contemporary call for using film as a moral 

teacher: 

The moving picture shows are doing a lot of good. For one thing, they teach 

us to study ourselves. We can see ourselves as others see us. They are 
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educational too. Many people who will not take time to read let the “Movies” 

give them the best stories ever written, as nearly all the big stories have been 

“movieized.” To get the best out of the “movies” do not take in the plot only, 

but the lessons, the acting, the life that is taught. And don’t be a “movie fiend” 

– be a “movie fan.”9  

Urging a self-reflexive viewing mode, this advice illustrates why Western Union might 

have thought films to be particularly effective as a training technology for women workers. 

Film was seen as a powerful and effective didactic medium to the point that fiction films – 

adaptations of literature particularly – were presumed to bring moral uplift if viewed 

properly. Thus, there is the distinction between a movie fiend, who is an uncritical enthusiast, 

and a movie fan, who adheres to the protocols of film appreciation. 

Kracauer also notes that the female salaried worker of the 1920s sees herself in the 

cinema. In The Salaried Masses, he notes that the effects of standardized labor within urban 

situations “have unquestionably led to the emergence of certain standard types of salesgirl, 

draper’s assistant, shorthand typist and so on, which are portrayed and at the same time 

cultivated in magazines and cinemas” (68). This underlines Kracauer’s thesis that the leisure 

activities found in the “palaces of distraction” of 1920s Berlin are a continuation of the new 

forms of labor organization. He argues that workers find themselves depicted in films and at 

the same time base their own behaviors and appearance on these depictions.  

This mode of spectatorship requires the projection of the viewer into the images on the 

screen. The viewer is called upon to exteriorize themselves into the portrayals within the film 

at the same time that they are internalizing the lessons of the film. The column in Telegraph 
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World takes this one step further, asking the female Western Union employee to, in essence, 

step outside of herself to see herself. The film screen is therefore supposed to act as a mirror 

for the viewer. The viewer is assumed to be the subject of the film as well as its object. Or 

put another way, the female viewer has been called to act as part of the message and the 

receiver of the message. This kind of exhortation is useful when trying to acclimate workers 

to the new ethic of customer service. The telegrams delivered by Western Union do not just 

contain words, they represent the company – the workers themselves are told they are part of 

the message.   The lessons on how to partake in the amusements, which are but reflections of 

work culture, are also lessons on how to conduct oneself in the workplace. 

Spectatorship and Supervision 

As Miriam Hansen shows in Babel and Babylon, early film audiences were engaged in 

social interactions within the theater. They were distracted by each other and by the film. 

During the 1910s and 1920s, a new mode of spectatorship was encouraged and became 

dominant. This mode involved silence, seclusion and concentration on the screen in front of 

the audience. The mode of spectatorship encouraged in the movie theaters aligns with the 

mode of attentiveness encouraged in the Western Union offices. Thus, the association of 

work with film is not an association of labor with fun but it is an alliance of two activities 

emphasizing, focus, single-mindedness and careful observation. These were the dispositions 

encouraged in the film appreciation movement, referenced earlier by the Woman’s Affairs 

column, and the dispositions Western Union wanted to instill in its workers. 
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Despite its near monopoly of U.S. telegraphy at the time, Western Union’s continued 

financial success depended on an operator’s ability to transfer messages accurately and 

quickly. Western Union offered ubiquity of service, but its service included the very qualities 

that it feared new women workers did not possess – concentration, precision, and assiduity. 

To ensure successful and accurate transmission, operating telegraphic technology required a 

mode of absorption similar to that required by classical film narrative. Thus the importance 

of film as a training technology lay in how the form itself was perceived as disciplining its 

audience, not just in its ability to transfer information efficiently, the viewpoint promoted by 

journals such as Educational Screen. 

Western Union’s training films raise questions about the nature of spectatorship. Stamp 

and Hansen describe the process of disciplining women moviegoers through advertisements, 

placards, signs, comics, etc into a particular form of spectatorship. This same form of 

spectatorship –silent, absorbed, and concentrated – was part of the disciplinary process in the 

offices of Western Union. That is, these films asked workers to act at work as they would in a 

movie theater.  

The introduction and widespread use of mechanical technology, particular in industrial 

contexts, has led many historians and social critics to lament the machine age as one in which 

humans have become objectified, quantified and drained of any characteristics which 

distinguish them from the machines they operate. These films exhorted workers to work with 

the same mechanical precision, steady rhythm and attention to detail possessed by the 

telegraph apparatus and the film projection apparatus. These training films demonstrate that 

it is the drive for profit, through increased emphasis on productivity, efficiency, accuracy, 
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and speed, causing employers to attempt a mechanization of their employee’s labor. The 

advantage of machines in production lies in their lack of idiosyncrasies, their constancy, 

steadiness, and relentless obedience. The gumming machine was never bored or distracted, 

never late, never tired, never hungry. In this context, efforts to make telegraph operators 

more like telegraph machinery appear logical and necessary. In other words, it is not the 

interaction with technology that made workers more machine-like; rather it is that the 

workers labored under the same conditions of industrial capitalism that necessitated (and 

relied on) machine technology. The machines and workers exhibit similar characteristics 

because they are called upon to perform similar tasks. 

These training films offer insight into a larger cultural problematic: the role of 

communication technologies in shaping conduct and behavior. The films were used to induce 

mechanical behaviors associated with efficiency and a model employee. But, as I have 

shown, it was not simply the content of the films that instilled these values. Film as a 

medium was chosen because women, in particular, were supposed to identify with it. One of 

the stereotypes of the “movie struck girl” or the woman afflicted with “film-itis” was that she 

was unable to distinguish between the fantasy and romance of the movies and her own real 

life. Stamp points out that exhibitors took advantage of this; for instance, by installing picture 

booths in their lobbies, promoting them as an opportunity for women to take photographs of 

themselves as if they were in films. The discipline of film studies has resisted these 

portrayals of film audiences as enthralled, hypnotized and easily influenced. And yet training 

films depend on their audiences imitating the characters, actions and habits portrayed in film. 

In a few Western Union training films, including Gumming, Keyboard Errors, X Messages 
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and Speed Killers, workers were called upon to recreate the portrayals in the film. In other 

words, the form of identification suggested by fictional film is required by the training film.  

None of these films possess the shot/reverse shot sequence so familiar to scholars and 

viewers of classical Hollywood film (or contemporary film and television for that matter). 

The presumed fashion in which viewers are sewn into the film, by adopting the optical 

standpoint of the protagonist is entirely absent from the training film.10 The only shots that 

could be construed as point-of-view shots in the classical sense are close-ups of the various 

telegrams. But the illusion of point-of-view is shattered when, in every film, a hand appears 

with a pencil circling incorrect times, miscoded messages, spelling errors, and so on. This 

hand is not supposed to belong to the viewer; it is the hand of the instructor or of the 

supervisor (Figure 2.1).  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Accuracy First 

The hand of the supervisor correcting a telegram 
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If the system of the suture is in operation, the trainees are called upon to position 

themselves as supervisors. The self-regulation is valued by the management style of Western 

Union’s offices, because it increases worker efficiency and productivity while easing the 

burden of supervisors and management. Making workers responsible for their own 

management thus saves money for the company by condensing two layers of office protocol 

to one set of workers. Since the films portray worker activity from the point of view of 

supervisors it encourages sympathy with management and may turn worker frustration 

against other workers for their failure to perform up to the demands of management. In 

addition, these depictions of misbehaving employees may play to protocols and habits of 

maternal supervision of children, the conventions of which many women workers were no 

doubt familiar (regardless of their status as mothers). The portrayal of these actions from the 

perspective of management, therefore is not a failure of imagination, but coincides with 

Western Union’s aspiration to create a docile, well-trained and self-regulated work force. 

In this way, the viewer is called upon to adopt the viewpoint of the bourgeois individual, 

not the collective worker. Combined with the self-reflective viewing mode, the training film 

is therefore an example of connected-isolation. Western Union is invested in getting workers 

to disregard the collective nature of work in the Western Union office and the collective 

viewing of these training films in favor of seeing themselves as individuals. These 

individuals are then pitted against each other in a competition, through the system of merits 

and demerits which penalize workers for errors and inaccuracy while rewarding workers for 

speed and punctuality (see “Report on Merit and Demerit System”). This system is effective 

only if each worker sees herself as having little commonality with other workers. This 
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process requires first, that the viewer of the training film see herself in the film, through a 

process of exteriorization and second, that the trainee internalize the lessons of the film itself. 

In this way, the trainee isolates herself from other trainees and workers while connecting to 

the images on the screen. The process of isolation, in this case, results in a temporary form of 

class mobility, as the laborer is called upon to adopt the attitudes (and in some cases, the 

responsibilities) of management.   

The anonymous contributor to Telegraph World, from whom I take the title of this 

chapter, offers a good explanation of how identification works in these training films to 

create a self-regulated and self-reflective audience. The declaration that in films “we can see 

ourselves as others see us” is part of a system of disciplining moviegoers to watch film in a 

particular way. The passage in Telegraph World referenced earlier is a prescription for a 

mode of viewing that includes identification. Reminding women moviegoers to “not take in 

the plot only, but the lessons, the acting, the life that is taught,” are standard tenets applicable 

to appreciation of literature or the theater as well as film. The allegation that film reflects 

social reality – that it reproduces traces of actual persons to whom we can relate – is a 

directive to viewers to identify with actors in film. Identification, therefore, is produced by a 

discourse of proper viewing habits and a disciplinary regimen prescribed for the moviegoer. 

To be sure, the identificatory process for Western Union’s training films is reinforced by the 

nature of their exhibition. These training films were shown to a captive (but willing) 

audience of trainees. Thus, the exhibition of these films structures their response. Viewers 

know before the projector is turned on how to view the films and the consequences of not 

paying attention.  
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This has important implications for those concerned with the effects of depictions of 

violence, sexual acts, or smoking in cinema and the way in which visual communication 

technologies in general affect behavior. Alongside the direct address of title cards, the silent 

training film necessitates a large amount of reinforcement from outside the film: the narrator 

or lecturer who accompanied the silent film, the habits and procedures of peers, the system of 

merits and demerits administered by supervisors and so on. Theorizations of the 

identificatory process in cinema take the viewing experience away from this social context, 

separating it from an already structured world in which behaviors and social roles are already 

prescribed (and proscribed) before the moviegoer enters the theater. Because the training film 

explicitly and directly connects to the world outside the film and since its raison d’être is to 

strengthen existing structures and to instruct viewers in a particular ethos, the training film 

provides clear and substantial evidence that the nature of the process of identification in film 

viewing cannot be discovered by setting cinema apart from other social processes. In other 

words, to understand cinema we must understand the position of film, filmmaking and film 

viewing in relation to other institutions.  

“The Woman Question is No Longer a ‘Problem’”11 

Western Union choice of methods to train its female workers was thus implicated in 

contemporary ideas about the place and role of film: it attracted women, it was efficient, and 

was an effective teaching tool. In other words, Western Union relied on contemporary ideas 

regarding the nature of film as a medium for solutions in its mission to integrate a new type 

of worker into the workforce. The special position of women in the economy made the 
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question of women workers’ consciousness particularly fraught. The unremunerated 

domestic labor still typical for many women is a form of labor marked by its insularity from 

other workers performing the same tasks. In The German Ideology Marx emphasizes the 

importance of space and place in creating worker consciousness. In this postulation (and 

many others which followed it), the factory floor provided the necessary space for worker 

interaction. Bonds of commonality could be formed in these spaces, where workers could see 

each other laboring and discuss workplace issues.12 Regardless, since social structures 

limited women to forms of domestic labor had fewer such opportunities for solidarity. As 

Sarah Eisenstein puts it, women:  

are not, through their roles in the family, involved in interactions with other 

women which would tend to encourage recognition of a common position as 

women in social terms. Rather, those roles structure a situation which is 

privatized and personal, and which tends to generate a conception of the 

category ‘woman’ in moral, biological or ‘natural,’ rather than social terms. 

(39) 

The entrance of women into the workplace, including the offices of Western Union, marks a 

radical change in this spatial relationship and thus the role of women in society. 

As films of the Western Union telegraph offices show, women worked alongside men 

and other women, performing the same tasks at the same time, in full view of one another. 

Although, as we shall see, talking (or “chatting”) was discouraged, the spatial arrangement of 

the telegraph office provides an environment better suited towards collective identification. 

Similarly, the strict protocols of the telegraph office, which owed much of their organization 
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to the principles of scientific management and Taylorism, established a highly rationalized, 

regimented and routinized workplace environment that clearly delineated boundaries 

between workers, managers, and customers. Thus, even though the introduction of women 

workers would have a disruptive effect, the common experience of a highly controlled 

workplace would offer women workers the opportunity to recognize themselves and each 

other as workers. While it is possible and desirable to differentiate between immigrant 

worker consciousness and women worker consciousness, the introduction of these new 

groups into the workplace – and the imagined threats they represented – had similar effects 

and repercussions. 

If Western Union’s training films themselves do not address the tensions produced by a 

changing workforce directly, the organ of the Western Union Employee’s Association, 

Telegraph World took on the issue squarely. By 1919, a new feature appeared in Telegraph 

World directed especially to the women workers. At first the newsletter did not know what to 

title the column. A naming contest was held, during which the section was known as “The 

Nameless Women’s Page?” In April 1920, the new title, “Women’s Affairs,” was announced 

with the following caveat: “This is the first name suggested and it will stand until some one 

thinks of a better one. If you don’t like it say so and make a better suggestion.” It was not 

until August of 1922 that the name was switched to “Of Interest to Women.” The double 

entendre of “Women’s Affairs” typified the newsletter’s ambivalences. Indeed, when the 

section was first announced in the December 1919 issue, the editors wrote the following: “It 

would be interesting, first of all, to have an appropriate name for the department. Suggestions 

are now in order: Shall it be a dignified name – suggestive or trite. For instance: “W O M A 
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N”; “Of Interest to Women”; “We Girls” (Which might merge into the “Wiggles 

Department”); “Peach Pie Department.”  

Based on the fashion in which Telegraph World incorporated the new section into the 

employee newsletter, it would be reasonable to assume that the inclusion of women workers 

in the workplace was met with similar equivocation within the company. This ambivalence 

resulted in a delicate balancing act within the column, and the attempt to maintain and 

expand traditional notions of women’s place, was followed by notes on the latest fashion in 

footwear, hats, and a recipe for peanut salad. This ambivalence was common in the column. 

The first half page consisted of progressive declarations as to the status of women, working 

women and labor. The image of the female office worker was associated with modernity and 

progress. Advice on beauty, fashion, manners, housekeeping, and cooking appeared after 

these assertions of women’s rights. While women’s accomplishments and abilities were 

acknowledged, winks and nods to so-called feminine foibles continued to be regular topic. 

For example, several satirical comic strips appeared in The Telegraph World portraying 

women as unsuitable for the type of work required by Western Union. In these comics 

(Figures 2.2 and 2.3), the women are portrayed as distracted and inattentive. Work is a 

secondary concern to their personal lives. The proposal that women were perpetually prone 

to gossip was aimed at demonstrating that women were constitutionally unsuited for the 

particular service offered by Western Union. As a communications system, the telegraph 

brokered connections between private persons. But the particular apparatus of the telegraph 

meant that employees of Western Union were privy to the contents of these dealings between 

strangers. Western Union needed to portray its employees as trustworthy, in addition to being 
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efficient, accurate, and fast. Additionally, the image of women who either had little 

conception of time passing or willfully ignorant of the clock holds particular significance in a 

company which emphasized timeliness, punctuality, and the accurate recording of time 

throughout the process of telegraphic communication (see “Clockwork in Film and 

Telegraphy” below). Within the company, however, these portrayals of women workers as 

overly concerned about fashion and their appearance expressed, clearly, male resentment 

towards this new type of worker. While these are enduring images of women, their presence 

at this particular time in The Telegraph World, indicate a growing anxiety regarding the place 

of women in Western Union. No comics like these appeared in Western Union publications 

during the 1910s, 1930s or 1940s. Within the employee newsletters, magazines and company 

paraphernalia, graphic depictions of the crisis of women in the workplace was limited to the 

1920s. 

  

Figure 2.2 Telegraph World (March 1921) Figure 2.3 Telegraph World (June 1921) 
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The Telegraph World focused primarily on stories about the feats of messenger boys and 

telegraph operators (including speed records), advances in telegraphy, and the operation of 

telegraph apparatus. It included tips and tricks from operators and updates on the status of 

various field offices: number of workers, hiring of new managers, and transferred personnel. 

In the main, it was a masculinist organ, that attempted to contain the influence of female 

operators and continued to insist on associating women with the domestic sphere. 

Male workers were anxious because they felt women were taking men’s jobs and driving 

down wages (two things management wanted). In particular, married women were the object 

of controversy, since jobs became scarce in the 1920s, and the idea of a married woman 

working, especially if her husband also worked, while men went unemployed was 

particularly troubling for many employees. Disgruntled employees raised this issue in several 

employee association meetings during the 1920s. 

Telegraph operators employed by Western Union worked at the interface between private 

and public. In the 1920s the Western Union messengers who delivered paper messages from 

telegraph offices to residences and business were mostly boys; the operators who took 

messages either in person or over the phone, encoded and decoded those messages, and were 

responsible for the on-time and discreet transfer of those messages were women. In other 

words, the fact that women, whose position had been confined to the private domestic space 

except when escorted, had the opportunity (even obligation) to interact with strangers 

without a male family member present caused much concern. The introduction of large 

numbers of women to the workplace was met precisely with concerns about women workers’ 

moral status. Alongside the question of whether women could perform the same work as men 
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was the question of the moral status of women who chose to work side by side with men 

outside their family.  

In turn, feminists leveraged the affiliation of women with the home as a way of asserting 

women’s abilities and skills in the workplace. In certain strands of early feminist rhetoric, the 

workplace and the public sphere were to be subsumed by the domestic sphere. Women were 

called upon to extend the virtuous order and cleanliness women exerted on their homes to 

other areas of life. For instance, the February 1920 “Woman’s Page?” column made the 

following assertions:  

Suggestions that have come in from the women in the field indicate a desire 

for discussion of woman and her place in the sun. The woman question is no 

longer a “problem.” Woman has made such progress in the past few years that 

the problem is solved. She has taken her place, tho [sic] there are some, both 

male and female, of our population, who do not realize it. To the minds of 

many of us it is astonishing that there ever was a thought that Woman’s sphere 

is the home, meaning the care of the home exclusively. Woman’s sphere is the 

home, but the home in our country touches every circumstance of life – 

schools especially, politics, government, religion and education. 

Simultaneously denying and acknowledging the home as the woman’s place, the editors 

attempt to expand the reach of the home outside of what had been previously construed as a 

limited domestic sphere. The conclusion extends the formerly private and closed boundaries 

of the home into the realm of politics, government, religion, and education. Indeed, the point 

made in this column is that the private realm interacts with public institutions at all levels and 
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that these relationships should not be denied. This set of ideas, which continue to position 

women as natural homemakers, may very well have been inspired by Jane Addams’ 1910 

“Civic Housekeeping” column in Ladies’ Home Journal in which she claims civic and 

political activity is an extension of domestic labor. As Stamp has shown, the rhetorical 

strategy of linking women’s “domestic virtue” and natural role as housekeeper to citizenship 

and the public sphere was a common strategy for the suffragist movement in the 1910s (179-

180). In other words, from the outset, the female worker was bridging the private and public, 

the household and the workplace. As a result, the insistence on extending the domestic sphere 

to include the workplace divided women between private and public obligations rather than 

uniting these obligations because the institutions themselves had not changed, only women’s 

role within them.  

Some of Western Union’s training films capitalized on the attempt by suffragists, 

feminists, and newly employed women to link the home to work. Gumming opens with a 

delivery of badly packaged groceries on a homemaker’s doorstep. When she attempts to lift 

the badly wrapped and poorly sealed packages and bags, the grocery spill all over her stoop, 

leaving her with damaged goods. The film compares the badly prepared grocery delivery 

with a sloppy and damaged telegram. By appealing to a domestic situation, the film positions 

the female viewer (presumed to be familiar with the irritations of grocery delivery) as 

sympathetic to clients of Western Union who receive telegrams that are improperly gummed. 

The rest of the film demonstrates the various techniques of gumming telegrams, from the 

proper amount of water to use on the adhesive, the correct margins and spacing, and the 

importance of holding the tape straight and taut. The level of precision necessary “to uphold 
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the standard of appearance and safety” is, on the one hand, mechanical and objective, while 

on the other, an appeal to women’s position as homemaker and presumed concern with 

cleanliness and neatness. 

The message of Accuracy First (1927), in contrast, relies on a clear distinction between 

domestic propriety and workplace behavior. Sally, the telegraph operator in the training film, 

is able to sing and dance with a man at home and the title card merely states she is “like the 

rest of us.” At work, Sally interrupts the gumming of an X message (a telegram regarding a 

stock transaction) to socialize with her friend (the same woman who played piano earlier). 

This interruption is blamed for the errors costing male stockbrokers at the receiving end of 

the message thousands of dollars. In other words, the behaviors that make Sally a modern 

woman at home do not make her a model worker at Western Union. Sally’s flaw, according 

to this logic, is a failure to distinguish between work and home. The behaviors sanctioned for 

a young, educated middle class woman in the private domestic sphere are opposed in the 

workplace. Certainly, the film plays to stereotypes of women as chatty and gossipy, yet the 

film never directly addresses those characterizations of women. Instead, the film criticizes 

the telegraph operators for failing to pay close attention to their details of their work, for 

being distracted, and for not consulting properly with their supervisors. The film, therefore, 

was not meant to instruct workers in the operation of the telegraph, but to instruct workers in 

the proper habits and protocols of the workplace. Accuracy First took this form precisely 

because it addressed a new category of worker perceived as ignorant of the work ethic 

common to industrial America.  
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Thus, Accuracy First grows out of a concern that even as working women transcended 

the private space of the domestic sphere, the behaviors associated with women in the home 

sphere would also be carried into the workplace. The film attempts to align the priorities of 

women workers with the priorities of masculinized high finance. In the communication 

circuit portrayed by Accuracy First, the sender and receiver are both men. The messengers 

(or transmitters) are women. Western Union fears that, in this situation, the priorities 

associated with men (profit, efficiency) would be superseded by the priorities associated with 

women (social relationships, talk). The unresolved tension of the film lies in the fact that the 

supposed priority women place on communication is the reason for their success and failure 

as telegraph operators. The central concern is that women would be unable to subordinate the 

oral communication common to the domestic sphere with the written word crucial to 

business and commerce. 

Clockwork in Film and Telegraphy 

By asking telegraph operators to identify with the characters portrayed in training films, 

Western Union encouraged its employees to imitate the very technologies under their 

supervision. In Keyboard Errors, for instance, women workers were admonished for what 

the film calls a “heavy thumb,” which would produce too many spaces, and advised to use a 

“firm, flexed finger” to ensure that each keystroke would be recognized by the machine. 

Keyboard Errors also showed the dangers of long fingernails, which would accidentally key 

the wrong character. The film concluded by encouraging workers to keep an even, steady 

rhythm in their work to prevent the tickertape from looping or breaking. Western Union 
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therefore attempted to instill in its workers machine-like characteristics. Chief among the 

qualities valued by Western Union were accuracy, efficiency and productivity, which often 

manifested as rhetoric against wasting time. 

The concern with wasted time extended down to some of the smallest units of time. The 

further breakdown of work time from days to hours than to minutes and finally to seconds is 

the result of increased complexity in the synchronization of tasks within Western Union 

offices and between Western Union and its clients. As E.P. Thompson shows, synchronicity 

of tasks between workers indicates the emergent emphasis on time-attentiveness and 

industrial labor’s intimate relation with the clock. The reliance on clocks to determine the 

proper execution of tasks externalizes control over labor. The operator is not in the position 

to determine how much time should be spent on a message: management makes such 

calculations, which clocks and supervisors enforce. The complexity of the tasks necessary for 

the functioning of Western Union offices and the need to coordinate and synchronize these 

tasks accentuated the need for precise time-keeping and time-telling technologies at Western 

Union. In turn, workers were alerted to the importance of these technologies and the 

significance of adhering to the dictates of the clock. 

An August 1922 “Of Interest to Women” column stated, “Time gets us everything we 

desire. How? By being used. Nothing can be accomplished without time. To waste one 

minute is a loss. […] Don’t waste time. Get everlastingly busy. You will be filled with joy 

and happiness.” The continuing emphasis on “time-thrift,” a movement that Thompson dates 

back to the 1750s, indicates Western Union’s concern that their new employees had not fully 

internalized the ethos of ordered work temporality. An April 1920 item in Telegraph World, 
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“Fighting the Clock” states, “To successfully FIGHT the clock, we must WATCH the clock 

and get to the job on time. Stragglers, three and four minutes late, disrupt organization to a 

greater extent than they probably realize.” The 1920 merit and demerit system at Western 

Union penalized employees for being more than 5 minutes late. Getting workers to not take 

advantage of the 3-4 minute leeway was the job of “non-financial incentives.” During this 

interwar period, the measurement of wasted time was further subdivided into smaller units, 

so that Western Union kept track of employee minutes and, as shown below, seconds.13 

The concern with speed is also convergent with emerging trends in high finance and 

commerce. Dots and Dashes, the successor to Telegraph World, started regularly running 

stories highlighting the importance of speed. The telegraph was positioned as central to the 

increased speed of business, which in turn increased productivity, efficiency, prosperity, and 

profit. The very nature of telegraphy as a communications system keyed such changes, “In 

using a letter as a means of communication the transaction to which it relates is dying while 

the letter is in transit; the same transaction dies again when the answer is traveling back by 

mail. These two dead periods might be avoided by using the telegraph.” While associating 

death with idle periods in business, the article offers the telegraph as the solution to these 

deaths – faster communication reanimates your business.14 This portrayal of the telegram as a 

life-saver is followed by a series of anecdotes regarding business successes due to telegraph 

use or business failures due to the lack of telegraph use.  

Western Union began measuring worker productivity in seconds starting in the mid to 

late 1920s. The corporate literature during this period emphasized the importance of “split-

second” timing and speed.15 In a March 1927 story in Dots and Dashes, “Cable Service is 
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life-blood of ‘split-second’ banking,” after a lesson in the complexity of the financial 

arbitrage, notes “the speed of these processes is indicated by the fact that the automatic 

timing machine which stamps time of service, registers the hour, minute, and second of all 

operations, and while the ordinary tie for sending a message to London [from New York] and 

getting a reply has been given as less than three minutes, there are numerous instances of this 

complete service being performed in 90 seconds.” Other cover stories during the 1930s 

included “High Speed Ticker Feels the Pulse of Business,” a series of stories proclaiming 

that the installation of Western Union clocks with the second sweep hand have inspired 

athletes to new heights in athletic competitions, and “A Visit behind the Scenes Where Speed 

is King,” which includes a profile of women who skate around the Western Union office to 

increase the speed of message transmission (Figure 2.4).16 

 

 

Figure 2.4 (Dots and Dashes, October 1931) 
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The training films also attempted to instill a practice of clock watching and precise timing 

in Western Union employees. In Speed Killers, a telegraph operator is chastised for gumming 

an X message and then calling a supervisor over. In this sequence, the operator gums the 

message, looks around for a supervisor, raises her hand, waves her hand about and then 

eventually the supervisor appears. In film time, forty five seconds transpired between the 

operator first signaling for a supervisor and the supervisor’s arrival. The operator is then 

chastised for allowing valuable time to be wasted (a title card appears saying “all of this is 

time wasted”). In the second sequence, the operator signals for a supervisor immediately 

after hearing the bells signaling the arrival of an X message, demonstrating the proper 

protocol. The supervisor arrives in ten seconds in elapsed film time after this signal. In the 

film, the operator is admonished for her failure to signal for the supervisor at precisely the 

right moment, glossing over the sudden change in the supervisor’s responsiveness. In X 

Messages the supervisor also instantaneously responds to the operator who signals an X 

message prior to gumming it, as if the supervisor somehow knows if an X message has been 

gummed before seeing it.  

The time stamping procedure portrayed in Speed Killers has similar internal 

contradictions. Delays are always the fault of operators, not supervisors or equipment. Clocks 

are never wrong but workers can misread them. The clock portrayed in Speed Killers has a 

minute sweep hand (one that is constantly in motion, rather than advancing from one minute 

to the next in a step fashion). When the X message is received to be transmitted to another 

telegraph office, the clock is shown in the film with the minute hand halfway between 11:21 

and 11:22. The title card then states that the time is closer to 11:22 than 11:21 (I was unable 
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to discern this in repeated viewings). The operator records the time as 11:21, making it 

appear as if it took longer to process the message than normal; as a title card states, “there is 

not delay, but a discrepancy of one minute to start.” Because of this “discrepancy,” the 

message appears to have been received by the other telegraph operator two minutes later than 

it was sent. As the next title card states, this delay “obviously must be investigated by the 

receiving office.” While the training film ostensibly wants to train employees to properly 

read a clock with a sweep minute hand, to round off seconds properly and to make sure that 

no undue delays occur, this particular vignette in the film emphasizes the importance of 

record keeping. There is nothing, apparently, stopping operators from post-dating or pre-

dating the X messages. Following the logic of the film, the sending operator could have 

recorded the send time as 11:22, and the receiving operator could have recorded the receive 

time as 11:23 by rounding off seconds. Because the film is careful to state that “actually no 

undue delay occurred”, it encourages fudging the records in order to give the appearance of 

smooth, quick and accurate transmission of the message. 

The content and form of these films suggest that Western Union was concerned about the 

ability of women workers to conform to the needs of telegraphic technology. While women 

may have been viewed as amenable to supervision, their ability to embody the work ethic 

crucial to the functioning of industry in the United States was an open question. It was, in 

part, due to the problem of training a large number of new workers (new to Western Union 

and new to office work) that the company turned to film. Film was perceived as an efficient 

educational tool, able to present information quickly to large groups in a highly engaging 
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way. Alongside this discourse of film as the new most progressive educational tool was an 

image of women as avid moviegoers vulnerable to the influence of technology. 

 

“Gramophone Girls” 

In The Salaried Masses, Kracauer details an innovative training regimen for female speed 

typists at an unnamed plant. The training consists of typing in time to the music of military 

marches emanating from a gramophone. The instructor gradually changed the speed of the 

record so that the tempo of the music increases. As a result, the speed of the typists also 

increases as they keep time with the music (43). When these typists finish their training, “at 

the first go, [they] out-typed all their elder colleagues” (55) and thus quickly replaced the 

other typists, who had more experience at the firm, but have not had the benefit of this 

training. These outmoded typists were transferred around the company and then finally let 

go, as each manager “preferred to take the brisker gramophone girls” (55). At once, this 

anecdote reveals the perceived susceptibility of women workers to external cues and 

mechanized stimuli as well as the link between leisure and work activities. Like film, this 

training program turns a supposed mode of leisure – listening to music – into a technique to 

increase work efficiency. This transition is made all the easier by the use of military marches, 

a form of music already employed to instill self-restraint and feelings of duty.  

But the connections between music and work go beyond listening, they also overlap at 

the level of performance. Kracauer cites a worker who enthusiastically supports the quick 

pace of machine operation, saying the machines “force their operatives to bring even their 
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brains to an appropriate ‘frequency’. And that is the decisive thing: work thus acquires a 

tempo and therewith, in my view, that which endows even a monotonous job with charm” 

(42). According to this worker, the operation of the machine compares favorably with 

operating a musical instrument or dancing. The tempo of the work, in the mind and in the 

body, gives the operation of machines an appeal it would not have if the machines operated 

at a slow pace.  

Kracauer goes on to make the comparison between operating fast-paced machines and 

musical instruments explicit. 

The fact that [industrial firms] are so fond of placing girls in charge of 

machines is due, among other things, to the innate dexterity of the young 

creatures – which natural gift is, however, too widely distributed, alas, to 

warrant a high rate of pay. When the middle classes were still in a state of 

prosperity, many girls who now punch cards used to stumble through études at 

home on the pianoforte. (42-43) 

Although Kracauer begins by attributing female workers’ skill in front of punch card 

machines to “innate dexterity”, he goes on to posit that the domestic leisure and recreational 

activities are transferable to the workplace. In other words, the piano étude is training for the 

punch card machine. As Walter Benjamin notes “Kracauer recognizes […] in the dexterity of 

the short-hand typist the petit-bourgeois desolation of the piano étude” (112-113). 
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Figure 2.5 Accuracy First 
Playing the pianoforte 

  
 

Figure 2.6 Accuracy First 
Keying the X Message 

 

The connection between music, dancing, and rhythm of machines as well as the 

connection between the haptic activities of piano playing with haptic activities of the new 

rationalized office labor occurs in Western Union’s Accuracy First. In the second scene of 

the film, we see Sally turning the pages for her friend playing the pianoforte (Figure 2.5). 

The initial shot of Sally at work has her in a strikingly similar position to the piano player. 

She has her hands placed in the most efficient position to operate the telegraph keyboard, and 

the sheet of paper with the notations she is supposed to key above the keyboard and in front 

of her. The physical positioning of the telegraph machine appears to be based on the piano. 

Sally’s supervisor brings Sally the X message and stays to look over her shoulder while Sally 

keys in the message (Figure 2.6). In this shot, the supervisor adopts Sally’s former position of 

page-turner from the scene in Sally’s house. Here the equivalence of the piano étude and 

telegraphy is made visually explicit. The pleasurable activity of piano playing (and dancing) 

is mapped onto the duties of a telegraph operator. 
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Figure 2.7 Accuracy First 
Reversal of the domestic scene 

 

Figure 2.8 Accuracy First 
Supervising receipt of the X message 

 

The crucial moment of the film, when Sally’s friend interrupts and distracts Sally from 

her work contains the same physical positioning of bodies and yet different forms of haptic 

sensation. In this scene, Sally has stopped keying and her hands are still on the keyboard in 

the proper position (the “firm, flexed finger” described in Keyboard Errors). Her friend, the 

piano player, stands behind her in a position akin to a supervisor. But the friend violates the 

protocols of supervision, since her speech causes Sally to turn her head to create eye contact 

and reinforce the bonds of friendship. In addition, the piano player strokes Sally’s hair 

(Figure 2.7). This physical contact breaks the would-be barrier between the seated worker 

and standing supervisor. The film implies that standing over a telegraph operator and 

speaking to them is neither interruption nor distraction but good supervision, so long as 

physical contact is not made. The pleasure of playing the piano is equivalent to keying in 

telegraph messages, but not the intimate and social pleasures of stroking the hair of a fellow 

worker. The film at once attempts to position keying as an activity associated with leisure 
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and yet prohibits social connections and intimate behaviors at work. Supervisors looking 

over the shoulders of workers never make physical contact in the film, either on the sending 

or receiving end of the message (Figure 2.8). The importance of being able to repress certain 

social bonds within the workplace is a skill necessary for the new type of worker. A good 

worker therefore is one who is socially isolated, but connected to technologies of production. 

As Kracauer discovers in The Salaried Masses, employers select white-collar workers based 

on a series of personality tests, rather than the series of skill tests administered to the manual 

laborer (33-39). Companies had to test for the type of person who would ignore social ties in 

favor of duty to her employer. 

Within Accuracy First, the connection between the practice of playing piano and 

operating machinery is quite clear. The training received at the piano is transferred to skills 

for telegraphy. The young girls who undertook to study the piano for social standing, leisure, 

or love of music were also training to be telegraph operators. The physical apparatus of the 

telegraph keyboard and each operator’s station is arranged to resemble piano playing. The 

film binds the leisure activities of music listening, piano playing, and film watching to the 

monotonous tasks of tending machines. Thus, the distractions of 1920s leisure do not simply 

reflect working life; they compose working life. 

Conclusion: Distraction and Attention 

In Kracauer’s investigations, work and leisure reflect one another. The worker finds 

shelter in palaces of distraction that are reactions to the rationalized and fragmented 

workplace. But the Western union training films show that the relationship between 
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workplace activities and leisure activities is more than this. They are modeled on one 

another, to be sure, and they constitute one another. The perceptual mode required of the 

office worker is the same as that required for the filmgoer. In the words of Kracauer, “Just 

one thing is required of them: attention. This cannot wander free but is under the control of 

the apparatus it controls and – what with the noise in the machine-rooms – the less enticing 

the object at which it is to be directed, the more it must demand of the nerves” (42). The 

same could be said of film: nothing is required but attention and more shocking and 

disturbing images require more numbing to sensation.  

But if the distractions of proscribed leisure activities were to interfere with the 

distractions of the workplace, the worker’s future as an employee becomes uncertain. As we 

saw in Accuracy First, the failure to prohibit certain leisure activities acceptable in the home 

results in a situation detrimental to the worker’s future. In a similar vein, Kracauer tells the 

tale of a young salesgirl who is dismissed upon advising a friend buying shoes that the same 

shoes can be found for less at another store. Her failure to subordinate social bonds for the 

obligations of commercial activity indicates her unsuitability as a worker (62). He also writes 

of a female office clerk, who “cannot add up if a barrel-organ is playing outside” and of 

“Cricket,” a file clerk who cannot help singing along with each piece of popular music she 

hears (70-71). The burden falls upon the worker to be able to navigate correctly this storm of 

distractions, to tell the difference between the appropriate and inappropriate distractions even 

as companies model the duties of the workplace on leisure activities and use the devices of 

leisure as models for the machines tended by workers. 
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For Kracauer, the distractions provided by the culture industry are the mirror image of the 

workplace. In The Salaried Masses, he calls the new urban worker “spiritually homeless” and 

notes that they find temporary shelter in the “factories of distraction” that provide 

reproductions of “the world not as it is but as it appears in popular hits” via panoramas, 

photographs, automatons and pictures of “tangible reality” (88-93). The cultural intake of 

workers in this new environment is fragmentary and overwhelming, just as industrial labor is 

itself always partial and broken up into discrete tasks. In Kracauer’s words, “everyone does 

his or her task on the conveyor belt, performing a partial function without grasping the 

totality” (“The Mass Ornament” 78). The same aesthetic mode required for watching film, 

performances by dance troupes like the Tiller Girls, or any other urban leisure activity is also 

required for stenography, shorthand typing, and tending punch card machines or the 

assembly line. Both work and leisure require habitual movements and short bursts of 

attention while in a distracted state. 

Training films comprised a genre that regulates social behavior and encourages 

introversion and self-absorption, a theme that I return to in chapters three and four. Indeed, 

the viewpoint expressed within Telegraph World is that film as a medium is reflective of 

social reality and offers female workers a mirror in which they can better understand 

themselves. While Kracauer critiques the content of popular film in 1920s Germany as 

upholding and reinforcing the dominant class structure, he too notes that female office 

workers see themselves in the films they watch. This reflexive mode, in which the audience 

is both the subject and object of the mass media, requires the exteriorization of the self: a 

projection of the viewer into the screen. This viewing mode is a type of connected isolation, 
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because it requires the individual viewer to ignore the bonds of commonality between 

members of the audience and imagine a connection with the special case presented on screen. 

In the case of Western Union’s training films, this results in a virtual class mobility, through 

which the trainee temporarily joins the ranks of management. In essence, these films suggest 

that the possibility of promotion hinges on abandoning other trainees/audience members. I 

explore the fashion in which screens of moving images currently exploit this reflexive 

viewing mode to disrupt the potentials of collectivity in Chapter Four. 

As we have seen, these training films suggest that the success of the worker depends on 

keeping clear distinctions between home and work, even as those distinctions are collapsing. 

Western Union wanted to have it both ways: leveraging the presumed domestic routines of 

women to encourage particular practices at work and yet discouraging women from treating 

work as their home. The training films require both the substantiation of boundaries between 

public and private even as Western Union’s main service, delivering telegrams, depends on 

breaking down these boundaries. The successful worker, therefore, must be socially isolated 

from her coworkers, abandoning the social ties that might have made her successful outside 

the workplace. In this way, she should subordinate public standing to the private interests of 

her employer. Thus, according to the logic of these training films, the successful worker 

connects her interests to the technologies (and the company which owns them) that have 

created the conditions for her employment. In this way, the proliferation of screens and 

connected isolation are part of a process of normalizing subjects to the conditions of 

capitalism.  
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Western Union’s utilization of film as a training technique demonstrates how work and 

leisure have become mutually constitutive. In addition to using film, formerly an amusing 

pastime, as a substitute for the toil of learning, Western Union calls for its workers to labor as 

if they were watching a film. The genre of the training film makes this equation explicit, but 

as the “Women’s Affairs” column in the company newsletter suggests, this association 

carries over to fictional narrative film as well. I would argue that this demonstrates that the 

intervention of communication technology between people operates in a similar fashion 

whether the explicit purpose of this intervention is for entertainment or for work. The next 

chapter will trace the history of another instance of condensing of work and leisure activities: 

in-flight entertainment.  

 

                                                
1 “Woman’s Affairs”, edited by Mary G.H. Scott. in Telegraph World May 1921, 3.5 p. 199 
2 These are the only films surviving from the period in the National Museum of American 
History Archives Center. I found no documents detailing their production, or if any other 
films were produced. Nor did I find any documents detailing their exhibition. Most likely 
these films were shown in Western Union Telegraph Schools, which were established 
starting in 1926. 
3 By the time Western Union produced Reperforator Switching in Modern Telegraphy in 
1942, the live action sequences had been changed over to animation. Yet even then all the 
fictionalized Western Union workers were portrayed as female and all the clients male. 
4 Jacoby, 99-132. 
5 These films were mostly intended for sales personnel, rather than to instruct mechanics or 
other skilled laborers. The bias here seems to be that films were best suited to training 
employees whose main duties included communication. The Willys-Overland films included: 
Work Your Work Sheet (1927), Bring Them to the Salesroom (1927), Standard Presentation 
(1927), Intelligent Bullying is As Important as Intelligent Selling (1928), Making Your 
Demonstrations as Impressive as Your Products (1929), and After Vacation There is a Job to 
be Done (1930). The Ford films include the series Communication Systems (1920, 1921) and 
Sales and Service Improvement Material (1924-1935). Beebe notes, “The first training films 
of any consequence were produced for the U.S. Armed Forces in World War I. The Army 
used sixty-two films on such subjects as The School of the Soldier and Elements of the 
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Automobile” and mentions that International Harvester, U.S. Steel, and Caterpillar Tractor 
were also making industrial films during this period (Beebe, 88). By the 1930s, training films 
had abandoned the hybrid approach mixing fictional narrative with direct instruction. In 
1936, Audiovision produced Selling to Women for Plymouth Motor Company and Service 
that Sells for Delaware Lackawanna and Western Coal. These films, whose scripts can be 
found in the Library of Congress Copyright Collection, abandoned dramatic narrative in 
favor of a series of illustrative vignettes to demonstrate the effectiveness of certain sales 
techniques. 
6 See Greene; Waldman. 
7 See Sixty Years of 16mm Film. 
8 Carlton, “Introducing the News”; Burts, “Operating Supervision; Cooperative Measures 
Necessary for Efficiency”. 
9 “Woman’s Affairs”, Telegraph World May 1921, 3.5 p. 199.  
10 I am referring here to the system of the suture as put forward variously by Daniel Dayan, 
Jean-Pierre Oudart, and Kaja Silverman. 
11 “Woman’s Page?” Telegraph World 2.2 (February 1920), 46. 
12 Kracauer critiques implicitly critiques this theorization of the formation of worker 
consciousness. In a key passage in The Salaried Masses, after quoting an essay by Ludwig 
Heyde on the ability of monotony to free the workers mind for other types thoughts – “his 
class ideals,” fantasies of revenge, or worry for family, Kracauer declares “behind these 
pastoral meditations there undoubtedly lies the pipedream that workers might really think 
about their class ideals only in secret” (45). Heyde goes on to claim that since women 
fantasize about “teenage novels, film dramas, and betrothals” they are not prone to the same 
kinds of boredom and do not suffer from the monotony of work. Throughout The Salaried 
Masses, Kracauer confirms this view of women as fantasizing about the romantic plots and 
narratives of mass culture. 
13 “Fighting the Clock.” Telegraph World April 1920, 2.4 p.126; “Report on Merit and 
Demerit System.” Telegraph World October 1920, 2.10 p. 365-7. 
14 I readdress this link between life-preservation and rapid communication technologies in 
chapter 4. 
15 Similar stories include: “Teleregister – Partner of the Fast Ticker” Dots and Dashes 
September 1934; “Fast Wires Tell King Cotton’s Ups and Downs” Dots and Dashes October, 
1935; “New Clocks Provide Accuracy Where Seconds Are Important” Dots and Dashes 
August 1937; “Split-Second Service.” The Signal 4.3 (October 1934), 4. 
16 “Split-Second Service.” The Signal 4.3 (October 1934), 4; “New Clocks Provide Accuracy 
Where Seconds Are Important” Dots and Dashes August 1937, 13.8, p.2; “Giant Clocks 
Used at Football Games and Rodeos Are Popular.” Dots and Dashes December 1933, 9.12, 
p.2. 
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Chapter Two 

In-flight Entertainment: New Screens, New Spaces, New Networks 
 

On May 29, 1930, Herbert Hoover Jr., the head of communications for Western Air 

Express and son of the incumbent president, arranged for a series of telephone calls to 

capitals across the globe. In itself, this was not so unusual for 1930. What was unusual about 

this series of phone calls was that they all originated from a single plane flying over Los 

Angeles. In an early example of networked global cities, the airplane-based phone used radio 

technology to contact Rome, Ottawa, Mexico City, Berlin, and London, and talk to such 

personages as Benito Mussolini and the director of Lufthansa Airlines, Erhard Milch. Hoover 

claimed that the system was intended purely for safety reasons, allowing planes to talk to 

each other and ground crews instantaneously. Hoover’s phone call also demonstrated 

American technical prowess as part of an ongoing project to eliminate barriers of physical 

distance and lay claim to the new kinds of spaces thus created. The phone call was made 

from a moving vehicle occupying the relatively new spatial category of airspace; a term 

barely twenty years old. As the plane itself defied the normal rules of territorial contiguity – 

flying over Los Angeles but not being in Los Angeles – the transnational communication 

apparatus of Hollywood became seemingly ethereal. Only a few years later in 1932, a similar 

experiment – the first reception of live television on an airplane – was performed over the 

skies of Los Angeles. Hollywood, ever ready to gain the spotlight for new advancements in 

entertainment, now took flight to ensure its control over the dispersal of cultural content 

across new spatial categories – the airspace above the world stage.1  
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While these examples from the 1930s are both experiments and publicity stunts, in the 

past seventy years, the presence of these media technologies in the passenger cabin of 

commercial airliners has increased so as to achieve banality. The ability of film exhibition 

technologies to transform a wide range of spaces and places into movie theaters (or an 

approximation thereof) has keyed film’s claim as an essential part of contemporary culture. 

Using in-flight entertainment as a primary example, I argue further that the site-specific 

technologies crucial to the film industry’s reach and ubiquity have reordered traditional 

categories of distant and proximate. Analyses of the practices of in-flight entertainment give 

rise to useful and productive understandings of trends in media technologies and provide a 

convenient snapshot of reconfigured spatial relations in the era of globalization. Brought 

about by economic pressures in a changing media business and air travel business, in-flight 

entertainment marks a lasting partnership between the commercial aviation industry and a 

film industry dominated by Hollywood. The mutual reliance of these two industries has been 

and continues to be one part of Hollywood’s international influence and global aspirations.2 

The introduction of new screen technologies, such as seatback screens on airplanes, 

allows Hollywood to further disperse its exhibition sites and circulate Hollywood product 

into places and spaces it could not previously access. The onset of these media devices makes 

margins recede and creates potential spaces of flow. Furthermore, the introduction of these 

new exhibition technologies opens up additional sources for the film industry’s revenue 

stream. In order to realize these new financial opportunities, previously produced filmic 

products must be repurposed into digitized material, and non-cinematic spaces must be 

repurposed into exhibition places. 
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The division of a film’s release schedule into discrete units, across venues and formats, 

creates a range of revenue sources for the film industry known as exhibition windows. 

Traditionally, the first window is theatrical exhibition, the second, its opposite, known as the 

non-theatrical exhibition window. These windows can be further divided up into panes, for 

lack of a better word: theatrical exhibition into domestic and international and into first run 

theatres versus discount theatres. The non-theatrical window can be divided into television 

transmission and home rental; or further still into pay per view, satellite, cable, major 

broadcast networks, and specialty cable channels. For the six members of the Motion Picture 

Association of America (MPAA), revenue is increasingly generated in the domestic sphere 

rather than in theatres. Since 1985, the revenue from the theatrical window has represented a 

quarter or less of total revenues, while revenues from selling rights to non-subscription 

television have exceeded box office revenue. Since 1990 VHS/ DVD sales (including rentals) 

has exceeded box office revenue. The importance of exhibition outside the theatre becomes 

magnified by the distinction between revenues and profits. In 2003, Disney, Paramount, 

Sony, 20th Century Fox, Warner Brothers and Universal actually lost money in the theatrical 

category, mainly because the studios pay advertising and shipping costs; in addition, 

exhibitors get a share of the box office receipts. With DVD sales, the studios retain almost 

two thirds of the revenue as profit and retain almost 90% with television deals. Because of 

the disparity in profit share across platforms, for the film studios, the theatrical release is an 

investment in publicity to serve as a foundation for the far more lucrative markets.3  

From this brief sketch, it becomes clear that introducing new screen technologies is key 

to the generation of revenue for the film industry. Existing material can be reformatted and 
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resold to different delivery systems (movie theatres, television, home video), which 

constitute more exhibition windows. More exhibition windows decrease financial risk, while 

further spreading moving images into our built environment. This has a snowball effect: the 

more we use electronic media, the more pervasive their deployment, and the more we depend 

on electronic media, the more intrusive they become. By relying on the reformatting of 

previously produced material, the film industry has found a way to rerun and spin-off movie 

and television properties at little cost, while consumer electronic corporations foot the bill for 

researching methods of distributing this newly formatted material. In the case of in-flight 

entertainment of the $2.1 billion spent annually by the airline industry, over two thirds is 

spent on the display technology to show the reformatted content produced by the film 

industry. 

The use of airplanes as exhibition sites furthers the diffusion of Hollywood practices into 

a greater number of places. This diffusion reconfigures these places into new spaces of 

Hollywood: those spaces of exhibition are key to Hollywood’s growth and ubiquity, thereby 

expanding the set of practices specific to places to include film viewing, and turning the 

workplace or the school, for example, into a temporary movie theater. Thus, Hollywood’s 

distribution practices are crucial to its status as the icon of the film industry and global 

culture. In-flight entertainments are one of the film industry’s methods for creating market 

awareness, advertising its product to a segment of the population with disproportionate 

purchasing power and cultural influence. Planes are no longer simply transportation vessels; 

they are flying multiplexes. Through in-flight entertainment, airspace has become a new 

space through which Hollywood film and American culture can flow.4 
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Passengers on commercial airlines, by using these media technologies, submit to the 

condition of connected isolation, in which the very communication technologies bringing the 

physically distant closer require that their users isolate themselves from the physically co-

present. This bifurcated state of distraction, where the virtually co-present compete for 

attention with the physically co-present, rearranges spatial categories by creating intimate 

and immediate relationships between the geographically distant. As Will Straw has asserted, 

the globalization of filmed cultural goods relies on the ubiquity of exhibition technologies 

(Straw 2000). The net effect of this proliferation of screens is that at any given time in the 

metropolitan sites of globalization, of which commercial aircraft are but an extension, we are 

surrounded by motion pictures on screens in public squares, shop windows, buses, subway 

stations, doctor’s offices, and Laundromats.  

The instruments of mass culture, be they cinema, television, or other communication 

technologies have thus initiated new ways of dividing and connecting the world. Manuel 

Castells demonstrated that the information economy carries with it a new spatial logic 

dominant over the traditional “space of places,” a category corresponding to stationary 

physical locations with distinctive traits. The space of places relies on territorial contiguity 

and non-networked heterogeneity. According to Castells, the global information economy 

requires standardized and homogenized systems and regulations to function properly. The 

new spatial configuration – the space of flows – is a process of articulating places despite 

their lack of territorial contiguity and disarticulating territorially contiguous places. In 

Castell’s words, the space of flows is “the material arrangements that allow for simultaneity 

of social practices without territorial contiguity” (408). 
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: Reserved for special international venues (airlines and cruise ships)  

Figure 3.1  
DVD Region Codes (reproduced from http://hometheaterinfo.com/dvd3.htm)5 

 

The film industry and its agglomeration of technologies are predicated on precisely this 

kind of spatial remapping. One such example is the division of the world into region codes 

by the DVD Forum whose members include consumer electronic and media corporations 

(Figure 3.1). This arrangement is designed to prevent piracy by segmenting the global market 

into localities thus potentially reducing the export of pirated DVDs from one region into 

another; for instance, China is quarantined into a single region. DVD regions exemplify new 

categories of territoriality in which digital copyright regulations trump previous forms of 

sovereignty. Region 8, reserved for special international venues and a region with the 

potential to traverse all territories, does not even appear on the map. In other words, the space 
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of flows, as exemplified by DVD region codes, has created extra-cartographic space, in the 

sense that it cannot be represented on the same map as the other regions. Because the region 

is coterminous with transportation vehicles, it can potentially be anywhere and is locatable 

only as a series of discreet and separated points indicating the location of high-speed 

vehicles. At the same time, Region 8 is an institutional acknowledgement of the special case 

of the in-flight movie: an international space of cinema exhibition relying on relatively new 

forms of rapid transportation technologies. 

New Categories of Space 

The scale and scope of air travel means these mobile exhibition spaces almost always 

cross national borders. This is not to say that national borders are unimportant. It is precisely 

the fashion in which national borders are overcome, negotiated and transgressed that 

becomes the focus of inquiry into the processes of globalization. Indeed, it is doubtful that 

the travel industry, probably the fastest growing global industry, wants to do away with 

national borders. Tourism’s most valuable commodity, after all, is the exotic, which requires 

some sort of barrier to be overcome, real or imagined. 

Air travel does not make geography irrelevant; it emphasizes geography in new and 

changing ways. Airplanes traverse space and create airspace, a new form of space that has its 

origins in the Paris International Conference of Air Navigation in 1910. At the start of the 

twentieth century the introduction of aviation technologies able to cross national boundaries 

created international crises. European political leaders quickly realized that their political and 

cultural sovereignty could be threatened in ways not previously imagined and set about 
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erecting protections. Great Britain and France viewed Germany’s turn-of-the-century 

development of Zeppelin technology as a threat to national sovereignty. Germany, on the 

other hand, found the technology was “a liberating technology, because of the potential free 

access to the aerial ocean above all nations” (Butler 642). The Paris Conference dissolved 

when the three countries could not reach an agreement. In 1911, British Parliament passed 

the British Aerial Navigation Act, which granted Britain sovereignty and property rights over 

the air above British soil, including the British Empire. Previous to the introduction of long 

range German Zeppelins, the question of who controls the area above the land and sea was 

irrelevant, if not unthinkable (Figure 3.2).6  

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 
Range of German Airships, Sparking the Juridical Regime of Airspace (source: Butler 2001) 
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Harold Innis observed in his book Empire and Communications that the task of 

administering vast amounts of space is of primary concern for political administration of a 

territory and people. Innis divided media into two general categories: space-biased or time-

biased. For Innis, those media “that emphasize space favour centralization and systems of 

government less hierarchical in character” (7). Innis noted, for instance, that the telegraph led 

to the downfall of centralized political power in England and that the regional character of 

the newspaper was later offset with a more space-biased medium: radio. Innis theorized that 

the efficiency of media, in terms of its ability to bind space or time, was key to the 

maintenance of particular types of culture. The bias of the medium used by a society 

indicates not only the bias of the society but also its character. Therefore, a society using 

space-biased media would necessarily be able to solve territorial problems through an 

attention to administration and governance.  

The introduction of the long-range German airship during the early part of the 20th 

Century is a dramatic example of rapid transportation reconfiguring space and creating new 

spatial relationships. The shores of Britain were no longer afforded the protection of the 

English Channel and North Sea; it was as if Germany suddenly adjoined southeast England. 

Geographer Eric Sheppard has argued in “The Spaces and Times of Globalization” that these 

radical disjunctures of position open up “wormholes” which connect the previously 

unconnected and/or unconnectable. The airship and its descendants belong in a class of 

technologies that have the ability to fold the map, as it were, bringing previously 

unconnected points together and binding them in a mutually reliant relationship. This 

technological category also includes the telegraph, telephone, television and photographic 
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technologies, demonstrating a kinship between transportation and communication in the 

modern era. 

In this system of categorization, filmed entertainment, with its relative portability and 

easy replication, is space-biased because it is able to reach a wide variety of viewers over 

vast distances. Film has historically been a disposable medium and degrades rather quickly; 

its ability to bind culture through time is thus limited. To borrow the examples used by Innis, 

compared to cultural objects like the Pyramids or Angkor Wat, the film reel is a short-lived 

cultural medium. As the existence of numerous film preservation and film archival 

organizations demonstrate, film is better suited for travel through space than through time. 

The spatial bias of filmed entertainments is augmented in the passenger cabin of jet aircraft. 

In-flight entertainment is part of an effort to distract passengers from the steady and 

uneventful temporal flow of long-distance jet travel by introducing the irregular and hectic 

flow of a feature film or television show. The replacement of one form of temporality with 

another is an attempt to make jet travel feel almost instantaneous, as if it has really 

annihilated space and time. The practice of emphasizing travel over vast distances in an 

amount of time made subjectively shorter through distraction intensifies the bias towards 

spatial control.  

New Spaces of Exhibition 

The jet airplane is one of the new exhibition spaces produced as a part of Hollywood’s set 

of strategic responses to the ascendancy of domestic television. Television’s ascendancy in 

the United States began soon after the end of the war. In 1946 television broadcasts reached 
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only 0.02 percent of households in the United States, by 1955 it was 65 percent, by 1961, 89 

percent (Murray, 35-36 and Spigel, 32). The rise of the domestic television is generally 

assumed to be the reason for the decline of box office revenue for theatrically released films 

in the United States. The threat of television forced several reorganizational strategies in 

Hollywood. After World War II, the film industry pursued audiences in domestic and other 

non-theatrical spaces (Balio 1990 and Anderson 1994). One unexamined consequence of this 

competition with television is the in-flight movie. While films on airplanes have appeared 

sporadically since 1925, the first continuous and regular in-flight film programming began in 

1961, the idea of a Memphis, Tennessee film exhibitor named David Flexer.  

Flexer blamed television for the decline in attendance at his theatres and his subsequent 

loss of revenue, so he decided to go after audiences where they were, rather than waiting for 

them to come to him. He realized he could take advantage of the fact that travelers could not 

leave a plane in mid-flight and sought to bring films to this captive audience. Flexer started 

taking his idea to airline companies in 1958. Only Trans World Airlines (TWA) was 

interested enough to let him use their planes to perform an equipment test in front of their 

executives. In May of 1961 Lockheed Aircraft Services signed a contract with InFlight for 

exclusive manufacture of the projection systems. The first of these systems, which projected 

a 16mm film on a single screen in the first class cabin and required headsets to offset the 

airplane noise, was installed into TWA planes. By July 1961 TWA commenced the first 

regularly scheduled in-flight movie.7 

Part of the reason for TWA’s willingness to experiment was that the airlines industry was 

in the midst of a financial crisis; in 1961 United States’ domestic airlines lost $13.5 million. 
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Flexer’s system did improve the situation for some airlines: a month after installing the 

system on United Airlines’ flights to Hawaii the company’s passenger share went up 20%. 

The system was particularly lucrative for Flexer and InFlight. The estimated profit for 

distributors from in-flight movies in 1965 was $2.5 million dollars. By 1970 it was more than 

twice that.8 In-flight entertainment exemplifies the film industry’s intent to create and reach 

audiences, rather than waiting for audiences to find the industry’s product. The film industry 

uses these new exhibition spaces, from which persons often find themselves unable to exit, to 

push product. Film is thus no longer part of a menu of choices in entertainment and leisure 

activities, but a constant distracting background. On many airplanes, films appear on screens 

unbidden, ready to become the central focus of attention if a passenger chooses to listen in 

via headphones.  

 

Cinema as Tourism, Tourism as Cinema 

Lynn Kirby has demonstrated that the railroad passenger car created a proto-cinematic 

visuality, accustoming an audience to an experience of an “instable mobility,” in which the 

passenger/audience member is “at once immobile and in rapid transit, lulled to sleep and yet 

capable of being shocked awake” (3). By drawing out the similarities between the aesthetic 

experience of rapid travel and the cinema, Kirby goes farther than showing that cinema offers 

a replacement for travel by offering views of the previously inaccessible. Her work 

demonstrates that the physical and psychological sensations offered by cinema are 

exchangeable with the aesthetics of tourism. 
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Lev Kuleshov was particularly fascinated with film’s ability to juxtapose disparate places 

to make them seem continuous, creating what he dubbed “artificial landscape”. More 

important to Kuleshov than the notion of traveling was visually representing places as 

contiguous, even though they were not.9 Kuleshov comments draw attention to film’s ability 

to perform a kind of virtual space-binding or folding of the map. These virtual “wormholes” 

created through film editing mirror the actual “wormholes” produced by rapid air travel. 

Narrative film visualizes the world as disjunctive and yet continuous, or complicated and yet 

accessible, a visual mode akin to the air passenger’s experience. One moment the passenger 

falls asleep the next moment s/he awakes across an ocean in a different continent and a 

different time zone, plunged into the uncanny space of the airport. 

Jet travel is a mode of travel marked by its insularity from the environment through 

which the jet moves. The landscape, once an attraction of traveling, has been transformed 

into an airscape, a sight marked by large blocks of color and shapes. From this vantage point, 

the scenery has been abstracted to the point that it ceases to function as scenery. Traveling 

without the landscape, without any sights to see, without any weather to provide excitement 

or induce interest means the traveler must find some other source of amusement. As historian 

Daniel Boorstin commented in 1961: 

…The newest and most popular means of passenger transportation to foreign 

parts is the most insulating known to man… Recently I boarded a plane at 

Idlewild airport in New York at 6:30 one evening. The next morning at 11:30 

I was in Amsterdam. The flight was routine, at an altitude of about 23,000 

feet, far above the clouds, too high to observe landmark or seamark. Nothing 
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to see but the weather; since we had no weather, nothing to see at all. I had 

flown not through space but through time. My only personal sign that we had 

gone so far was the discovery on arrival at Amsterdam that I had lost six 

hours. My only problem en route was to pass the time. My passage through 

space was unnoticeable and effortless. The plane robbed me of the landscape. 

Boorstin’s complaint has precedent. In The Railway Journey, Wolfgang Schivelbusch 

detailed a similar mourning process for the lost landscape during 1840’s rail travel. John 

Ruskin, Victor Hugo and others wrote of how the train’s rapid transit through the landscape 

turned into the passing scenery into blurs or indistinct dots. With jet travel, particularly long 

haul or transoceanic flights, even the blurs and indistinct dots are often missing.  

In jet travel, passengers lose immediacy of connection to landscape and place: everything 

out the window is vast, remote and inaccessible; and details, the small and immediate, 

become particularly attractive for passengers in the cabin. In such a strange, nearly unnatural 

situation — sitting still (sometimes rigidly so) while traveling 500 miles per hour, 30,000 feet 

above the ground — the formulas of feature-length films and their close-up views of objects 

and people are comfortingly familiar. In-flight movies become a replacement for closeness 

and familiarity. The sublime airscape out the window – overwhelming, seemingly endless, 

and uncanny – can induce feelings of anxiety that can be alleviated through the repetition of 

manageable narratives. 

For passengers, flying can be a frightening experience. By definition, they are not in 

control of the journey. Many do not fully understand the physics of aerodynamics and flight; 

so flying becomes almost a leap of faith. In addition, if something catastrophic happened to 
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the plane, there is very they could do to prevent or manage such a catastrophe. At least one 

airline executive cited fear of flying as in-flight entertainment’s raison d’être. In a 1972 

interview, United Airlines former vice president of external affairs, Robert E. Johnson noted, 

“We’re never going to get our money out of the movies; you only get about 10 percent of the 

cost back when you sell earphones. But long-distance travel becomes monotonous and 

movies give people something to do, distract them if they’re nervous” (Friedlander 1972). 

The in-flight movie was adapted for the specificity of airline’s needs and quickly moved 

beyond just sticking any reel of film or 8mm cassette into a projector. By the end of the 

1960s, TWA ran magazine advertisements declaring, “TWA will show you all around 

Hawaii three hours before you get there”. TWA realized that they could advertise Hawaii as a 

destination on the long-haul tourist flights to Hawaii, using in-flight film technology. These 

pre-tour tours have become ubiquitous, currently referred to as destination guides. They have 

the advantage of providing an additional revenue stream for the airlines, promoting its 

partners in the tourist industry (often belonging to the same “rewards” or frequent flyer 

programs) and, by filling the films with potential sights, make sure that some passengers 

would want to visit again and again. In this way, in-flight entertainment replaces the 

landscape unseen by passengers below the plane as well as the unseen landscape of the 

flights’ destination: a kind of window into the passengers’ potential future. The success of 

these films depends on the audience’s ability to project themselves into the scenery, sights 

and places in the film.  

 Some early in-flight movie systems tried to create a direct replacement for the landscape. 

In 1964 American Airlines bought an in-flight projection system from Sony called 
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Astrovision. This system, rather than the single large screen used by TWA, featured several 

smaller monitors throughout the cabin. Astrovision also included a camera mounted on the 

nose of the plane, so that passengers could witness take-offs and landings via a closed circuit 

video system. This system managed to both call passengers’ attention to the fact of flight and 

distract from it. The thrill of witnessing taking off and landing from an optical perspective 

close to that of the pilots helped turn the most dangerous (and therefore exciting) part of 

passenger air travel into a contained piece of entertainment, a thrill to witness. Astrovision 

presented what amounted to a point-of-view shot from the optical standpoint of the pilot and 

thus encouraged a kind of disembodied gaze for the passengers, akin to “ride films” of 

amusement parks and fairgrounds. These on-screen moments of flight, presented as safely 

contained on the screen, distracted from the real danger passengers faced.10 

Of course, these real dangers are a major concern for commercial airlines. As any jet 

traveler knows, the very first interaction between flight attendants and the passengers as a 

group is the in-flight cabin safety demonstration. The traditional method of this 

demonstration, begun in the 1950s, involves the flight attendant miming and reenacting the 

proper method to fasten a seatbelt, the location of the exits, and how to wear and oxygen 

mask. Meanwhile, another attendant would verbally instruct passengers over the public 

address system of the airplane. The split between the image and sound portions of instruction 

was mainly a practical solution to the problem of cabin noise (Whitelegg 104-105). It also 

recalls the split between image and sound present in the Western Union training films I 

analyzed in chapter one. In that instance, the technological apparatus reproduced the visual 

component while a person in the same room as the viewers produced the auditory 
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component. For the traditional in-cabin safety demonstration, the situation is reversed: the 

technological apparatus reproduces the auditory, while actual persons produce the visual. 

Following a 1985 National Transportation and Safety Board report that found nearly half 

of passengers paid attention to less than half of the safety presentation, some airlines 

attempted to increase attentiveness to the presentation by producing it as a video program as 

part the in-flight entertainment line-up. The underlying assumption was that the video screen 

is more interesting than the flight attendant and passengers are more likely to be absorbed by 

the video than by the miming performance. In 2001, Northwest Airlines began producing 

monthly lead-ins to the video safety demonstration, called “safety opens.” According to 

Northwest’s manager of onboard communications, “the safety open pulls you away form 

what you are doing, to the screen, that is what gets everybody started. Most people stay tuned 

in because the safety demo is a very short piece” (“Listen Up” 37). In this instance, airlines 

do not use in-flight entertainment to distract passengers from being nervous. Instead, they 

require focused attention to reassure the passengers that they will be safe in the event of an 

emergency. But even employing in-flight entertainment to distract passengers from the flight 

itself takes for granted a kind of absorption on the part of viewers that disconnects them from 

their physical surroundings. The institution of in-flight entertainment, therefore, does not 

simply assume a captive audience, it imagines the viewer of moving images on a screen to be 

passive and open to suggestion. 

Because the in-flight entertainment systems are subject to malfunction, these video 

presentations are still accompanied by flight attendants performing the actions described by 

the video; the film is still accompanied by an instructor of sorts. In the instance of the silent 
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training film, the viewers are presumed to be able to project themselves into the scenes 

depicted, yet this is still accompanied by additional verbal reinforcement by the instructor. In 

each case, the viewer is called upon to imagine a possible future scenario and is expected to 

memorize the proper procedures to make it through such an event. Once again, this mode of 

spectatorship calls for internalizing messages from the film and externalizing the self into the 

film.   

Because viewers are asked to imagine themselves as potential survivors of a crash, the 

inclusion of the safety video as the lead in to a slate of moving images designed to distract 

from the inherent riskiness of flight seems contradictory. As is well known, films which 

include plane crashes are not chosen to be shown on planes, a guideline followed so strictly 

that two endings were shot for the 1994 film Speed in which the bus does not crash into a 

plane sitting still in a hanger (Nichols). This guideline was instituted in the 1960s after TWA 

received complaints from passengers about films the airline considered suitable, since the 

Catholic Legion of Decency approved them, but turned out to be too harrowing for the 

passengers who felt trapped watching the film (Serling). This demonstrates that the content 

of the films shown on planes was barely a secondary concern for the airlines. The airlines 

sought to provide a distraction and saw film to act as a pacifying technology, rather than one 

which might induce action on the part of passengers.  

Passengers are separated and atomized in the cabin and yet given media devices that 

connect them to the outside world and provide the illusion of spatial and temporal mobility. 

In the domestic setting the television viewer stays immobile, safe, and cocooned while the 

dangerous (and thrilling) outside world unfolds before them onscreen. For airline passengers, 
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the relationship is a little more complex: they may be cocooned and protected from the 

elements, but they are already physically mobile (more so than at any other time in their 

lives) and flying is not without its thrills and risks. In addition, jet travel by itself makes the 

outside world available: sometimes as a view out the window but more often as an attainable 

destination. 

Distracted waiting, then, hypothetically masks the dangers of flying (and its attendant 

anxieties) under the guise of boredom. The hyperstimulus of the sights and sounds of other 

passengers, flight attendants, jet engines, passing clouds, and crying children constitutes the 

distractions of the passenger cabin, demanding that passengers take on a kind of hardened 

psychological attitude and compete for attention, shifting it away from fear of flying. Indeed, 

the ambient cinema of the airplane, combined with the physical co-presence of one hundred-

plus strangers makes it hard to concentrate on anything at all.11 

By the early 1990s, the in-flight entertainment emphasis for commercial carriers was to 

offer an array of choices, including phone service, multiple video and audio channels, and 

personal viewing screens. This period of media convergence in the air was the result of what 

amounted to a media systems race. Once one major international airline installed a system in 

its airplanes, other airlines felt it necessary to follow suit (Wilson, 1992). Installation costs 

were enormous, estimated, in 1992, at $4000-$5000 per seat in first class ($5400-$6800 in 

2004 dollars). As one industry expert pointed out at the time, to install personal viewing 

screens in economy class seats would mean putting $1500 worth of equipment in a $1400 

seat, “which means the seat essentially becomes a video rack.”12 While manufacturers were 

willing to share installation costs with the airlines, this media systems race meant that the 
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airlines were investing nearly $300 million annually to stay competitive in the 1990s. Some 

of these costs could be recouped through fees and increased ticket prices. The industry 

concluded the necessary revenue could come from advertising to the captive audience. This 

led more airliners to install video based shopping systems, a practice that began in the 1980s, 

and to include advertisements as part of the video lineup. What began as a quest for a film 

audience no longer interested in going to the theater turned into a series of demands by a 

consumer group which could no longer be fulfilled simply through feature films.13  

Currently, most major airlines carry a range of choices geared for children and adults. 

During a 2005 Northwest Airlines economy class flight from Los Angeles to Tokyo, one 

could watch a safety video followed by an “E! True Hollywood Story”, a travel show about 

Spain, a documentary on U.S. National Parks, a home makeover show, and a wildlife 

documentary followed by a choice of Fantastic Four (20th Century Fox, 2005) or The 

Honeymooners (Paramount, 2005).14 Even in a cabin without a choice of video channels, the 

programming offers a variety of genres. The initial television programs are usually travel and 

tourism themed and assumed safe for children. The selection for an economy seat on a 

British Airways flight from London to Los Angeles in November 2005 included a choice of 

seven films (all Hollywood products, but many with British talent), a channel running four 

sitcoms, a channel showing three nature documentaries, a cartoon channel, and a sports 

channel meant to appeal to a heterogeneous audience. The mixture of short programming 

with long programming also allows passengers to pick and choose when they might engage 

in those aforementioned travel games, read a book, or nap. Currently, the typical first class 

airline seat on a trans-oceanic flight offers multiple film options, video games, video 
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shopping, television programming, internet access, power for a laptop, multiple audio 

options, and satellite phone and fax services [see Figure 3.3].  

Multiple Video Personal Internet/ In-Flight DC
First Class Video On DVD Recorded E-mail Satellite Video Power

Channels Demand Player Television Service Phone Games Outlets

Argentine Airlines • • •
Varig
Japan Airlines • • • • • •
Cathay Pacific • • • • • • •
Virgin Atlantic • • • •
Lufthansa • • • • • •
Air India • • •
Ethiopian Airways •
South Africa Airways • • • •
Air Canada • • • • • • •
American Airlines • • • • • •

Economy Class

Argentine Airlines • • •
Varig
Japan Airlines • • • • •
Cathay Pacific • • • • •
Virgin Atlantic • • •
Lufthansa • • • •
Air India • •
Ethiopian Airways •
South Africa Airways • •
Air Canada • • • • • • •
American Airlines • • • •

 
Figure 3.3  

Media Technologies Available on Selected International Airlines (2006) 
 

The Airplane as Space of Flow 

The trend towards media convergence has turned the passenger cabin of major 

international commercial airliners into mobile media centers.15 The seats, particularly in first-

class cabins, enable passengers to pursue screen-based entertainments without interference 

from their neighbor or having to interact with anyone else. Indeed, one seat can be a mobile 
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business office, the one next door a child’s gaming room, while across the aisle a teenager 

watches music videos and gets fashion tips. The preponderance of personal media 

technologies has succeeded in atomizing private space so that each seat on the airplane 

becomes a media apparatus isolated from each other seat even as the electronic media 

connect airplane passengers to a mediasphere supplied and administered by commercial 

interests, be they the film industry, high finance, or the communications industry. Thus the 

place of the passenger jet cabin becomes a space of information flow. Each flight transports 

labor (in the form of business representatives or tourists), goods, services, and culture along a 

network of air routes between densely populated urban areas. This network has reconfigured 

the space of places (the destinations that tourism transforms into commodities) into the 

“space of flows.” For Castells, these flows express “processes dominating our economic, 

political and symbolic life” (442). The space of flows is made of nodes and hubs and 

contains the communication, transportation, and information networks. Airspace, therefore, is 

constitutive of the space of flows.  

The space of flows consists of three layers: “a circuit of electronic exchanges,” “nodes 

and hubs,” and “the spatial organization of the dominant, managerial elites” (442-445). The 

first layer is the global communication network, which enables, through air traffic control, jet 

travel. The third corresponds, more or less, to jet travelers, particularly business travelers. 

The second layer, which consists of certain high-level command and control centers, 

corresponds to many of the same urban areas dubbed global or world cities – the very same 

places Hoover was calling from an airplane in 1930. 
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The networked connections between technologically developed urban regions are integral 

to an emergent spatial and economic order of the global city system. The global city 

paradigm maintains that only particular routes or linkages have changed or even destroyed 

historical geographic obstacles. In other words, the annihilation of space and time that was 

supposed to mark modernity can really be experienced only in a few particular places, like 

the New York Stock Exchange. In essence, the global city network is an arrangement in 

which several cities are more closely linked to each other, regardless of physical distance, 

than to the hinterland in which they are located. For example, the economy of Los Angeles 

has a closer relationship with the economy of New York City than with the economy of 

Palmdale, a Los Angeles ex-burb. The networked space of flows has vastly multiplied 

Sheppard’s aforementioned “wormholes”. To be included in this dominant spatial 

reconfiguration necessitates creating, maintaining, and enlarging these “wormholes”, often 

through transportation networks. 

David Keeling has argued that “air transport is the preferred mode of inter-city movement 

for the transnational capitalist class, migrants, tourists, and high-value, low-bulk goods; and 

airline links are an important component of a city’s aspirations to world city status” (Keeling 

118). He introduces vivid concrete examples of airline transportation as the key to a city’s 

future. For instance, in the early 1990s, city officials of Portland, Oregon believed that 

nonstop flight service to London or Frankfurt is vital to the continued growth of their 

economy and “Nashville officials [touted] the city’s recent successful bid for a non-stop 

flight to London as a direct pipeline into the world economy” (119). The space of flows has 

thus reconfigured spatial relationships so that transport system policy decisions often reflect 
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demands of cities to achieve the status of node or hub in the network of flows, circumventing 

the nation-state. 

Thus, networks such as aviation routes reconfigure global space so as to bind one urban 

area to another, ignoring the intervening territory. In this fashion, in-flight entertainment may 

replace lost landscape and compel passengers to ignore the “space of places” in favor of the 

Kuleshovian “artificial landscapes” included in feature-length films. For the jet traveler, the 

spatial relationship between New York and Los Angeles is not 3000 miles but a safety 

announcement, two movies, snack service and a promotional travelogue. In-flight 

entertainment assists in capitalism’s mission to, as Marx put it, conquer space by time. 

Saskia Sassen has noted, global cities concentrate corporate power and capital while 

bringing the advantaged and disadvantaged into close proximity. Their disproportionate role 

in the processes of globalization makes them an important site of analysis for those interested 

in contemporary economy, society and culture (xxxiv). One global city whose role in 

contemporary culture seems more disproportionate than other global cities is Los Angeles, 

home to the major studios of the American film industry. Even in Los Angeles, though, the 

pressures of globalization’s new spatial orders are felt, and Hollywood is becoming less of a 

place (it has always been more imagined than real) and more of a hub in the networked space 

of flows. This dispersal and diffusion of Hollywood as place into Hollywood as space, 

ignored in mainstream film scholarship, has important implications for debates regarding 

media imperialism and Americanization, which I will discuss below.  
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The No-Place of Post-Fordist Hollywood 

For some time, the Hollywood neighborhood in Los Angeles has been less than 

glamorous, home to more runaways, homeless persons and bewildered tourists than movie 

stars, famous directors and big shot producers. And it is difficult to separate Hollywood the 

place, from Hollywood the cultural imaginary: “Hollywood” is the stand-in for the media 

industry of the United States, be it movies, television or music. This is also a produced 

imaginary, predicated on the way the film industry promotes itself through its own products. 

In part because of its self-referentiality and its ability to string together a variety of products 

under a single “property” or franchise, Hollywood has become an imagined engine behind a 

purported homogenized global mass culture. The dominance of Hollywood products in 

international media markets is well documented, indicating that the space of flows is ruled by 

a singular source of cultural imagery (Guback 1976; Miller, et al 2001; Olson 1999; 

Thompson 1985; Trumpbour 2002). The flow of global media is not egalitarian, certainly; 

nor is it unidirectional, from Los Angeles outward. A casual survey of the in-flight 

programming for eleven international airlines demonstrates that, while films financed and 

distributed by U.S. based companies predominate, a monolithic America-only film culture is 

not always achieved (see Figure 3.4). 

Global margins are not simply less-accessible portions of the world, they are places and 

spaces dependent on the center to transform raw materials into commodities. The landscapes 

of Australia, the Philippines and North Africa are treated as the raw material for location and 

background shots. The production processes of high budget feature films use the place 

differences between margins and center. Computer generated images and other special 
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effects may be completed in New Zealand, the musical soundtrack performed by Central 

European orchestras, and the shooting may occur in western Canada; all practices taking 

advantage of cheaper labor and looser labor laws. Managing financing for these multi-million 

productions is executed in financial centers like New York. The cultural administration of 

these products, which takes advantage of national boundaries in an international context 

occurs in Southern California. Toby Miller has dubbed this process of dividing the labor of 

manufacturing a film between nations the New International Division of Cultural Labor 

(Miller et al, 2001). Hollywood production practices are thus dispersed, making regions 

spread across the globe potential sources for Hollywood product. Vital to this dispersal of 

production is the diffusion of the finished product, making Hollywood product available 

everywhere feigns a common culture with opportunities for anyone to participate. 

 

Airline Total Number of Films %U.S. 
Argentine Airlines 4 100% 
Ethiopian Airlines 6 100% 
South African Airways 6 100% 
Varig 4 100% 
American Airlines 17 82% 
Lufthansa 21 81% 
Air Canada 21 71% 
Cathay Pacific 14 71% 
Virgin Atlantic 23 70% 
Japan Airlines 16 69% 
Air India 9 55% 

 
Figure 3.4  

Percentage of Films Shown on Selected Airlines Produced by the United States (November 2005). 
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In “The City As Studio; The World As Back Lot,” Susan Christopherson and Michael 

Storper point to two critical junctures in the history of the Hollywood film industry: the 1948 

forced relinquishment of the studios theatre chains and the rapidly increasing competition of 

television in the 1960s. The eventual outcome of these crises was a form of “vertical 

disintegration” in the industry. Firms specializing in niche techniques (lighting, public 

relations, etc.) multiplied astronomically between 1966 and 1982 (311). The subcontracting 

of many specialized functions allowed the major studios to decrease their overhead as they 

contracted their labor force, sold off real estate, and/or re-invented their unused backlots as 

tourist destinations. While these subcontractor firms were specialized in their technique, they 

did not have product specialization. Most firms worked on feature films, made-for-television 

films, educational films, or industrial films in various forms. In other words, the flexible 

specialization of Hollywood coincided with increased product differentiation (312-313).  

Asu Aksoy and Kevin Robins have countered this argument. They claimed that for the 

film industry, “the agenda was in fact always about the ways in which large corporations 

were maneuvering and restructuring to consolidate their hold over the industry” (6). Aksoy 

and Robins declared that Christopherson and Storper were not attentive to the particular 

logics of culture industries. One of the problems with the horizontal network thesis is that 

Christopherson and Storper count the number of films produced, without taking into account 

box office revenue. Aksoy and Robbins point out that even though the share of films 

produced by small firms increased, the share of box office revenue going to small firms 

actually shrank. If one were to focus on the distribution of Hollywood product, rather than 

production, the dominance of large firms becomes readily apparent. Global distribution 
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requires a vast amount of resources that only a large firm can provide. As a result, the 

pressures of distribution have lead to the collapse of smaller firms. Aksoy and Robins go on 

to demonstrate that distribution is the financial center of the film industry; financial 

investment firms, banks and so on are attracted to distributors, not to production companies. 

Distribution is the key to ancillary markets such as home viewing and other spaces, 

including airplanes. The increasing control of a few distribution companies over the ever-

expanding range of media products originating in some fashion from Hollywood is crucial to 

the film industry’s survival and growth even as it provides presumed evidence of 

Americanization or a “Global Hollywood”. In other words, managing the channels of 

distribution and the flows of media takes precedent over the content of those forms. For the 

film industry, the scale of distribution determines the scale and content of production.  

For Hollywood to continue controlling key financial and distribution hubs, international 

law must continue to create spaces of inequality. Likewise the travel industry needs political 

and geographic barriers to create a sense of the exotic and strange, which can then be 

accessed by a privileged few through the use of travel services. Rather than the radically 

egalitarian globalized world in which every space and place is equally available, an analysis 

of in-flight entertainment points out that the extraction of surplus value necessitates regions 

of underdevelopment, overdevelopment, and the reconfiguration of space to suit the 

imperatives of new economic and cultural orders. In order to continue its economic and 

cultural domination, the film industry needs to continually produce new spaces for exhibition 

and exploit new networks of distribution.  
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As the case of in-flight entertainment demonstrates, the content and quality of films are a 

secondary consideration. New exhibition spaces continue to be an important destination for 

theatrically released films. Because non-theatrical exhibition occurs after theatrical release, it 

would appear a secondary consideration for the film industry. However, since non-theatrical 

exhibition enables ubiquity it is actually a primary concern for the film industry’s continued 

growth. Film achieves dominance in the cultural sphere because of the ability of film 

exhibitors and emergent exhibition technologies to exploit new categories of space and place.

                                                
1 “Plane Flying a Mile Above Los Angeles Talks Over Radio Phone with Five Foreign 
Cities” The New York Times May 30, 1930, p. 8. This incident is also an indicator that the 
importance of the nation state was diminishing slightly compared to the so-called world city 
(see below). “Movie Sent to Plane In Flight By Television” The New York Times May 22, 
1932 p. N2; Serling, 2003. 
2 See, for instance Miller et al, Thompson, and Trumpdour. 
3 Thus, in 2003, profit from free-to-view TV was roughly $10 billion and from DVD/VHS 
sales and rental profit was $12 billion. 
4 David J. Keeling, in his article, “Transport and the world city paradigm” (in Paul L. Knox 
and Peter J. Taylor (eds) World Cities in a World-System. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press. 1995: 115- 131) explains that transportation, as a force that centralizes in the form of 
train depots, airports, and seaports also decentralizes by removing spatial and temporal 
boundaries. In the current global city paradigm, transportation has been widely assumed (and 
thus neglected). Since information has become the new commodity form, linkages via 
telecommunications have become a primary measurement of city status. However, Keeling 
points out that “transport facilitates the movement of people, goods, and information through 
the system and functions as a necessary, though not sufficient, component of world city and 
world economy genesis, growth, and change” (117). In other words, the linkage between 
communication and transportation is sustained even under the global city paradigm.  
5 While this world map is clearly intended for home theater enthusiasts in the United States, 
its way of drawing the world reveals certain idiosyncracies of copyright law. While political 
borders are drawn within regions 1-4; Region 5, which consists of Africa, certain former 
Soviet Republics and the Asian subcontinent, contains hardly any at all. Africa, is essentially 
drawn as one large country. See Govil, “Something Spatial in the Air” for further 
commentary on DVD regions and in-flight entertainment. 
6 Butler, 2001; “Zeppelin Alarms Britain”, 1908. 
7 Flexer asked his head projectionist, John Cullin Jr, to design an automatic projector. 
Cullin’s first design, built a year later weighed over 700 pounds. After taking his idea to 
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several other companies, it was Long Island based Reeves Sound that built a lighter, 70 
pound projector. The system projected a single film on a single screen in the first class cabin 
and required headsets to offset the airplane noise. Friedlander1973; “Transport News: 
Movies in the Sky” The New York Times May 31, 1961; Serling 2003. 
8 Friedlander1961 and “1973. Serling 2003; “T.W.A. 707 Flights Will Offer Movies and 
Popcorn Aloft” The New York Times January 15, 1961; Archer, 1961. 
9 This perhaps more commonly known as “creative geography” which is how V.I. Pudovkin 
refers to the process in Film Technique. 
10 Serling, 2003; “Second Airline Plans Movies on Planes” The New York Times June 30, 
1964 p. 66; “Transport News: In-Flight Movies” The New York Times Aug 2, 1964 p. 78. 
Nitin Govil reports that this practice was resumed for a time by Air New Zealand (Govil, 
245). For more on ride films, IMAX, Hale’s Tours and immersion cinema see Rabinovitz. 
11 In “An Ontology of Everyday Distraction” Margeret Morse calls distraction “a dual state 
of mind [that] depends on an incomplete process of spatial and temporal separation and 
interiorization” (202). 
12 Marco Lanza, president of B/E Avionics as quoted in Wilson, 1992. 
13 Hozee, Ernst L. 1995; “Inflight shopping enters domestic markets” Air Transport World 
April 1987, 83-86; Serling 2003.  
14 NWA Traveler, “Programming Grid” November 2005 p. 80-82. 
15 For a discussion of convergence and In-flight Entertainment, see Freedman. 
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Chapter Three: 

From “A Box in the Theater of the World” to “The World as Your Living Room”: 

Cellular Phones, Television, and Mobile Privatization 

 

In the previous chapter, I described how the production of new exhibition spaces and distribution 

networks is crucial to the film industry. The creation of exhibition technologies and new formats for 

film product generates additional revenue streams while making screens a ubiquitous and mundane 

part of daily life. The proliferation of screen technologies includes the installation of large screens in 

public places, like Times Square, and the introduction of portable devices that can be carried by 

individuals, such as cellular phones. This chapter argues that the introduction of television-style 

programming on cellular phones indicates a changing role for television in the public/private 

dichotomy, a categorical divide that structures modern life and experience. New media devices, such 

as radio and television, magnify an ongoing emphasis on private life, privacy and privatization 

already present in eighteenth and nineteenth century European life. Increased privatization is one of 

the central tendencies of electronic visual media, be it film, telegraphy or the internet. New 

communications media enable and produce a new social order marked by an accentuation of private 

space, with regulated and limited connections to the public. As I will show, this emphasis, which 

takes the form of an effective identity, has political and social implications. Raymond Williams calls 

this retreat “mobile privatization:” an identity offered by contemporary capitalism and enabled by 

communication technologies that promises new freedoms and forms of mobility in the seclusion of 

the domestic space. 
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The boundaries of public and private are fluid because they are culturally and historically 

structured. For instance, certain bodily functions considered to be private in one place and time may 

not necessarily be given the same consideration in another. But mere fluidity does not imply that the 

public/private distinction should be ignored. The opposition between public and private is crucial to 

how we structure our experience and to how our experience is structured by institutions (particularly 

those, like liberal-democratic state governments, which rely on the distinction for their very 

existence). Indeed, the contest over this boundary has been a vital force in human rights movements 

(including feminist, gay activist, anti-racist and others), advocacy for economic justice and the 

environmental movement, to name just a few contemporary debates. The flexibility of these 

categories is testament to their power. 

 In “The Theory and Politics of the Public/Private Distinction” Jeff Weintraub provides a 

useful framework for untangling the web of meaning characterizing the discourse of public and 

private. Weintraub notes that visibility and collectivity form the foundation for most conceptions of 

public and private. The first supplies us with the notion of public as open to examination and 

accessible. The second is the background for ideas that link participation and citizenship to public-

ness – what is private is individual and personal; what is public is general and impersonal. Visibility 

and collectivity are hardly complementary, and the tensions between these two rudiments give rise to 

some of the inherent contradictions in the discourse of public and private.  

As an example, television-watching is traditionally understood to be a domestic activity and 

therefore private.1 Television’s central place in the market economy – as a commodity and an 

advertising medium – also makes it private in the sense of private property. Television provides 

access to debates and information about public life, yet watching television is a secluded activity. 
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Seclusion precludes the interaction crucial to public-ness as a form of sociability; and, because it 

effects a one-way conversation, television also precludes the kind of collective action and decision-

making central to notions of the public-ness as a kind of citizenship. Nonetheless, television has 

become the pre-eminent technology of communication, through which knowledge of the world is 

mediated and produced. Television’s role as communication technology is as crucial to the formation 

of the public sphere as newspapers once were, according to Jürgen Habermas’s history of the 

bourgeois public sphere.2 Television provides a membrane between the public and the private, 

allowing particular images and sounds of the outside world into domestic space. These fragments of 

public-ness are controlled and regulated by television producers and programmers initially and 

secondarily by the viewers themselves. In fact, it is through television-watching that public events, 

activities and ideas are brought into private space. 

The adoption of cellular phones as television platforms portends a changing role for television in 

the public/private divide. This type of mobile television turns these long-held notions of television-

watching on their head. In domestic viewing, television brings what is “out there” into the relative 

safety, security and seclusion of the home. The ability to watch television on a cellular phone while 

riding public transportation, waiting at an airport lounge, or on a park bench means that the viewer is 

already “out there.” The fact that the television is mobile does not simply compound public-ness so 

much as it creates a small-scale mobile private space that enables interaction with public-ness much 

like a television set in the home would. Indeed, the promotional and advertising discourse 

surrounding these technologies frames mobile television as an idyllic form of privacy and attempts 

to persuade consumers that mobile television allows us to carry our home around with us, outside of 

domestic space. 
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I want to stay mindful about acknowledging that these sorts of tendencies in domestic life and in 

visual media did not originate with television or cellular phones. In fact, the admixture of interior 

and exterior as a personal collection is symptomatic of the birth of mass culture and industrial 

capitalism. As Walter Benjamin’s essays on Baudelaire as well as his analyses of the urban culture 

of turn-of-the-century Paris detailed, the hypertrophy of the private was already occurring before the 

invention of cinema, radio or television.3 In numerous essays, Benjamin drew attention to the home 

as a place providing both shelter from and access to the outside. The new modes of visual display at 

work in the home make it an arcade, a passage that is neither interior nor exterior.4 Reflecting back 

nearly a century to the 1830s and 1840s, Benjamin observed how the private individual negotiated a 

protracted and partial retreat from the public. This particular form of privatization involves careful 

regulation of the exterior’s intrusion on the interior, all the while making sure the private space of 

the home controls public space. Consider the following passage from Benjamin’s “Paris, Capital of 

the Nineteenth Century”: 

Under the reign of Louis Phillipe, the private individual makes his entry into 

history. For the private individual, places of dwelling are for the first time 

opposed to places of work. The former come to constitute the interior. Its 

complement is the office. (For its part, the office is distinguished clearly from 

the shop counter, which, with its globes, wall maps, and railings, looks like a 

relic of baroque forms that preceded the rooms in today’s residences.) The 

private individual, who in the office has to deal with realities, needs the 

domestic interior to sustain him in his illusions. This necessity is all the more 

pressing since he has no intention of grafting onto his business interests a 
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clear perception of his social function. In the arrangement of his private 

surroundings, he suppresses both of these concerns. From this derive the 

phantasmagorias of the interior—which, for the private individual, represents 

the universe. In the interior, he brings together remote locales and memories 

of the past. His living room is a box in the theater of the world. (19)5 

Here the individual is associated with interiority. In other words, the singular and atomized 

person is secluded in a space cut off from society. The private individual uses the office to 

control interfaces with the outside world in a careful manner. The private individual has 

withdrawn from social obligations in the economic sphere. Likewise, the interior of the 

dwelling place is the realm of “illusions,” the souvenirs, collectibles, mementos, and dreams 

of distant times and places that have significance to the individual dweller. There is no room 

for social obligations in the bourgeois interior. Benjamin concludes by stating that the private 

individual is thus an observer – a member of an audience watching the world from a private 

box. Importantly, during the performance, those in the private box, a privileged vantage point 

above and separated from the crowd, are invisible to the performers (invisibility being a form 

of privacy) until the house lights come on and everyone can see the important personages in 

the box, giving the private individual a public-ness associated with celebrity. 

For Benjamin, the equation of the home with seeing the world begins in the early age of 

photography, and grows from an encounter with mass culture and urbanization. The private 

individual becomes overwhelmed with objects and access to those objects. Collecting and 

managing becomes a way to cope and a form of power. The imagined unfettered and 

unlimited access is, as we shall see, a sustaining part of bourgeois ideology and remains a 
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trope for promoting new media technologies up to and including the present moment. The 

lure of such a vision requires constantly representing new objects and new modes of access 

to private individuals.  

 Benjamin compares the individual dwelling to a theater box and comments on the 

peculiar compulsion to collect and store objects from everyday life in the interior dwelling 

space later in the “Paris” essay: 

The interior is not just the universe of the private individual; it is also his etui. 

Ever since the time of Louis Phillipe, the bourgeois has shown a tendency to 

compensate for the absence of any trace of private life in the big city. He tries 

to do this within the four walls of his apartment. It is as if he had made it a 

point of honor not to allow the traces of his everyday objects and accessories 

to get lost. […] In the style characteristic of the Second Empire, the apartment 

becomes a sort of cockpit. The traces of its inhabitants are molded into the 

interior. (20) 

The comparison of the living room to other spaces meant expressly for viewing is no 

accident. The living room is the space for observing the exterior. It is deliberately and 

meticulously constructed to provide a particular view of the exterior composed of objects 

brought home (and thus domesticated). The term “cockpit” has nautical origins, and was 

once a synonym for theater box. Currently the term is also used for the control room of 

aircraft (often with panoramic views), but in each case cockpit refers to a space commanding 

a view of the exterior through which the observer travels. 
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The metaphor of the interior as a doctor’s surgical kit (etui) has particular importance 

here. Reminiscent of his famous comparison of filmmaking to surgery in “The Work of Art 

in the Age of Its Mechanical Reproducibility,” this metaphor works on several levels. First, 

the interior acts as a way for a bourgeois to cure him/herself from the “absence of any trace 

of private life.” Second, the interior becomes a way to re-assemble reality – Benjamin 

presented the bourgeois apartment as an antecedent to the tendencies of photography. The 

surgeon penetrates the body with “equipment” but treats the body as a series of segments 

(just as the anatomical atlas presents the body in a segmented way). The bourgeois apartment 

(and later, photography) penetrates reality with “equipment” but can only offer fragments 

that must be assembled by the private individual as a collection of “everyday objects and 

accessories” (115-116).  

 In this way, Benjamin provides a clear path from changes in social relations – the 

withdrawal of the individual into seclusion – to the compensatory act of observing and 

watching. In short, what he describes in these passages is a form of what Williams, in his 

book Television: Technology and Cultural Form calls “mobile privatization.” For Williams, 

mobility is a basic impulse borne of curiosity (which Williams treats as an essential part of 

human nature). Likewise, the new and larger social organizations brought about by industrial 

capitalism required increased mobility of workers and goods. Contemporary to these 

developments is a series of struggles on the part of laborers to shorten the workday, gain 

increased wages and improved working conditions. According to Williams, the combination 

of these conditions led to an increased emphasis on improving the single family home. Thus 

the home is made possible by changes in the social structure and a defensive response to 
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these changes. Communications technologies, such as radio and television allowed the 

private dwelling an outward looking disposition. These communication systems, television in 

particular, substituted for public life by granting their users “a whole social intake”: music, 

news, entertainment, sports, and drama. The concept of mobile privatization is a productive 

way of analyzing a society that is both isolating and connecting, atomizing and cosmopolitan, 

or inward-dwelling but outward-looking. Likewise, the concept of mobile privatization 

allows an examination of the interplay between communication systems and the society in 

which they are embedded (Williams 19-25). 

 I will use Williams’ premise that technologies arise from emergent social, cultural 

and economic needs as my starting point for discussing how cellular phones interact with the 

already present mode of living of mobile privatization. When Williams links technology to 

emergent needs, he is not referring to the technical devices that are nifty gadgets that never 

become instituted in society. He means the ubiquitous technologies that pervade society and 

without which, often enough, we cannot imagine existence. In particular, Williams 

characterizes communications systems as an outgrowth of already existing societal 

conditions, since the formation of communication systems are foreseen, even in the technical 

details, before their crucial components are in place. Cellular phones, as a result and 

combination of wireless telegraphy, radio, wired telephony and citizen’s band two-way radio, 

have long been prefigured in industrial society. Although its current incarnation on cellular 

phones may seem faddish, mobile television (that is, a television set one can carry around 

and still receive signals on) has been a recurring figure in television’s history (see Spigel, 

“Portable TV: Studies in Domestic Space Travel,” addressed below). The cravings fulfilled 
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by these devices are the cravings described by Benjamin, although I will use slightly 

different language. The contemporary equivalent to Benjamin’s theater box are the various 

media devices (television sets, radios, the internet and cellular phones) that allow us to be 

simultaneously isolated and connected. We want to be open to certain types of 

communication: from friends, family, and/or the workplace. At the same time, the cellular 

phone acts as a shield from unwanted contact. It becomes a means of escaping the 

hyperstimulus of modern urban environments. I would argue, further, that if these yearnings 

were not widely felt, the cellular phone would have remained a technical device rather than 

the omnipresent communications device it has become. 

The cellular phone allows its users to carry the home with them, even into the workplace, 

creating an uninterrupted path of mobile private space throughout the day – a withdrawal into 

interiority unsullied by social obligations, even during the commute. Additionally, with its 

capacity to take and store digital images, phone numbers, addresses, other personal 

information such as birthdays, the cellular phone supplies the mobile user with an 

approximation of the comforts of home. These collected fragments, akin to the accessories 

and mementos evoked by Benjamin, constitute an assemblage of the home. Likewise, the 

email, instant messaging, clock, and calendar functions turn the cellular phone into a portable 

facsimile of the workplace. Company-issued cellular phones, especially, strengthen the 

obligation of worker to workplace even when physically absent. Indeed, the cellular phone 

enables the collapse of the boundary between workplace and home. The dwelling and the 

workplace have become interpenetrated. They are now more than “complements” (as 

Benjamin portrayed them), and no longer simply organized along similar ideologies of 
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efficiency and technological progress (the home economics movement is a good example). 

The cellular phone acts as the membrane through which these relationships coalesce. In this 

way, the private individual, used to retreating into the dwelling to flee from the realities of 

the workplace, finds the theater of illusions (to borrow Benjamin’s terms again) is no longer 

the refuge from the office it once was. The response to this, somewhat paradoxically, is to 

use the same device that has collapsed the opposition between dwelling and workplace (a 

historically short-lived opposition), to escape into the theater of illusion despite the 

individual’s physical position.  

Cellular phone technology was initially adopted because it offered an amount of privacy 

to conversations. Utilizing radio technology (similar to cordless phones, citizen’s band radio, 

and even television), cellular phones transmit conversations in such a fashion as to disallow 

eavesdropping and keep the conversation secluded and private. These characteristics – 

mobility and secrecy – make the cellular phone a favorite tool for those involved in financial 

transactions: traveling salespeople, field agents, stockbrokers, even drug dealers. In the past 

ten years, the cellular phone has transformed from a device enabling mobile conversations 

between two people into a multi-use technology; many models can also be used as web 

browsers, phone/address books, planners, and alarm clocks. More recently, the business-

orientation of cellular phones has been augmented with increasing leisure and amusement 

features such as music player, digital camera (still and/or motion), video game platform and 

television. Alongside this emphasis on entertainment is a widespread advertising discourse 

that trumpets cellular phones as a way to partake in an exciting and vibrant entertainment 

culture. 
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Since advertising attempts to transfer values and meanings onto the commodity being 

sold, they portray fantasies featuring the commodity. Regardless of the actual realization of 

these fantasies, the point of advertising is to convince consumers that the transferred values 

and meanings will accrue onto the buyer. Therefore, in examining the promotional rhetoric of 

these advertisements, it makes little difference whether or not cellular phones actually come 

to be used in the manner portrayed. In other words, the imagined “out-of-home entertainment 

system” (see Figure 4.1, below) is present in the advertisement whether or not consumers 

bring their phone to Central Park to watch music videos. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 
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This 2005 Verizon advertisement promoted a line of entertainment services called VCast. 

The advertisement implied that the cellular phone has all the capabilities of a home theater 

system and that, unlike your home entertainment system, the phone can be brought outside. 

The phone, then, is imagined as a way to bring the interior space and comforts of the home 

into the exterior, the “box in the theatre of the world” is now mobile and handheld. By 

placing the phone so prominently in front of an image of Central Park filled with people, the 

advertisement effectively claims the “out-of-home entertainment system” of the cellular 

phone can replace socializing with others; or, at the very least, it comes first. The screen size 

of the cellular phone prohibits the kind of group viewing possible in a movie theater or a 

home television set. The form of sociality offered by the park is not available to those using 

their phone as an entertainment system. As a replacement, they are given access to musical 

acts, sporting events and movie stars. Others in the park cannot access these materials. 

Verizon was therefore offering mobility, access, and freedom of choice inside a package of 

exclusivity. The decision to place the phone in front of the crowded park marks the phone 

user as standing out from the crowd: the user is distinct, different, an individual. But the user 

is not alone, because the cellular phone provides companionship through the presence of 

images of famous celebrities. The advertisement claimed that the cellular phone makes its 

user’s social circle a circle of exclusivity: the rich and successful can be the user’s constant 

companions. 

In the fall of 2005, Samsung Wireless unveiled an advertising campaign, entitled “Living 

Room” for a new line of cellular phones. I will use one of the campaign’s 30-second 

television commercials, which aired on the major national networks during primetime, to 
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examine how advertising discourse imagined mobile spectatorship.6 The commercial 

portrayed several young, hip, sophisticated-looking people transfixed by their cellular phones 

in a hyperkinetic urban world. Lying in highway medians, sitting on stacks of newspapers, 

reclined in an elevator or sitting in the scoop of a loader, the cellular phone users let nothing 

distract them from their cellular phones. Their body language is of youth: languid teenagers 

marking their ownership over space by using it in rebellious and nontraditional ways, thus 

demonstrating that in some way they belong in the city, but are not subject to it in contrast to 

the businessmen walking by in suits, or the cars rushing by along the highway. In each 

instance, they stare at the cellular phone screen, never speaking, holding the phone at near 

arms length, to make sure that everyone can see what they hold (Figures 2-7). On the 

soundtrack various sounds – a crowd cheering, a comedian telling a joke, a newscaster 

reading a report – ostensibly emanate from the phone’s earpieces, putting the viewer at home 

in the position of the cellular phone user. At the end of the commercial, a female voice-over 

intoned, “Imagine the world as your living room. With Samsung leading the way with 

entertainment on demand, it’s not that hard to imagine”. 
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Figure 4.2 

 

Figure 4.3 

 

Figure 4.4 

 

Figure 4.5 

 

Figure 4.6 

 

Figure 4.7 
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Crucially, in this depiction, no one uses the cellular phone as a telephonic device; no one 

talks to anyone else. In the “Imagine” commercial, the actors who display the phone are cut 

off from those immediately surrounding them, occupied, presumably with their own private 

perceptions. A device, which formerly enabled conversation and sociability (even of a 

limited sort), has been repurposed into a device encouraging (even compelling) seclusion and 

atomization. Any communication technology produces possibilities for communal bonds 

simply by enabling communication between individuals and/or groups. In this way, 

communication technologies have the potential for public communication encouraging 

citizenship and political participation as well as sociability. Repurposing the cellular phone 

from a technology with these potentials to one that enables and facilitates the consumption of 

cultural commodities inhibits public-ness.  

The phone users in this commercial are transfixed by their phone, transported to another 

world outside of the hustle and bustle of the urban space. Everyone is in motion around them: 

pedestrians, cars, bicycles, elevators, and even the camera crew. Contrary to what we might 

expect from a commercial promoting “mobile” phones, the phone users are immobile, as are, 

presumably, the viewers of the television commercial itself. The users are also surrounded by 

the markers of developed urban modernity: glass and steel skyscrapers, the light glass 

structures of chic shopping malls, the flow of automobile traffic, and the ersatz space of 

waiting characterizing the hotel lobby. Information surrounds them: newspapers, magazines, 

street signs, even the air, characterized by the soundtrack, crackles with cacophonic 

information and talk. None of the actors use the phone as a phone, no one uses the phone for 

what is ostensibly its primary purpose: to connect people via conversation. For instance, the 
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third scene of the commercial portrayed a woman lying on her back in the sidewalk with a set 

of headphones in her ears. The women carrying shopping bags who walk nearly on top of her 

do not disturb her. Since, according to the cues on the soundtrack, she is listening to some 

sort of chat show, perhaps a comedy routine or an interview, the phone provides a kind of 

insulation but it is an exclusive, personal insulation that cannot (and perhaps should not) be 

shared with others. 

The Samsung commercial portrays cellular phone users as oblivious or indifferent to their 

physical environment: people walking by them (sometimes walking almost on top of them) 

or cars speeding by. In the logic of the commercial, this emphasizes their detachment from 

the soon-to-be-obsolete (at least in the cultural imaginary) wired world: an imprisoning and 

confining world in which workers are chained to desks and offices due to the non-portability 

of assets and tools like copiers, computers, fax machines, and wired telephones. The 

commuters rushing by the still actors are compelled to travel to the machines they tend. If 

they had the new cellular phones, they would not need to hurry to work; the machine they 

tend is portable and connected to all the information they need. The cellular phone user’s 

constant companion is the network which carries with it the potentials of information 

technology. Their intimate attachment to their phones and the digital network enables their 

detachment from those physically around them. 

According to the commercial, the users are in their own private living rooms provided by 

the phone. In other words, the phone allows the performance of private activities in public 

spaces. The posture of the actors, lounging as if a pile of newspapers or the scoop of a loader 

is a piece of furniture, indicates a lack of self-consciousness and a familiarity associated with 
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the living room. The couple in the highway median, unperturbed by the speeding 

automobiles inches away, watches the screen as a couple locked in a romantic embrace. Of 

course, those sorts of displays of affection are not uncommon in public parks, beaches, and 

sidewalks. As Anna McCarthy observed in Ambient Television, “public spaces are not purely 

and self-evidently public; they are, like every other cultural space, characterized by particular 

configurations of public and private. Indeed, what makes the public/private division such a 

major category of social power is the fact that it is dynamic and flexible” (121) The 

commercial uses the fluidity of these categories to imply that the cellular phone is the 

necessary tool for creation of private space anywhere and at anytime. What the Samsung 

commercial proposes is that cellular phone users can be simultaneously radically private – 

involved in their own thoughts, interacting with personalized cultural commodities that 

cannot be experienced by those around them – and conspicuously public by displaying the 

privacy achieved with the phone. Privacy depends on keeping others out of a space, be it 

financial, religious, or domestic.  

In actual phone use, cellular phone users must negotiate the shifting divisions between 

public and private. The phone does not do this for them. The phone is incapable of shutting 

out the world entirely of creating a bubble impervious to outside interference. Nonetheless, 

imagining this bubble is the crucial selling point of new media devices in general, and 

cellular phones in particular. The incredible lure of this bubble is that it allows mobility and 

access. The cellular phones in these advertisements keep unwanted experiences out and yet 

allow their users to pull desirable experiences in; it is a form of mobile privatization. 
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In his book on television, Williams’ treatment of mobile privatization describes people as 

mobile, while the spaces and devices of privatization (the home, television sets, radio 

receivers) are stationary. This leads Lynn Spigel, in her essay on portable television, to call 

for reversing the term to privatized mobility.7 Analyzing 1960s advertising campaigns 

promoting portable television sets shaped like suitcases, Spigel wrote, “While early 

advertising promised viewers that TV would strengthen family ties by bringing the world 

into the living room, representations of portable receivers inverted this logic. Rather than 

incorporating views of the outdoor world into the home, now television promised to bring the 

interior world outdoors” (71-72). Like the aforementioned arcades, portable television 

dissolves the boundaries between exterior and interior, creating space that is neither and both. 

For Spigel, the phrase “privatized mobility” aptly captures the way in which the home was 

imagined as a vehicle, a mode of transport, and also refers to the rise of the “mobile home” 

recreational vehicle. 

While this imagery may seem quaintly retro, the image of the journey in a vehicle as safe, 

familiar and comforting as the stationary dwelling-place still has a powerful hold. Samsung’s 

campaign is an outstanding example of this. Here, instead of the dated and clunky images of 

RVs or suitcase-like televisions, the vehicle is the lightweight, hand-held and stylish cellular 

phone. Unlike the RV or the portable television, the cellular phone is so powerful it renders 

the entire world safe, familiar and comfortable. As Spigel demonstrates, the old slogan of 

bringing the world into the living room has been reversed: the cellular phone renders the 

distinction between world and living room obsolete. In such a fashion, the private individual 
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still does not venture forth from the living room to enter the world – the world and the living 

room are coterminous. 

The cost of such a radical change in spatial relations is the lack of sociability. The society 

of portable personal electronics is a society in which private space is as physically mobile as 

the populace and privacy itself is radically mobile. The private is itself mobilized under this 

social configuration, which was emergent in the 19th century (as Benjamin’s essays on 

flanerie indicate) and has now become the dominant mode of living for the world’s wealthy 

and privileged. In other words, mobile privatization, which has been often characterized as an 

outgrowth of technological innovation, is actually a new set of social relations. In a society in 

which individuals interact only with their digital devices, the private has overtaken and 

displaced the public. Publicity has been reduced to a form of display. The public-ness of the 

cellular phone user consists of the proclamation that one is a cellular phone user. The cellular 

phone offers a private shell and a space of retreat. It is an escape hatch into a microcosmic 

world.  

In a 1983 speech to the Socialist Society entitled, “Problems of the Coming Period” 

Williams emphasizes how mobile privatization is not a quality of television; it is an identity 

offered up by contemporary capitalism and is thus not simply a technological predicament. 

The passage in which Williams outlines the political implications of mobile privatization is 

worth quoting at length: 

[…] There is one new and special offer of an effective identity that has been 

made and very widely accepted. [...] It is something that I think is relatively 

new, and now very powerful and very ambivalent. I can’t find an ordinary 
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term for it because it is such a relatively new condition, which is why I have 

to call it, in one of the ugliest phrases I know, ‘mobile privatization’. […] The 

identity that is really offered to us is a new kind of freedom in that area of our 

lives that we have staked out inside these wider determinations and 

constraints. It is private. It involves, in its immediate definition, a good deal of 

evident consumption. Much of it is centered on the home itself, the dwelling-

place. […] At the same time it is not a retreating privatization, of a deprived 

kind, because what it especially confers is an unexampled mobility. You may 

live in a shell of this kind in which you and your relatives, your lovers, your 

friends, your children – this small-unit entity is the only really significant 

social identity. It is not living in a cut-off way, not in a shell that is just stuck. 

It is a shell which you can take with you, which you can fly with to places that 

previous generations could never imagine visiting. […] And why I think it’s 

ambivalent is this; because it has given people genuine kinds of freedom of 

choice and mobility which their ancestors would have given very much for. At 

the same time the price of that space has never been accounted. The price of 

that space has been paid in terms of the deterioration of the very conditions 

which allow it. I mean that it all depends on conditions which people, when 

this consciousness was formed, thought were permanent. Full employment, 

easy cheap credit, easy cheap petrol. All the conditions for this kind of life 

were assumed to be both abundant and permanent. And the consciousness that 

was formed inside them was hostile, in some cases understandably hostile, to 
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anything from outside that was going to interfere with this freely chosen 

mobility and consumption. (168-169) 

In this passage, Williams does not connect mobile privatization to broadcast communication 

technologies but to the technologies of rapid personal transportation. By referring to “easy 

cheap petrol” a condition which Williams rightly points out as temporary, he critiques the 

culture of the private automobile. The infrastructure which enables such extreme individual 

mobility and freedom relies on the extraction of a finite supply of raw materials and involved 

constructing a network of routes which impeded mobility as much as they enabled it (see 

Urry 2001). In the case of the work commute, the conditions of industrial production and 

urbanization concentrate production centers and disperse living areas. This separation of 

workplace from dwelling has resulted in the necessary mobility of laborers.  

The period of time needed to journey from home to work – a gap created through the 

processes of capitalism – is rarely, if ever, remunerated or subsidized by employers. The 

technologies of mobile privatization work to romanticize this time – turning a period that is 

not highly valued by employers into one highly valued by employees as a refuge from work 

and the hyperstimulus of the urban environment. In turn, a series of technologies have arisen 

to substitute for the lack for enumeration and turn the commute into “personal time.” The 

private automobile that separates commuters from one another exacerbates the privatization 

of experience. Here, the private automobile provides the illusion that the commute is 

different for each person – that we are all in different situations. The automobile contains a 

series of media technologies – radio, the CD player, the digital media system, the global 

positioning system navigator – that allow the driver to choose from a wide array of sonic 
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experiences (and, in some cases, visual as well). The fashion in which this mobility is 

undertaken, then, as a solitary activity, each worker separated from other workers by the 

protective shell of the automobile, is, as I have shown, partly the result of bourgeois ideology 

(see Chapter One), a longing to assert an individuality, and an concerted effort on the part of 

corporations to sell products to as many consumers as possible (it is in automakers’ interest 

to stymie the development of mass transit, which accustoms workers to traveling in concert 

and depresses automobile sales).  

This array of technologies creates the illusion that commuters have little in common. The 

process of privatization works against social bonds and the ties of community. The commute 

can then become a field of competition, in which drivers compete to reach their destination 

the quickest, or with the least amount of fuel consumption, or with the loudest music. 

Connected isolation more accurately describes the use of the private automobile to commute 

between home and work. Connected isolation involves the creation of mobile private space, 

and yet each mobile private space is one that others can look into. The automobile is a good 

example of private space that is both enclosed and on display. The personal automobile 

provides a sheltered space for moving through the world which is often treated as a private 

space, adorned with personal possessions, filled with sounds (and scents) chosen by its users, 

and with temperature suited to the personal tastes of the driver and passengers. Passengers 

even get a windows of their own; the personal automobile personalizes and frames the 

landscape (see Friedberg 2002).  The window, however allows others to look into the car, 

opening the private space for public viewing. The car precedes the cellular phone. Each 

provides a personalized, private, and mobile space that becomes by traversing public space, a 
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statement of individuality. Mobile privatization fails to account for the form of visible 

exclusivity that the automobile and the cellular phone provide. The display of the mobile 

private space to others that makes the personalization of these technologies so attractive – 

mobile privatization becomes an expression of dominion and individuality. That mobile 

private space has become visual and observable by others is partly why it is so jealously 

guarded. 

The importance of mobile privatization as a concept comes in Williams’ exposition of its 

political implications.8 He declared it to be a kind of prize offered up by capitalism in return 

for acquiescing to its terms. The ability to shield ourselves from the public world of work and 

society and yet have unprecedented access to it is now taken as commonplace and deserved 

as wages: it is what we deserve in return for work. The retreat from sociability is something 

that is earned: a prize, a fringe benefit, the treasure at the end of the day. It is a hard-earned 

reward for the struggles mentioned above: the shortening of the workday, improved working 

conditions, and better pay. So it is very difficult to condemn for, as Williams pointed out, it 

also offers freedom and mobility, which are powerful enticements. This is why it also creates 

hostility. For anything that threatens our wages, our freedom, and our mobility – in short our 

identity as modern subjects – is also a threat to our existence. 

Williams goes on to argue that the political right in England (and elsewhere, although he 

spoke specifically of Thatcherism) has been quite effective in pandering to the idea of mobile 

privatization and in portraying itself as a protection against those outside threats to this 

identity. As an identity, it is therefore a political problem. It is the crystallization of a set of 

technological and economic circumstances which deliberately separates individuals; indeed it 
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is that separation which is prized by so many of us. The political problem, then, is figuring 

out how to frame sociality, bonding, or, to borrow from Williams, a “common culture,” as 

rewarding in a way that surpasses mobile privatization. In other words, we have to offer up a 

vision of inclusiveness to counter the constant repetition of imagined exclusivity embedded 

in the mobile privatized identity (an issue I address in the conclusion of my dissertation). 

Here, I think, is why misunderstanding the concept as merely a descriptive term of the 

content of media technologies rather than as a powerful and dominant mode of living has 

held back potentially important and powerful avenues for analyzing the deployment of media 

technology as both cause and effect of political struggles. 

Benjamin saw the potential in film for the proletarian overthrow of the bourgeoisie or at 

least the potential for “capitalism to abolish itself” because he saw film as a mass media. In a 

footnote to the second version of “The Work of Art in the Age of Its Reproducibility”, 

Benjamin writes: 

Mass reproduction is especially favored by the reproduction of the masses. In 

great ceremonial processions, giant rallies, and mass sporting events, and in 

war, all of which are now fed into the camera, the masses come face to face 

with themselves. This process, whose significance need not be emphasized, is 

closely bound up with the development of reproduction and recording 

technologies. In general, mass movements are more clearly apprehended by 

the camera than by the eye. (132) 

Currently the cinematic mass, best exemplified as the mass ornament – a Busby Berkeley dance 

number or Charlie Chaplin leading a parade in Modern Times – has been reduced to the occasional 
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passing reference or homage in a primetime television cartoon. The dominant film image is not the 

mass but the family and the domestic space – the private shell. The decreasing screen size of the 

portable television set (be it part of a cellular phone or not), the migration of the movie theater to the 

home theater, even the multiplexing of movie palaces constitute the move away from the large-scale 

and therefore a denial of the collective in favor of the private individual. The small-format television 

allows the private individual to “come face to face” only with the private individual.9 It is no 

accident that the name one of the United States’ dominant cellular phone companies, Cingular 

(recently bought out by AT&T), is a homophone for singular. Although the marketing division 

would no doubt prefer the connotation of “without equal” rather than “eccentric;” the deliberate 

misspelling carries associations with distinction, individuality, and the particular. In other words, the 

very name of the company effectuates the private individual. 

The image of masses so crucial to Benjamin’s conceptualization of a revolutionary cinema has 

been tossed aside in favor of the private individual, who is promised freedom and mobility through 

screen technologies. These screen technologies, in offering “the world as your living room” are the 

contemporary analog to world exhibitions, which, as Benjamin noted, “are places of pilgrimage to 

the commodity fetish” (“Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century” 36). Media technologies enable 

mobile privatization by offering escape, in the combination of freedom and mobility. The triumph of 

communication technologies such as radio, television, and cellular phones lies in their ability to offer 

the bourgeois identity of the private individual, an identity requiring the domestic interior and the 

tools to sustain this interior. This identity, as previously mentioned, has no social obligations, except 

to protect the interior from outside threats. The emergent tool in the surgeon’s case of the interior is 

the cellular phone. The political problem presented by the cellular phone is that it strengthens 
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separation, seclusion and isolation while offering virtual commonality, intimacy and connection: it 

represents the possibility of social interaction without the burden of social responsibility. 

                                                
1 See, for instance, Spigel (1992) and Tichi. For some important exceptions see McCarthy. 
2 Of course, this has also led many on the left and the right to critique television content as 
the primary cause of the degradation of political participation and the public (see McChesney 
and Postman). 
3 See, for instance, “The Paris of the Second Empire in Baudelaire” (3-92), “Paris, Capital of 
the 19th Century” (32-49), and “The Storyteller: Observations on the Works of Nikolai 
Leskov” (143-166). 
4 In “The Paris of the Second Empire in Baudelaire,” Benjamin writes, “The arcades are 
something between a street and an intérieur” (19). 
5 Comparing figures in Hoffmann and Poe in “Paris of the Second Empire,” Benjamin writes, 
“On the one hand, there is the man of leisure. He sits in his alcove as in a box at the theater; 
when he wants to take a closer look at the marketplace, he has opera glasses at hand. On the 
other hand, there is the anonymous consumer who enters a café and will shortly leave it 
again, attracted by the magnet of the mass which constantly has him in its range. On the one 
side, there is a multiplicity of little genre pictures which together constitute an album of 
colored engravings; on the other side, there is a view which could inspire a great etcher […]” 
(27-28). Media devices such as the cellular phone have taken the place of opera glasses, and 
the advertising discourse accompanying these devices would have us choose the former 
figure over the latter. 
6 The television spot was created by the multinational ad agency and public relations firm 
Cheil Communications. There are several versions of this ad, some abbreviated, some 
slightly longer. Occasionally the scenes are rearranged. Cheil Communications also created 
an accompanying print ad campaign. 
7 Williams anticipated these concerns, to a certain extent, in his speech, “Problems of a 
Coming Period”. See my discussion of this speech below. 
8 Shaun Moores also referred to this passage in “TV, Geography, and Mobile Privatization,” 
and uses the motorcar and the airplane as examples of combinations of mobility and privacy. 
Moores completely ignored the political implications of mobile privatization, and instead 
claimed, “Williams was opening up important questions concerning media and time-space 
relations” (96). This is undoubtedly true, but remains tellingly incomplete. David Morley, 
citing Moores’ citation of Williams in Home Territories, exemplified the “shell you can take 
with you” as the motorcar, an attribution certainly within keeping of Williams’s 
characterization, but it misses Williams’s larger concerns with the sociology of culture 
(Morley, 148). 
9 What happens with the mass comes face-to-face with itself in a large-format television 
screen is the subject of the next chapter. 
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Chapter Four: 

“Doing Things at the Same Time:”  

Connected Isolation, Liveness, and the Public Sphere 

 

Nothing signals the end of the broadcast era more than the lack of a collective mode of 

address on television (Jamieson). Save for a few special events – presidential addresses, 

major sporting events (the Olympics or the Super Bowl), or large natural disasters – 

television addresses its viewers as individuals, not as part of a group.1 Each of these 

presumed exceptions employ television’s distinct aesthetic trait, “liveness,” the ability to 

provide viewers with the illusion that they are spectators of an event as it unfolds in a place 

other than where the viewer is situated. Using the term “liveness” rather than “live” points to 

the mediated aspect of this experience, for it is not direct or immediate, but a series of 

conventions and styles which have been agreed upon by television producers and viewers. 

These may include shaky camera work, gaps and ellipses in talk, “empty” time, diegetic 

sound, as well as reminders via voice-over and/or electronic graphics that the image is 

broadcast instantaneously from a remote location and thus “live”.  

Liveness relies on distinctions between interior and exterior, private and public, 

producers and viewers. These dyads are what give liveness its power: the ability of television 

to produce feelings of immediacy over vast distances between strangers while bringing the 

public into the private sphere. In his article, “Live Television is Still Alive” Jerome Bourdon 

has argued that some form of liveness undergirds almost all of television programming, from 

talk shows to sitcoms and from dramas to soap operas.2 Since the television apparatus is able 
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to perform nearly instantaneous broadcast of image and sound as it happens, it provides the 

television audience with the experience of witnessing events “out there” while safely 

ensconced in a remote viewing location. The synchronous visual experience of these events 

gives rise to feelings of simultaneity and shared experience between viewers who are 

separated physically. In essence, liveness is a form of connected isolation: viewers physically 

isolated by visual media technology are aesthetically connected via that same technology.  

In this chapter I argue that liveness is a form of connected isolation that works against a 

rational public sphere, in which individuals can enter and freely discuss and engage issues of 

social importance. By presenting viewers with spectacle and the semblance of participation, 

liveness offers connection to events and the feeling of belonging in a community which 

witnesses events unfolding simultaneous to viewing. However, because much of this viewing 

takes place in the private domestic space, liveness provides only the illusion of communal 

social action. In addition the images of liveness are structured by the private interests of 

media corporations and then delivered as personalized and attached to specific individuals 

rather than as a public issue.  

Jürgen Habermas contends that the public sphere and access to it is necessary for the 

maintenance of democracy. For Habermas, in line with theories of democracy dating back to 

the Greeks, rational and authentic participation in the political realm is not only essential to a 

healthy democracy but also to development of the individual. Drawing on a particular history 

of civil society in European liberal democracies, Habermas maintains that the guarantee of 

the freedom to assemble and express opinion is the necessary condition for the formation of 
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public opinion. Without public opinion, the authority of the state as representative of the 

people is illegimate. For this reason, the public sphere must be independent of economic 

interests and the pressure of state.3 Habermas sees the public sphere as a mediator between 

the state and society, through which public opinion is formed and acted upon. Of course, for 

large social bodies, the expression and exchange of opinions has to take place through 

communications technologies, face-to-face interaction is a practical impossibility on a large 

scale. The historical account given by Habermas points to newspapers as the primary means 

through which public debate is distributed and exchanged. Today that role is taken by 

television.  

Habermas claims that the capitalist market provided the infrastructure for the public 

sphere. Cultural commodity production enables public debate and opinion autonomous from 

state administration. His account of the 18th century bourgeois public sphere emphasized 

newspapers, coffeehouse and salon culture as the spaces and realms of public opinion 

formation. Although the autonomy of the public sphere from the “private” interests of the 

market can be called into question, the contemporary situation is not fundamentally different 

in the sense that cultural commodities still provide the necessary conditions for the public 

sphere.  

The key characteristics of the cultural commodities have changed, however. The 

reportage of newspapers has transformed into the monitoring mode of live television news. 

The spectacles of newspaper stories – dramas to be critiqued and contemplated – are 

neglected (even ignored) in the face of the spectacle of live television. For Habermas, 
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watching these spectacles on television suspends criticism and contemplation (he claims it 

disallows the proper critical distance), this particular type of viewing takes the form of 

anticipation – viewers are encouraged to stay tuned “to see what happens next.” While the 

public sphere once required face-to-face interaction and thus remained independent of media 

technologies (though reliant on them for distribution of publicity); now the public sphere is 

overtaken by electronic communication media. Public sphere discourse now occurs through 

television, not just beside it. Thus the requirements to access and participate in the dominant 

public sphere are congruent with the prerequisites of appearing on television appearances.  

The transmission of images from the domestic sphere, intimate moments, and individual 

actions to distributors of communication media (newspaper publishers, internet sites, 

television networks) is normally considered a process of publicity. The publication of the 

private is one of the primary functions of “live” television (and much of television 

programming in general). But to read this as an augmentation of the public realm would be a 

mistake. The new visibility is a continuation of the hypertrophy of the private. The private 

has so increased in presence and visibility that the public no longer appears to have 

distinguishing features. In other words, as pointed out in chapter three, visibility cannot serve 

as the single criterion for publicity, but must be connected to collectivity.  

For Jeremy Bentham, publishing the proceedings of parliament, opening the chambers up 

to public spectators and increased press coverage of matters of state would render power 

transparent and keep the government accountable to the people. According to Bentham, 

openness and visibility were crucial to functioning democracies and a rational society.4 
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While there is arguably more visibility in the functionings of government now then in 

Bentham’s time, governmental power is hardly transparent. Instead of increasing visibility of 

state power, visual media technologies have increased visibility of the domestic and intimate 

spheres. Public power, in the sense of belonging to the people, has not become more public 

(visible and inclusive), as much as private relations have been transformed into public 

displays. The difference between our current society of display and Bentham’s famed 

Panopticon is that the hypothetical prisoners in Bentham’s prison had no choice regarding 

their visibility. Today, there is no shortage of volunteers for surveillance. In part this is due to 

the pressures of a mass media that have exacerbated the dissolution of the liberal 

public/private dichotomy. The public sphere depends on maintaining the private sphere. The 

structures of commercial television, which appeals by publicizing the private have 

transformed the relationship between public and private from one of mutual dependence to 

one of mutual interpenetration. In the words of Habermas:  

The public sphere becomes the sphere for the publicizing of private 

biographies, so that the accidental fate of the so-called man in the street or that 

of systematically managed stars attain publicity, while publicly relevant 

developments and decisions are garbed in private dress and through 

personalization distorted to the point of unrecognizability. (171-172) 

Within this framework, appearing on television – through whatever means necessary – is a 

rational method of intervening in public debate. If publicity is dominated by television 

images and the issues, topics and conflicts of social importance are distributed through 
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television image and sound, the only way to participate and intervene in the public sphere is 

to appear on television. In fact, it is because the public sphere has been restructured as 

televisual that surveillance has transformed from a method of preventing behaviors to an 

avenue of displaying grievances and publicizing social critique. Nonetheless, the professional 

codes of television production result in the personalization of all these grievances and, 

following Habermas, what began as publicly relevant becomes only personally significant. 

In what follows I will examine in detail two recent examples of liveness that bring these 

issues to the fore. First, the 2005 emergency landing of JetBlue’s Flight 292, during which 

passengers could watch the news coverage of their own emergency simultaneous to its 

broadcast. I argue that the circularity of the television apparatus, brought on by the 

proliferation of screens, leads to an inward spiral of introspection. For the 

passengers/viewers, in contrast to the presumed purpose of liveness, to bring people together, 

this self-absorption resulted unresolved feelings of connection to the television coverage and 

separation from their own predicament. The second event is the decision by the 2000 

Democratic National Committee to turn off the large-format television outside the Staples 

Center in response to the violent celebration following the Lakers winning the National 

Basketball Association Championship outside that arena. The celebration, which included 

overturning and burning police vehicles, was shown as it occurred on the large-format 

television screen outside the Staples Center where the crowd was gathered. The potential 

disruption and social critique made possible by the violent celebration was dismissed as the 

actions of a few irrational “hoodlums,” which corroborates my claim that the current 
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configuration of liveness impedes the public sphere. I argue that the decision to broadcast the 

convention only to private homes and not to the highly visible and publicly accessible screen 

outside the Staples Center confirms that the social order is maintained by physically 

separating and isolating individuals even as they are connected through aesthetic attachments 

to media products. But before engaging these incidents in full, it is necessary to establish a 

basic framework for thinking about liveness. 

Liveness: Some Basic Principles 

Liveness refers to the ability of television technology to display events on screen that 

occur in front of a distant camera almost instantaneously. Television, therefore, presents the 

viewer with the potential to witness distant events as they occur. For Stephen Heath and 

Gillian Skirrow, this temporal condensation between event, transmission and viewing is key 

to the aesthetic of liveness. Seeing events “as they happen” positions the television set as a 

kind of window onto the world and is why closed-circuit television systems have become 

effective modes of surveillance. In this situation, television watching becomes what Stanley 

Cavell terms “monitoring”: a way of treating the television apparatus as an unmediated 

conduit to reality.5 

Liveness disguises the mediated nature of the television image and sound. By presenting 

the audiovisual stimuli presented by the television set as direct from the space and time of the 

television camera, liveness makes epistemological claims regarding the veracity of television 

images and sounds. These claims rely in part on the history of television, from the early live 

studio era, when, due to the restrictions of the technical devices, all programming was live. 
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Additionally, live television images claim a direct temporal relationship to the events they 

depict by presenting images as a continuous flow. The technical possibility of such seeing-at-

a-distance distinguishes television’s temporal mode from film, which must first record and 

freeze time in individual photographic frames that must be developed before projection. In 

Herbert Zettl’s terms, “each television frame is always in a state of becoming. While the film 

frame is a concrete record of the past, the television frame (when live) is a reflection of the 

living, constantly changing present.” Zettl relates the temporal flow of life to the temporal 

flow of television. The key for Zettl is that no recording technology intervenes between the 

live television image and viewing, thus the television image possess immediacy and 

directness film can never have. As Jane Feuer points out, Zettl loses sight of the range of 

structures that determine meaning, including the institutions of television. How the 

deployment of television receivers, television cameras, and the professional codes of 

television structure the meaning of television’s liveness will be taken up later in this chapter. 

However, Zettl’s claim that the television image is perceived as providing a more direct 

relationship between image and event than film offers remains a powerful component of 

television spectatorship. 

The technology of television gives the viewer a sense of conquering space and time. The 

viewer may be at home in front of the screen and yet able to see and hear events hundreds or 

thousands of miles away. Liveness thus provides the ability to virtually be in two places at 

once, a powerful enticement. In 1982 essay on the television coverage of the Falklands War, 

entitled “Distance,” Raymond Williams comments on the unintended consequences of new 
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spatial arrangements brought about by television’s liveness. Williams claims that in many 

instances, the fact that varying distances exist between viewers and events produces a sense 

of familiarity and the illusion that these events are somehow quite near. But the distance 

between viewers and events does exist materially and the British television coverage of the 

Falklands War served as a reminder. Because the distance between Britain and the islands 

was so great and the military operation relied on slow moving sea vessels (slow compared to 

the television signals, in any case), the television coverage of the conflict preceded the 

conflict itself. A sense of impatience began to grow within the viewing public, journalists, 

commentators, government officials. Williams implies that the long build up to war made 

war inevitable: were all this preparation to end in a peace treaty or some diplomatic 

negotiation, the months spent covering the prewar preparations and discussing military 

strategy would seem wasted effort. Since Britons were so used to the rapid pace of 

communications technologies, coupled with the fact that the only images on television 

screens of war are of action, rather than waiting, the material reality of distance created a 

disjuncture between viewer expectations structured by liveness and the events which played 

out on television screens.6 

As Williams put it, live television footage is “physically distant on the earth but 

physically close in the lens” (15). The technique of the close-up, dependent on mobile 

camera crews equipped with zoom lenses, means that live television coverage provides 

familiarity, which allows the viewer the illusion of knowledge. We feel as if we had been 
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there because the images filled our screens, and the people on screen were so close to the 

camera.  

The sense of immediacy provided by television has become a fundamental viewer 

expectation and inculcates a sense of viewer involvement with the events on screen. In news, 

sports, and talk show programs, this approximation of viewer involvement is referred to as 

para-social interaction. Direct address to the camera, conversational speech, studio audiences, 

and references to the “viewer at home” are all ways in which television sound and image 

collaborate to create the impression of social interaction and viewer involvement. In short 

liveness is both a technical performance and a spectatorial belief. The heavy reliance on para-

social interaction to achieve the conventions of liveness gives live television a sense of 

banality and the everyday. The qualities of television talk – informality, spontaneity, ellipses, 

and non-verbal utterances – combined with direct address to the camera, and the flow of 

images give live television a sense of closeness and lived-ness. As Feuer contends, based on 

her analysis of Good Morning, America, television “can create families where none exist” 

through liveness (20). In the end, para-sociality and liveness function to present a sense of 

closeness and self-referentiality that feels like community. As I shall show below, this 

definition of community depends notions of being brought together by technology, but does 

not necessarily entail participation in the production of this community. In this sense, a group 

of people connected through the new media may have communal feelings (even if they have 

little in common) but the absence of a participatory sense in the spectacles transmitted by 

new media devices isolates the individual viewers from one another. 
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JetBlue Flight 292 and the Circularity of Liveness 

In February 2000, commercial carrier JetBlue airlines began offering live television in the 

passenger cabins of its airplanes. The programming, purchased from a satellite television 

service named LiveTV, includes channels on sports, travel, weather, finance, and news. This 

programming could be accessed through the individual screens in passenger seatbacks. 

Calling this television programming “live” is unusual in a few basic senses. In this case 

“live” means whatever programming is transmitted via satellite at that time. The 

programming did not have to contain any of the stylistic, formal or aesthetic conventions that 

constitute liveness. The programming on JetBlue’s planes is only live in the sense that the 

airplanes catch an ephemeral signal out of the sky, and the stream of electronic signals sent 

by the satellite are interrupted by the television receivers, so that the viewer can tune into 

programs already in progress.  

Under JetBlue’s definition the programming is considered live even in cases in which the 

audience knows full well the program had been filmed or taped months earlier, such as an 

episode of Law and Order or Lost. This seeming contradiction demonstrates how contingent 

liveness is on context and viewer expectation. The live of JetBlue’s LiveTV service is an 

agreed upon fiction between audience and producers which helps give JetBlue’s passengers a 

feeling of exclusivity. Thus the designation of “live” is meant to differentiate JetBlue’s 

television programming from that of other airliners who have contracts with ABC, NBC, or 

CBS to play recordings of particular programming according to the schedule of the flight, 

rather than the schedule of a television channel. This distinction is only possible at a time 
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during which recorded collections of television programs have become ubiquitous and banal; 

in which the interruption of the flow of television programming is commonplace. In fact, it is 

possible that for the demographic which flies commercial airlines regularly, timeshifted 

programs are the predominant fashion in which television is experienced; so the experience 

of television as broadcast flow might very well be a novel one to JetBlue’s passengers. In 

addition, it also gives JetBlue’s in-flight entertainment options an approximation of the living 

room and perhaps gives passengers a semblance of familiarity, comfort and safety (see 

chapter two). 

For passengers, part of the appeal of this kind of live television is the connection created 

with life outside of the plane. The passengers in the plane are partaking in the same 

programming – the same cultural intake – as those on the ground. This connection with 

others outside the plane may foster a sense of community despite the isolation of the 

passengers because they are viewing the same material in concert with unseen strangers. In 

this situation, the television audience approaches Benedict Anderson’s definition of a nation: 

an “imagined community” (6). This community relies on the passengers ability to imagine 

others below watching the same television program at the same time – their only contact with 

this strangers is through the transmitted program and their only assurance that some sort of 

contact may be taking place lies in being assured that the program is popular or has a fan 

base. 

 In 2002, JetBlue acquired the satellite service LiveTV, making it the first airline to 

wholly own a television content distributor. That same year, JetBlue installed surveillance 
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cameras in the passenger cabins of its planes, so that those in the cockpit could monitor what 

was happening in the passenger cabin. This closed circuit television system does not include 

recording technology, so the images are ephemeral, present and in real time. In other words, 

live. In each JetBlue airplane, therefore, there is a doubled monitoring: the passengers 

monitoring satellite broadcasts and the pilots monitoring the passengers on the closed circuit 

television system. In each case, the quality of liveness relies on simultaneous circuit of event, 

transmission, and viewing.  

On September 22, 2005 JetBlue Flight 292, scheduled between Burbank and New York 

City, was forced to make an emergency landing at Los Angeles International Airport. The 

plane’s landing gear malfunctioned and it circled above the airport to burn off excess fuel, 

amidst news and traffic helicopters. Unlike the aviation practices described in chapter two, 

the flight failed to live up to the promise of modernity: to use technology to master nature 

and conquer space and time. Jet travel’s presumed advantages include rapid travel and the 

ability to ignore traditional geographic barriers (such as mountains and oceans). In the case 

of flight 292, the passengers were always within sight of the 405 freeway and Los Angeles 

International airport, revealing one the contradictions of modern travel – that to transport a 

body quickly over great distances, that body must itself be immobilized within the transport 

vessel.  

The potential for drama and suspense in an ongoing emergency made this a tempting 

story for television news. Cable channels CNN, MSNBC and Fox News Channel interrupted 

their coverage of the aftermath of hurricanes Katrina and Rita, while local stations broke into 
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their normally scheduled programming to cover the story. And, with JetBlue offering live 

television in its cabin, the passengers of the plane were able to watch their own emergency 

landing on live television. 

This incident carried many of the attributes common to the media event – a strong visual 

component, relatively easy access by cameras and news crews, human drama, and, of course, 

the potential for a fiery, violent, and tragic end (not to mention a possible reminder of 9/11).7 

And, like many marathon news events, it was boring. Malfunctioning landing gear falls into 

that category known to commercial airline pilots as “routine emergency.” The plane flew in 

circles for three hours. The circular path of the airplane called attention to the banality of 

most live television, so often connected to crisis and catastrophe (see Doane, Mellencamp). 

Nothing happened until the landing, and the empty time gave commentators, pundits, and 

designated experts the opportunity to speculate on a wide variety of things, from the 

thoughts, feelings, and emotions of the passengers and crew to the myriad ways in which the 

flight could end badly. Newscasters speculated as to the possibility of the plane flipping upon 

landing and gave the plane a 50-50 chance of making a safe landing (McCartney, Roberts). 

In these disaster marathons, as Tamar Liebes calls them, the appeal is precisely in that 

viewers are relatively safe and distant from the event onscreen. They might be at home, or at 

a restaurant a bar, or even at work, but, in any case, the viewers are not involved in the event 

except as audience. As previously described, live television relies on the distinction that we 

are safe inside watching the danger outside. In this viewing situation, watching television is 
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more like monitoring the screen and is akin to surveillance, allowing viewers to see distant 

places to guard against potential danger. 

But for the passengers on flight 292, the distinction between “out there” and “in here” did 

not hold. What they saw on the screens in the cabin did not necessarily remind them of the 

safety of their viewing environment; rather it served as a reminder of the risks and 

contingencies of modern life. The event, the television coverage, and ensuing speculation 

regarding their fate caused an existential crisis for some of the passengers on the plane: one 

went so far as to use a video camera to record a goodbye to loved ones. In a sense we have 

existence confirmed by the camera – by photographic proof – in a moment of crisis, when 

life previously taken for granted becomes uncertain. The passenger who recorded a farewell 

message knows the social expectations, repeated ad nauseum in contemporary films and 

television shows, that the best method to preserve his memory would be through a video 

recording.  

During an emergency, a disruption in time, live television serves to fix the temporal order 

by offering presumed simultaneity. By stitching together event, broadcast, and viewing, live 

television mends the tear in the temporal order. Recorded materials, on the other hand, 

multiply disruptions in time. The videotaped farewell fits into this scheme well – its 

disruption of time through recording and freezing time is all about death (and permanence) 

not life (which is ephemeral and in constant motion). The reception of a broadcast signal is 

aligned with liveness because the signal has a kind of currency. Surveillance and monitoring 

are valued in these moments of crisis as a form of life preservation. JetBlue’s in-cabin 
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surveillance cameras, a deployment meant to foil potential hijackings, are an example of how 

live television is mobilized as an effort to forestall death. 

These layers of image making – the passengers watching the exterior of their plane as it 

flies, the pilots watching the passengers watch the plane on television, the passengers filming 

themselves watching the television coverage – all add to an increasingly looped circuit of 

monitoring, display and transmission. For the passengers on the plane and the news 

professionals covering the landing, this loop did not circulate outward, rather it turned inward 

to introspection. 

Flight 292 was full of media professionals, including a television graphics specialist (who 

authors the news tickers which stream across the bottom of newscasts), a professional 

musician, a reporter for the New York Observer (who called the incident “all-too post-

modern”), two television actors (including a star of a “reality” television show), a 

professional stand-up comedian (who videotaped a farewell message on board), a film actor, 

and two television network executives. The added layer of media self-awareness made this 

incident particularly fertile for news coverage, which was able to advertise its own ubiquity 

and the depth to which it has affected society. This was achieved by interviewing these 

industry insiders now cast as minor celebrities. For instance, the television graphics specialist 

appeared the next day on “Good Morning America” and was interviewed by Diane Sawyer 

(Carroll). On September 24, MSNBC broadcast a live segment interviewing the passenger 

who videotaped the farewell message and asked him to analyze the videotape. Viewers were 

presented with a split screen of the exterior of the plane landing, the videotape of the interior 
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of the plane and the passenger watching and talking over the footage. The circularity of such 

coverage, in which the news story is about the news, indicates the self-absorption brought on 

by fetishistic treatment of new media technologies, such as satellite television and hand-held 

video cameras.  

The portions of passenger interviews published in newspapers focused almost exclusively 

on how the passengers felt about the television coverage. The passenger interviews were 

edited by newspapers to fit the position taken by the paper as to whether JetBlue should have 

turned off the seatback screens. Those papers wanting to portray live television as panic 

inducing included appropriate quotations, those wishing to portray the coverage as reassuring 

found alternate quotations to support that position. Intriguingly these quotations were 

sometimes from the same passenger – several passengers adopted both positions, often in the 

same breath.8 This is not just exemplary of journalisms self-obsession, it points to an ongoing 

belief in the power of liveness. The underlying presumption in either case – that it is good to 

have live coverage because it is informative and immediate or that it is bad because its 

urgency and immediacy arouses anxiety – is that live television is an unmediated and direct 

conduit from event to audience and that the only responsibility of television news is to either 

turn the camera on or off. 

As demonstrated by the media circularity of this situation, television’s liveness is not 

always outward looking; it is often closer to a kind of introversion and self-inspection. In the 

case of flight 292, the increased introversion is due to the crisis of imminent death. In these 

situations, live television is all about confirming the viewer is alive and well. This is why the 
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passengers on 292 were so ambivalent about the live TV broadcasts. On the one hand, it 

demonstrated that they were in danger – on the other hand, they knew that as long as they 

were viewers they were still alive. In the conventions of the live televised emergency, the 

viewers are always safe and alive, while the status of those on the screen is constantly called 

into question. Hence, the televised catastrophe is never just about the event itself; it provides 

the viewer a powerful sense of being alive and supports the attitude that it is safer to watch 

than to be watched. Rather than encouraging a sense of involvement in exterior events 

liveness reinvigorates a concern with projecting the individual interior onto individual 

exterior screens. Amidst a plane full of strangers, the passengers did not reach out to each 

other for comfort, but took comfort in the connections provided by the live television 

coverage.9  

Liveness and the Television Hermit 

Some seventy years ago Rudolf Arnheim anticipated that the outward looking technology 

of television would instill an introverted and secluded attitude. Arnheim’s 1935 essay “A 

Forecast of Television” is one of the earliest examinations of liveness in the study of 

television. While he never uses the term, Arnheim evokes liveness by comparing the 

emerging technology of television to the airplane. This comparison acknowledges 

television’s ability to conquer distances and create immediacy despite geographic barriers. 

“Television is a relative of the motorcar and airplane: it is a means of cultural transportation” 

(194). This pronouncement led some in television studies to point to this essay as predictive 

of television’s role in cultural globalization. Toby Miller suggests that Arnheim positions 
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television as offering a global montage of sights and sounds, and offers this passage as an 

early example of the acknowledged role of electronic communication technologies in 

globalization. Later in the same essay, Miller uses Arnheim as exemplary of early naïve 

assumptions regarding the link between global communication systems and global peace 

(Miller 2003). In “Flows and Other Close Encounters with Television”, Mimi White points to 

this passage as offering an early example of television offering “global mobility.” Because 

both Miller and White are concerned with the role of television in cultural globalization, they 

miss some crucial aspects of Arnheim’s essay that belie its status as an example of naïve 

realism.10 

Like many of Arnheim’s other writings on visual media, “A Forecast of Television” is 

primarily concerned with how television engages the human senses and how the brain 

assembles these stimuli to recognize a semblance of reality. The first two thirds of the essay 

deal almost exclusively with this set of questions. Only after establishing the relationship 

between television image and sound with the human senses does Arnheim make his 

comparison of television to the airplane.11 What Miller and White have missed in their 

discussion of this essay is the connection between television’s ability to change our attitude 

towards reality and its ability to transport viewers. In fact, the comparison of television with 

a vehicle of rapid transportation is not an effort on the part of Arnheim to compare the sights 

out the window of an airplane to those seen on a television screen. By calling television “a 

relative of the motorcar and airplane,” Arnheim emphasized its ability to bring viewers to 

places outside their own locale and environs. The essay is a comment on television’s ability 
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to bring the distant closer. Or, put another way, Arnheim demonstrated that television is 

another electronic communication technology, like the telegraph or the telephone, which 

compels separation from the local to achieve immediacy with the global.  

What we now call liveness – the ability of the television apparatus to provide sights and 

sounds from a distant place in simultaneity with our viewing – Arnheim calls “direct 

experience,” an accumulation of raw material that the eye is best suited to receive (188-193). 

Arnheim wrote that television gives us the experience of simultaneity, of being in more than 

one place at the same time, and a neglected portion of the essay asserts that television 

makes us know the world better and in particular gives us a feeling for the 

multiplicity of what happens simultaneously in different places. For the first 

time in the history of man’s striving for understanding, simultaneity can be 

experienced as such, not merely as translated into a succession in time. Our 

slow bodies and nearsighted eyes no longer hamper us. (194) 

Here Arnheim emphasizes, in a way that anticipates McLuhan’s Understanding Media, the 

fashion in which television serves to extend our senses and augment our abilities. Television 

allows us to overcome the shortcomings of our “slow bodies” and like the airplane or 

automobile, travel great distances almost instantaneously.  

Liveness may very well lead to the formation of some semblance of a “global village,” to 

borrow from McLuhan. As Caren Kaplan asserts, modern living has emphasized travel as a 

process of knowledge and understanding, and Arnheim uses the airplane simile to 

demonstrate how the documentary impulse within television’s ability to transmit “direct 
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experience” can lead to a better educated and more knowledgeable society (202). Arnheim 

does not believe this can be achieved automatically. Education, after all, requires effort on 

the part of the student and the teacher, no matter how effective the teaching device may be. 

Television thus produces a dangerous deception: “The more perfect our means of direct 

experience, the more easily we are caught by the dangerous illusion that perceiving is 

tantamount to knowing and understanding” (195). 

For Arnheim the global community is not so easily formed, nor so simple an object as 

McLuhan’s phrase would lead us to believe. In fact, the very ability of television to 

reproduce distant sights and sounds so well, with such felicity, would not lead to a global 

village, but, on the contrary, to an aggregate of lonely secluded individuals. Liveness, the 

simultaneity of experience offered by television, offers a tempting electronic substitute for 

participation in events. Arnheim writes, “doing things at the same time and doing them 

together is not quite the same. Radio and television do give a cozy family touch to public life, 

but they also keep the individual citizen from meeting his fellows. No longer does one need 

to be in company in order to celebrate or to mourn, to learn, to enjoy, to hail or to protest” 

(197). Arnheim explains that venues, such as the theater or the concert hall, in which the 

audience gathers as a physically co-present group do not always invite “doing things 

together,” at least the possibility exists in those situations. Arnheim closes the essay with a 

critique of liveness that turns the characterization of his essay as naïve and invested in a 

bourgeois cosmopolitanism on its head: 
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Television will make up for actual physical presence even more completely 

than does radio. All the more isolated will be the individual in his retreat, and 

the balance of trade will be correspondingly precarious: an enormous influx of 

riches, consumption without services in return. The pathetic hermit, squatting 

in his room, hundreds of miles away from the scene that he experiences as his 

present life, the “viewer” who cannot even laugh or applaud without feeling 

ridiculous, is the final product of a century-long development, which has led 

from the campfire, the marketplace, and the arena to the lonesome consumer 

of spectacles today. (198) 

In this description of television, its greatest power, liveness, is its greatest danger. The cost of 

the near perfect assemblage of direct experience offered by television is isolation from other 

viewers connected through the television screen. 

The notion of the television hermit is echoed in Gunther Anders’ 1956 essay, “The 

Phantom World of TV.” Anders proclaims the arrival of “the mass-produced hermit”, a “new 

human type” confined to watching television. Unlike the traditional hermit, these new 

consumers “remain in the seclusion of their homes. Their purpose, however, is not to 

renounce the world, but to be sure they won’t miss the slightest crumb of the world as image 

on a screen” (359). The mass-produced hermit feels s/he cannot miss a moment and must 

constantly be watching, as if television programming constitutes sustenance and life force. 

Feeling connected to the world through television, the television hermit does not recognize 

isolation as a negative influence on social life, but as the enabling condition for connection. 
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For both Arnheim and Anders, the danger of television lies in the dissolution of community, 

the decline of participatory activities, and the deterioration of the public. 

Liveness as Surveillance: The Case of the Staples Center  

These by now well-rehearsed arguments regarding the degradation of public life by 

television are marked by either 1) a nostalgia for the rational and modernist bourgeois public 

sphere as described by Habermas or 2) a yearning for public dialogue marked by ideal 

conversation. The first entails a loathing for feudal spectacle, since it entails the display of 

sovereign majesty without granting a similar voice for others in society. The second, with 

roots in the works of John Dewey and Walter Lippmann, positions face-to-face interaction is 

more authentic, genuine, and insightful than the kind of publicity generated by media 

industry.12 The arguments regarding television outlined above rely on an imagined and 

idealized society not marked by confinement to private and domestic space, a society in 

which social gatherings take place in a public square, or at the very least a society in which 

the technological apparatus of media communication does not mass produce passivity, 

silence and seclusion. Full appreciation of the relative strengths of these arguments 

necessitates examining a counter-example: group viewing of television broadcasts that 

induced action and debate. The use of a large format television screen outside the Staples 

Center arena in Los Angeles, which during the summer of 2000 hosted the NBA 

championship and the Democratic National Committee is such an example.  

After the Los Angeles Lakers professional basketball team won its first of three national 

championships in June of 2000 jubilant fans began dancing in the streets, lighting bonfires 
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and eventually damaging nearly hundred cars, including four police cars (two were burnt 

completely) and two television news vans. Civil disturbances after major sporting events are 

not uncommon. In fact, the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) had prepared for such an 

eventuality, dispatching approximately 600 officers to the Staples Center, the downtown Los 

Angeles arena in which the final game was played.  

The Staples Center has a large format television screen installed outside the arena, 

allowing passers-by to view events occurring in the arena. During the June 19th game, some 

10,000 people watched the game on the large format television, a group as large as half of the 

ticket-holders inside the arena. The celebrating began immediately as the time expired in the 

game, an event broadcast live to the crowd [see Figure 5.1]. As the celebrating turned to 

mayhem, the ruckus was shown inside on the arena’s large format screens. The fans still 

remaining in the arena were privy to television news coverage of the violence and told to 

remain inside the arena. The owner of the Lakers, Jerry Buss, even appeared on the evening 

news urging the fans to “calm down, go home [and] enjoy this victory without provoking 

criticism.” Since local news crews were already at the arena, this gave the Lakers owner and 

others the chance to appear on broadcast television as events unfolded. Since the celebrations 

were also broadcast on local channels, the large format televisions outside the Staples Center 

allowed the fans to watch themselves make the nightly news, and, in some way, overshadow 

the story of the basketball championship.13  
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Figure 5.1 

 

The television news crews, ostensibly there to report on the game, became unwilling 

participants in the violence as the crowd targeted their satellite transmission vans. The crowd 

recognized this equipment as surveillance apparatus, knowing that the television news crews 

could broadcast the crowd’s actions to private homes and to screens in the arena. The fact 

that the visual monitoring inherent in surveillance was displayed to those being surveilled 

made the mechanism of surveillance a tempting target for the crowd.  

Although local and national newspapers portrayed the violence as the random acts of 

“bad elements”, “uncontrolled youth” and/or public drunkenness, I contend that the event 
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could be more fully understood as a rebellion against confinement and as an effort to 

participate in television’s discourse. In other words, an attempt at making themselves visible 

through the only means of publicity available to them. The actions of the crowd can be seen 

as a rebellion against the confinement of a public event in a private space that prevented the 

crowd from more fully participating in the event. The violence, such as it was, was mainly 

directed at automobiles, in particular automobiles that symbolized privilege and authority. 

Sport utility vehicles (SUVs) and limousines were primary targets, as were police cars and 

television vans. John Bogert, writing for the Daily Breeze a Southern California newspaper 

commented that the “riot” expressed class conflict over the team. The outside/inside division 

of Lakers fans represented a class divide in Los Angeles: tickets to the arena could run into 

thousands of dollars.14  

Because of the large-format television, the revelers realized that their actions were 

broadcast on television and became part of the event of Lakers’ winning the championship. 

By appearing on television, these celebrants were able to participate in the event in a way 

previously available only to the wealthy and famous. Their violence made them visible and 

associated them with the victorious players. Since these fans could not gain access to the 

kinds of exclusive receptions and parties attended by the players and owners, the only avenue 

to create such a connection was to become televised in the same segment as the players, 

which is also part of the appeal of the ritual of the victory parade. This conclusion is 

demonstrated by the fact that the large-format television screen itself was not targeted, 

despite it also symbolizing privilege, wealth and the controlling power of surveillance. 
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A sense of belonging and sociability was available to the audience within the arena so 

that the arena audience formed a kind of public. The decision to show the game on the large 

screen divided the fans in a fashion similar to Elizabethan theatre: the pit for the people and 

the gallery for the wealthy. The seemingly benevolent and paternalistic “opening” of the 

Staples Center to the general public connected viewers of the large-format television outside 

the to the game and yet isolated viewers from the potential sociability inside the arena. No 

doubt many of the fans gathered outside the Staples Center to be closer to the game and the 

team as well as to take part in the potential celebration of a championship. The celebration of 

the team’s accomplishments (and by extension, according to the logics of sports fandom, the 

accomplishments of the teams followers) turned into an expression of frustration at the 

structuring of public display as private entertainment. Professional sports teams ostensibly 

represent a city, instilling civic pride and a sense of community. The Jumbotron simply 

called attention to the inequality of access – what may have been meant as benevolence was 

interpreted as provocation.15 Marginalized in other areas of public life, excluded from the 

arena itself, these citizens of Los Angeles found themselves validated by appearing on the 

local news, and turned into celebrities of a sort, like the many Angelenos involved in high-

speed freeway police chases. 

Displaying the actions of the fans would constitute a kind of correct training, to use terms 

introduced by Michel Foucault in Discipline and Punish. The crowd was used as a negative 

example, and in the spirit of “normalizing judgment” (Foucault, 170), Richard Riordan, then 

mayor of Los Angeles, categorized them as “hoodlums trying to spoil our celebration. These 
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are not fans. They are losers […] They are vandals” (Landsberg). Following the protocols of 

correct training, authorities (the mayor, the police, and journalists) supervised these “losers” 

through the surveillance gaze of television. The failure of quarantine to produce correct 

training was taken up as a lesson for others: “This is not how fans act. Only losers act this 

way.” 

 Over the next few days, the media conversation centered on whether the LAPD could 

provide adequate protection for the upcoming Democratic National Convention (DNC) in 

August. This debate touched on the usual points: sufficient number of police officers, the 

leadership abilities of the police chief, and – crucial to everyday life in Los Angeles – the 

possibility that unrest might affect traffic patterns. The mayor, the police chief, various city 

officials, and the management of the Staples Center worked hard to reassure the public and 

the Democratic Party during the intervening months. Responding to the criticism that the 

display of fan actions encouraged further violence, Staples Center president Tim Leiweke 

said, “this was not an incident that revolved around the Jumbotron. This was an incident 

where we had hooligans and they are coming down here regardless, because this was a focal 

point” (Landsberg). According to Leiweke, the “hooligans” were outside agitators, whose 

origin was unknown, while the publicity afforded the Staples Center and the basketball game 

made it a target for those uninterested in anything but mayhem. Thus the trope of “non-fans” 

was repeated as Leiweke claimed those involved in the violence were not there for the game 

anyway, but just to cause trouble.  
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The mayor, the police chief, various city officials, and the management of the Staples 

Center worked hard to reassure the public and the Democratic Party during the intervening 

months. When the convention began, the outdoor large format television was turned off, a 

tacit acknowledgement of the power of the mob. The DNC did not fear that individuals 

would know what was going on inside the Staples Center since such knowledge was 

available through live television coverage. On the contrary, because demonstrators were 

planning to protest and legally permitted to protest the convention in a parking lot adjacent to 

the Staples Center, the DNC feared that the large format television would incite violence and 

unrest.  

Nancy Fraser’s trenchant critique of Habermas’s conception of the public sphere 

concentrates on his argument that access to the public sphere must be open, individuals must 

be able to participate in it freely, and guarantees need to be made regarding the freedom of 

assembly and expression (and its distribution). Here Fraser contends that “a discourse of 

publicity touting accessibility, rationality, and the suspension of status hierarchies is itself 

deployed as a strategy of distinction” (6). In other words, adopting the very qualities that 

approximate inclusiveness for the European Enlightenment subject exclude those who do not 

adopt those qualities. Examples abound in common perceptions of television, be they of 

modes of production (public service broadcasting adopts the markers of civic-minded 

inclusivity not commercial television), programs (the NBC Evening News possesses the 

necessary attributes, not the Jerry Springer Show), or entire channels (CBS has civilized 

programming, while Fox is trashy and exploitative). In this fashion, the very qualities of 
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rational, egalitarian and free discourse seek to exclude those who do not properly conform to 

its codes. The disturbances outside the Staples Center illustrate this point well: the ticket 

holders to the Lakers game were rational, while the rabble outside was irrational, convention 

delegates were democratic and peaceful while the demonstrators were anarchists and violent. 

Fraser’s crucial contribution to the public sphere debate is to demonstrate that the public 

sphere can just as easily be a space of exclusion as a space of inclusion. Live television 

exacerbates this division between those who are allowed to have an opinion and those who 

are designated as irrational or foolish. By framing violent disruptions as the actions of a 

criminal element, or as the actions of people looking for trouble, the professional codes of 

live television disable positioning these disruptions as expressions of social critique or 

interventions in the status quo.  

Furthermore, I contend that the DNC feared that the large format television would create 

dialogue. The DNC’s apprehension that public group viewing of the convention would 

disrupt its carefully orchestrated messages stemmed from an investment in television’s one-

way mode of communication. The exhibitor (the DNC) would have less control over 

interpretation of the event, giving way to audience interaction and participation. In other 

words, groups would form and enter into a conversation with the convention. This 

conversation would then be displayed and reported through the press as the DNC taking the 

protestors seriously. It was crucial to the interests of the DNC to be shown as tolerant of the 

protesters, but not engaged with them. Viewing television in the seclusion of private 

domestic space limits potential dialogue by confining the audience to remote viewing 
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locations. The protests, demonstrations, and concerts outside are thus divorced from the 

DNC, appearing as a separate spectacle. What potential there was for collective debate and 

dialogue in a public sphere disappears. Since the live television coverage separated the event 

of the protests from the event of the convention, the protesters became marginalized in a way 

that the Lakers’ fans were not.  

Here the division between fan and “non-fan” arises once again. For the DNC, the true fan 

is the delegate, while the “non-fan” or “vandal” is the protestor exiled to outside the arena: a 

marginalized and potentially dangerous presence to be mollified and tolerated. Organizers 

were intent on preventing reciprocity and making sure that the division between the watched 

and the watchers was clear and present. By ensuring television coverage solely in the private 

space, the convention became a spectacle of non-communication. 

In Jean Baudrillard’s essay “Requiem for the Media” he suggests that the installation of 

televisions sets in the home constitutes an efficient form of social control by preventing 

communication between individuals and supplying them only with carefully orchestrated 

messages. The separation of individuals into different mediascapes ensures that dialogue and 

conversation cannot take place. Baudrillard claims that surveillance is not the preeminent 

mode of social control and domination. Rather, in liberal democracies, it is isolation and 

hyper-individualism that ensures social continuity. The DNC’s simple act of turning off the 

public television screen while keeping private sets on fulfills the obligation to publicize the 

event while preventing the formation of a public.  
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The television coverage rendered viewers passive, turning the public sphere into a 

technological mirage. As Habermas states, “the world fashioned by the mass media is a 

public sphere in appearance only” (171). Much like television offers para-social interaction, 

the illusion that viewers somehow know and interact with television personalities, it also 

creates para-public interaction: the illusion that viewers somehow interact with the political 

processes displayed on television. Turning off the public screen but keeping the private 

domestic television sets on transformed a potential mob scene into a series of viewers 

isolated from each other in their own private domestic space. 

The audience is also physically immobilized and confined. To participate in the 

convention, one must be an official delegate, member of the press, or view the event in the 

domestic space. Moving to public space, such as the area around the Staples Center means 

cutting off relations to the particulars of the DNC. For those in the “protest zone”, the only 

responses available are to the abstract notions of political conventions in general and the 

broad outlines of what is presumed to be the party’s platform. For viewers at home, the 

reception of coverage of the convention without the opportunity to transmit back allows a 

larger repertoire of responses to the convention but a smaller audience for those responses. 

The television allows the public to penetrate the private space of the home, but those 

secluded in the home have no opportunity to respond within the public sphere. The isolation 

of individual viewers from each other prevents the critical mass available to the protestors 

(and to the crowd outside the Lakers game).  
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By limiting movement from the private into the public, the DNC effectively obviated 

debate and reciprocity. This action, combined with the lack of public television display, 

meant the DNC realized that emphasizing and enlarging the role of the private and private 

space is an effective form of maintaining social order. The propensity of visual 

communication technologies to increasingly personalize and individualize their functions, as 

seen in domestic television as well as numerous portable devices such as cell phones and 

digital media players, results in seclusion and confinement from others. This magnification of 

private life, private space and privacy in general comes at the expense of sociability, 

collective action and debate. 

Conclusion: The Public Screen and Live Television 

The traditional position of the left on the role of mass media in the public sphere and 

democracy has been largely negative. Contemporary critics contend that “mass media have 

created a new type of ‘public’ which is largely depoliticized, commercialized, and excluded 

from public deliberation”, a view which harkens back to the 1920s critiques by Lippmann, 

Dewey and Dwight MacDonald.16 However, the Staples Center riots show that mass media 

can assist in or encourage political forms of public debate and action. The DNC’s decision 

demonstrates that it is actually increased privatization of experience produces an apolitical, 

consumerist and apathetic public, not the qualities of media technologies. The demonstrators 

outside the Staples Center during the DNC are political without the mass media, relying on 

small-scale media for their tactics. But their reliance on “small media” such as semi-

professional videotapes and alternate distribution networks makes them inconsequential and 
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ineffective in the face of “big media” coverage broadcast into millions of private spaces.17 

The secluded and atomized nature of the reception of the images and sounds broadcast by 

television that threatens participatory politics. The division of collectives into series of 

isolated individuals connected through their common spectatorial experience prevents 

communal experience, a prerequisite to the formation of a public. This form of connected 

isolation – the domestic television audience -- constitutes a public only in a very narrow 

sense: that their visual experience is common (although not communal).18 

With the proliferation of screens, the public sphere is now a space for the private 

individual to enter and become visible. No longer a space for the discussion of matters of the 

general interest, the new public is a conglomeration of private images made visible. Because 

the primary mode of public interaction is through the transmitted image (rather than face-to-

face interaction), many individuals attempt to enter in discussions of matters of the general 

interest via the image. Since distribution, display and transmission of these images depend on 

networks controlled by the economically dominant, these images are managed and rarely 

disrupt or derail their interests.  

One way to rescue the proliferation of visual media technologies from fatalistic accounts 

of domination and control is to consider how much we rely on these unplanned media events 

to provided disruptions and openings for new debates and interventions. The unplanned 

media event disrupts the practices of media outlets by appealing to their need for captive 

audiences. Live news coverage, by inculcating an anticipatory viewing mode and 

maximizing suspense, attempts to maximize its audience share and audience loyalty. Taking 
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advantage of this tendency of media outlets to look after their economic interests (increased 

audience share and loyalty means increased advertising surcharges), those involved in the 

live television spectacle have the chance to participate in public opinion formation in a less 

inhibited fashion than normally allowed in the highly managed genres of talk shows, news 

coverage or even letters to the editor normally reserved for the ordinary citizen. 

In “From Public Sphere to Public Screen: Democracy, Activism and the ‘Violence’ of 

Seattle” Michael DeLuca and Jennifer Peeples advance the argument that spectacle and 

violence are the only avenues left for participation in the public. Leaning on Derridean 

thought, Deluca and Peeples propose that all communication contains no guarantee of 

productive exchanges. Nonetheless, they put their hope and faith in dissemination – 

communication without guarantees – as the only successful strategy for social change, 

suggesting that dissemination is more open to different types of communication and therefore 

more democratic that the rationalist, modernist, and logocentric public sphere described by 

Habermas. Deluca and Peeples propose a new way of conceptualizing political action in an 

era dominated by the image and by spectacle: the public screen. The public screen takes 

advantage of what Deluca and Peeples call the image event: a disruption of the status quo 

through the staging of a counter-spectacle against the spectacle of power organized by the 

dominant. “Under contemporary conditions,” they claim, “the public screen is the essential 

supplement to the public sphere” (145). Deluca and Peeples use the protests against the 

World Trade Organization in Seattle during December of 1999 (the very protests which 
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precipitated the DNC’s actions described above) as an example of participatory politics using 

the public screen.  

The value of the public screen argument lies in its recognition that there is no going back 

to a society in which television and other forms of electronic communication do not exist. 

Rather than the techno-phobic nostalgia for face-to-face interaction and what DeLuca and 

Peeples call “embodied voices,” the public screen argument is a technophilic embrace of the 

current social conditions of media saturation and the proliferation of screens. Counter to the 

dominant conceptions of the impossibility of critique within spectacle, DeLuca and Peeples 

propose that the public screen is “critique through spectacle, not critique versus spectacle” 

(134). Likewise, they acknowledge distraction as the predominant perceptual mode in 

contemporary life. Indeed, distraction is precisely why DeLuca and Peeples advocate 

spectacle and violence – it is an effective way to reach a distracted public and a distracted 

journalism corps.  

For DeLuca and Peeples, violence is the radical disjuncture that causes the system of U.S. 

television to display persons it might otherwise ignore or marginalize. They claim that 

violence, aimed at people or at property, causes journalists to interview protestors and allows 

their stories to be told; therefore, violence and conflict is key to appearing on the public 

screen. The appearance of the otherwise marginalized leads to ancillary coverage of issues 

that would otherwise be “below the level of consciousness of most media organizations” 

(143). Nonetheless, DeLuca and Peeples fail to account for some of the problematics of live 

television. 
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This argument relies almost completely on the conventions of live television as 

catastrophe and crisis. Although liveness is never mentioned by DeLuca and Peeples, in their 

account, it is clear that the counter-spectacle of the WTO protests owed much of its public-

ness to its ability to provide dramatic, violent, and action-filled images for television 

coverage (139-143). The live coverage of protests, burning vehicles, smashed storefront 

windows; “disseminated” the fact of opposition to economic globalization and the issues and 

topics raised by activists to private homes. Here one recalls Arnheim’s aforementioned 

insight that “doing things at the same time is not the same as doing things together” (197). 

No doubt, there were those, watching in their homes, who had already recognized the links 

between multinational corporate power and social injustice, who linked global capital to 

environmental degradation and saw national government as weak in the face of transnational 

corporations. But what Deluca and Peeples miss is that these viewers on the other side of the 

television screen were not interviewed, recognized, or given any voice. If we are to grant 

Deluca and Peeples their analysis of the WTO protests in Seattle as a successful counter-

spectacle that drew attention to the iniquities of global capitalism and multinational corporate 

power, it is only because there were large groups of people physically co-present in the 

streets that television news professionals bothered at all. Even if we grant Deluca and 

Peeples’s claim that “the whole word did watch – not because thirty thousand protesters 

gathered in one location, but because uncivil disobedience and symbolically violent tactics 

effectively disrupted the WTO” (139), there should be no doubt that the television cameras 

which created the images necessary to the counter-spectacle were present and turned on 
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precisely because of “thirty thousand protestors gathered in one location” (139). Three 

people in masks smashing a Starbucks window do not get on the nightly news, it is only 

when these actions become more widespread (and signal a “trend” or movement) that these 

types of actions can constitute a counter-spectacle. A public coming together in the same 

physical space – not necessarily for the exchange of ideas – is necessary to create a spectacle 

which runs counter to the heavily managed spectacle put on by professionals every night.  

As the WTO and DNC protests demonstrate, a large number of people must be gathered 

to represent a group large enough to even be acknowledged as legitimately having an opinion 

(or somehow representing public opinion) that runs counter to the dominant. But in each 

case, live television divides these potential collectives into isolated private groups – groups 

that have little opportunity for symbolic exchange or discourse except when they exit these 

private viewing situations. For DeLuca and Peeples to place their hope in dissemination 

through television ignores the viewing situation as well as the frameworks of commercial 

television and, to a certain extent, professional newscasting. 

The public screen argument is an argument about access to publicity: who gets to decide 

common issues and debates. DeLuca and Peeples see the future of political action in taking 

advantage of television journalists unspoken credo “if it bleeds it leads” (139) and valorize 

“uncivil disobedience” as a way to grab attention, gain media coverage, and appear onscreen. 

But the advocacy of violence as a means to appear on television news fails to account for the 

nature of the debates, how these issues are discussed, and what conclusions are made. After 

the Lakers’ championship victory, no one in the journalistic media bothered to interview the 
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people celebrating outside the stadium to find out why they were overturning police cars. 

Journalists presumed they had nothing to say. Herein lies the dangers of the public screen 

argument: that discussion of violence will be framed as the deeds of nihilistic hooligans and 

that the discourse regarding violence will be restricted to portraying violence as irrational and 

pointless. In Deluca and Peeples’s account of the WTO protests at Seattle, those who gained 

a voice on the mainstream media were not the violent, but the moderating element that would 

commence their critique of the WTO by disassociating themselves from the violent protestors 

(137-139). In order to appear rational and legitimate, those interviewed had to eschew 

violence, which is precisely what occurred at the 2000 DNC as well. In both those cases, the 

protestors were represented on television by the non-violent, civil, rational, and logocentric 

individuals whose claims to legitimacy depend on the qualities of the public sphere deemed 

undemocratic by DeLuca and Peeples. But the Lakers fans, angry at racial, economic, and 

ethnic injustices or simply frustrated from being prevented from participation in public 

events, had no representatives to appear for them. In other words, groups that do not contain 

an element familiar with the rules of civil public sphere discourse are still rendered voiceless 

and ineffective despite the violence and uncivil disobedience because of the professional 

tactics of television news and the qualities of liveness that reduce debate to spectacle. 

I am not claiming that DeLuca and Peeples’s place too much trust in the power of 

violence and spectacle to effect social change. Violence and spectacle been crucial to the 

civil rights movement, feminism, the environmental movement and the labor struggles in this 

country for the past 150 years, not to mention the success of anti-colonial and anti-imperial 
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movements across the globe. I would argue that DeLuca and Peeples put too much trust in 

live television as an unmediated disseminator of spectacle and violence. The persuasive 

power of counter-spectacle and violence is dubious, as the spectacle of the collapsing Twin 

Towers demonstrates. Rather than engage in a critique of military adventurism, the public 

screen consensus was reactionary violence or unmitigated grief. The assumption made by 

DeLuca and Peeples that the viewing audience interprets images in the fashion intended by 

protestors seems naïve. They presume that violence and spectacle automatically leads to what 

Stuart Hall would call a “negotiated” or “oppositional” viewing position. Even if this was 

true, the encoding/decoding model, the notion of interpretive communities, textual poachers, 

or any other permutation of the active audience thesis in which viewers resist the dominant 

symbolic order assume the qualities of rationality, civility and logocentrism in television 

audiences. These are the very qualities necessary for the public sphere which DeLuca and 

Peeples criticize as no longer relevant. Yet, ironically, their assessment that the WTO 

protests in Seattle successfully convinced the viewing public of a particular position relies on 

a theory of the active audience.19  

Live television is structured by a viewing mode closer to monitoring and surveillance 

than contemplation or even distraction. The aesthetics of live television render certain 

interpretations impossible or unlikely. As Williams asserted, in typical viewing situations, the 

live television image creates closeness in relation to the lens, but the events are still distant, 

creating a separation between viewer and event. Since live television appears to provide a 

direct connection to distant reality, it can produce a dangerous illusion, as Arnheim predicted, 
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in which viewers confuse observation with participation. As I have shown above, even in 

those instances of circularity, in which the viewers become the viewed, the effect of live 

television is not greater knowledge and understanding of those separated by culture or 

geography, but an introverted, self-absorbed spiral deployed as a confirmation of existence. 

Liveness, a form of connected isolation, in which television physically isolates and 

aesthetically connects viewers, operates against the public sphere. DeLuca and Peeples are 

correct to point out that spectacle and violence disrupts the dominant symbolic order, but it 

will only be a lasting disruption if viewers physically join the disrupters on the street, and do 

not remain virtually connected in their living rooms.

                                                
1 Even in these programs, the event is framed in terms of individual achievements; the 
president tells stories of individuals overcoming barriers in State of the Union addresses, the 
television coverage of the Olympics often consists more of biographical stories of individual 
athletes than of actual athletic competition, and natural disasters are reduced to the human 
interest story.  
2 Bourdon also offers an exhaustive and clear typology of the kinds of conventions which 
structure “liveness.”  
3 Sometimes government or economic interests are termed “private” interests (further 
confusing the terms), which are seen as counter to the general interest of the public. In U.S. 
political debate the code term is “special interest.” Nancy Fraser critiques this requirement of 
the public sphere to be untainted as not only impossible on a practical level but also as 
counter to the ability of the public sphere to form opinion and enact decisions (“Rethinking 
the Public Sphere”).  
4 See Habermas, 99-101. 
5 Cavell “characterize[s] the material basis of television as a current of simultaneous event 
reception” (emphasis in the original). Cavell, 1982. 
6 Williams expands the meaning of distance in this essay beyond the physical to emotional 
distance. After experiencing a flashback to his days fighting in World War II, he describes 
the “professional culture of distance” and its “antiseptic presentation of the images of war 
[as] skilled but childish”.  
7 The Los Angeles Times ran an editorial two days later which described the appeal of the 
incident for broadcasters and viewers alike: “Not many potential tragedies give the media 
enough time to bring in experts, set up the cameras and speculate on the precise timing of the 
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dreaded climax. The passengers on board the Airbus jet […] had three hours to think about 
their families, and the people on the ground had time to ache with empathy as they imagined 
what the passengers were thinking. The outcome was pure Hollywood, with the sustained 
suspense as the front tires moved slowly – oh, so slowly – toward the ground, and then, after 
they touched, the dramatic flames, a pilot hero and a breathless but happy ending” (“Reality 
TV: The great blue wonder”).  
8 See Carroll; Fernandez; Gosselin and Alonso-Zaldivar; Molloy; and Roberts. 
9 Based on the newspaper accounts and the television news interviews I saw, none of the 
passengers turned to each other. Some passengers called loved ones on their cellular phones, 
which is another form of connected isolation.  
10 White goes so far as to claim that Arnheim explicitly dissociates television from aesthetic 
concerns in “A Forecast of Television,” a conclusion that can only be reached by ignoring the 
first half of the essay. 
11 Margaret Morse uses this comparison as the epigram atop her essay ““An Ontology of 
Everyday Distraction: The Freeway, the Mall, and Television,” which focuses on the the 
relationship between the human senses with visual and aural stimuli. But Morse does not use 
Arnheim other than as an entry point for her essay.  
12 See Habermas, who occasionally displays both of these tendencies in his work. For other 
examples of fears that increasing reliance on images would lead to something approaching 
medieval spectacle and/or prevent face-to-face interaction, see W.J.T. Mitchell; Baudrillard; 
and Postman. 
13 This account of events is based on Gildea; Snow; Enlund; and Associated Press (2000). 
The Jerry Buss quotation is from Associated Press (2000). 
14 Bogert wrote “Only speaking of [the Staples Center] requires using the name of an office 
supply store and getting into it, especially during a championship game, means that your 
name better be Mel Gibson or be listed on the corporate letterhead. Either that or you just 
show up like the boys and young men who came looking for a touch of glory Monday night. 
They clustered at the big screen and got out of hand […].” Conservative Dennis Prager, 
writing a guest editorial in the Los Angeles Times, blamed “bands of blacks and/or Latinos” 
emboldened by the knowledge that in the current politically correct climate, police were 
explicitly forbidden from confronting them. Prager writes “[…] the police are fully capable 
of stopping such criminality but are told not to do so when the crimes are committed by 
bands of blacks and/or Latinos (not all Latinos – Cuban American rioters are treated as if 
they were white rioters).” Republican consultant Jack Burkman appeared on Politically 
Incorrect the night after the game and blamed Jesse Jackson and other civil rights activists 
for producing an environment which disallows police from performing their duties (Gurza). 
15 As Los Angeles times columnist Randy Harvey put it, “Breaking with their previous policy 
of allowing games to be shown on the giant video screen at that location starting late in the 
third quarter, Staples Center officials turned it on from the opening tip-off for the fans 
outside. In retrospect, that decision, although no doubt well-intentioned, has a "Let them eat 
cake" ring to it. Let them watch TV!” 
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16 Quotation is from Spichal, “The Principle Of Publicity”, a critique of the assumption that 
the press serves the public interest. Splichal demonstrates that, particularly when “freedom” 
of the press is twisted into the private interest of profit-taking, the press counters the interest 
of the public. Thus the guarantee of freedom of expression can be used as a form of social 
control by the dominant group. 
17 For an account of how “small media” have been used effectively in the public sphere, see 
Sreberny-Mohammadi. 
18 Here I mean “common” in the sense of a shared trait, while “communal” depends on a 
sense of sociality and community.  
19 This gap in the logic of the public screen argument is larger when DeLuca and Peeples 
write regarding “newspaper screens”. Again they rely on readers adopting a particular 
political and interpretive position which is only possible within the modernist framework 
they reject (141-143). 
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Conclusion: 

Connected Isolation and Media Historiography 

 

Within film studies there has been a growing trend towards researching non-theatrical 

exhibition and its implications for understanding the ways that individualized media forms 

constitute an ever-growing portion of previously public spaces.1 The technologies of non-

theatrical exhibition, which include satellite, cable, home video, web based services, cellular 

phones, and closed circuit television, suggest a sizable shift in the way we understand the 

cinematic. The recently increasing personalization of film presentation — ranging from 

viewing films at home, renting videotapes and optical discs, to downloading digital films on 

a handheld screen — indicates a change in viewing conditions from public to private 

screenings. The study of the relationship between these changes in spectatorship, aesthetics, 

technology, and social relations is therefore a problem of media history.  

Walter Benjamin’s essay, “The Work of Art in the Age of its Technological 

Reproducibility,” is an exemplary method of linking changes in modes of human perception 

with changes in human society. In the essay, he draws attention to the importance of this 

historiographic project, critiquing the idealist tendencies of art historians who drew attention 

to changes in perception during the late-Roman period but failed “to show the social 

upheavals manifested in these changes of perception” (255). In the spirit of the type of media 

history suggested by Benjamin, this dissertation has examined the changes in perception 

brought about by the proliferation of screens and linked them to an emergent social order. 

The proliferation of screens does not necessarily indicate social upheaval, a term which 
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connotes abruptness and discombobulation; instead, this phenomenon can guide us to societal 

changes that are more incremental in form and fashion. 

I have presented a series of case studies investigating the deployment of moving image 

technologies in alternate exhibition spaces. By linking the use of 16mm film in the corporate 

workplace and the airplane, the deployment of television screens as mobile devices in 

airplanes and as a component of cellular phones, to the public screens of sports arenas 

illustrates the phenomenal proliferation of screens despite the presumed limits of media 

specificity. These case studies attempt a realignment of the dominant mode of media 

historiography, in which media technologies are often portrayed as a succession of new 

forms, one replacing the other, and each as a slight variation, improvement, or melding of 

previous forms. Instead, I have sought to portray how new media forms sustain the effects of 

previous forms, and how old media forms continue to exert their influence on contemporary 

life. In order to understand these new media forms, I attempt to remain attentive to the 

specificity of their use and deployment and yet demonstrate how radically different 

technologies have remarkably similar effects and perform similar functions. The 

reconfiguration of the relationship between for example, 16mm film and the cellular phone, 

depends on offering a sociology of cultural production, in which structural factors present in 

the social, cultural, and economic sphere limit and determine the application, use, and 

operation of new technology. Conversely, changes in techniques of cultural production have 

produced tensions within the traditions of social reproduction, and point to new possibilities 

in the social order even as they are constrained by the structures of the existing social order.  
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Throughout, I have maintained that in technologically intensive urban areas in which 

screens have most intensively proliferated, an emergent social order can be observed: that of 

connected isolation. The thesis of connected isolation can be reduced to a few 

straightforward propositions to help close the overall discussion. First, the technological 

infrastructure of new media technologies have, with few exceptions, resulted in the increased 

physical separation of viewers. Second, new media forms enable a series of highly regulated 

and ritualized connections between physically separated and socially atomized individuals. 

Third, the tension inherent in connected isolation itself produces a series of effects (even as it 

is an effect of media technologies, as well as economic and social factors). I will address 

each of these propositions in turn. 

Physical isolation and new media 

It might seem counter-intuitive that the era of mass-produced and mass distributed media 

forms would correspond to the development of media technologies that physically separate 

individuals. However, many of these technologies – television, the telephone, and the 

computer – have been designed for people in isolation. The fact that 16mm, as I 

demonstrated in the first chapter, was utilized in a similar fashion, despite the technology 

itself possessing no inherent predisposition for exhibition to small groups of viewers, speaks 

volumes regarding the fashion in which social factors determine and shape the design, 

function, and operation of new media technologies. I have offered three structuring factors 

leading to the isolating tendencies of these new media technologies: economic, social, and 

cultural. First, the widespread acceptance and success of these technologies could be 
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attributed to the pressures of capitalism: a drive for corporate profit, fragmentation of the 

audience, and the creation of niche markets. Alternately, but not necessarily contradictorily, 

increased mobility among the population could also account for the demand for personal 

media technologies, whether that mobility consists of the commute between home and work, 

relocation for employment, migrant work, or the dissolution of a shared work schedule. The 

ideology of individualism and free choice, which complements the capitalist economic order 

and requires persons to think of themselves as consumers who are trapped unless provided 

with a plethora of choices, is a crucial cultural factor in structuring connected isolation. 

Ownership of a television set of one’s own, or a cellular phone of one’s own becomes both 

an expression of personal identity and a sign of freedom and empowerment within the 

economic system.  

Connections between the physically separated 

The phrase “connected isolation” indicates the centripetal and centrifugal forces 

engendered by new media technologies. For example, the cellular phone allows work while 

not in the workplace and, as such, has become the marker of a particular type of laborer, a 

privileged laborer who can leave the workplace and is thus liberated from the physical 

constraints suffered by less privileged workers. Paradoxically, the cellular phone also acts as 

constant connection to work, so that at every moment, the mobile worker is available for 

work, as if the mobile worker carries both a pocket-sized workplace and a pocket-sized 

supervisor. The cellular phone may free its user from the workplace, but in so doing it has 
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made every space into a potential space of work. The mobile worker has exchanged apparent 

freedom from place-loyalty for networked relations to authority and apparatuses of control.  

Moreover, because the cellular phone allows such instantaneous and convenient 

communicative interactions over a large distance, they encourage and enable a society of 

distance and mobility. The creation of community can be accomplished amongst those not 

physically co-present because of the capabilities of new media technologies. In the words of 

Stephen Talbott, “When Grandma rejoices in the email connecting her with her offspring on 

the other side of the world, she is employing a suite of technologies that make it ever more 

likely her offspring will be on the other side of the world instead of in her own town.”2 New 

media technologies allow privileged members of contemporary society to take advantage of 

the supposed freedoms of physical mobility (even if they are necessitated by the vicissitudes 

of the economic structure) and mitigate the disadvantages of distance between members of a 

family or community, because the channels of instantaneous communication offered by new 

media forms can bridge those distances.   

I do not contend that the society of distance, in which families are separated by 

geographic and political boundaries, is solely the product of communication technologies. 

Rather, new media technologies are a cause and effect of the society of distance. The creation 

of communal feelings amongst those not physically co-present relies on the notion of 

simultaneity first produced by a print culture and reading public. In Imagined Communities, 

Benedict Anderson provocatively suggests that the “imagined community” of the nation is 

predicated on mediated interaction enabled by newspapers and books that gives readers a 
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sense of common being in time. All the while, this cultural production of simultaneity and 

the nation via print media is structured and caused by the globalizing tendencies of capitalism 

and its attendant colonialist project (Anderson’s analysis, crucially, traces nationalism as a 

kind of travelling idea from the Americas to Europe, Africa, and Asia). While rarely treated 

as a media study, Anderson’s book exemplifies the media history approach suggested by 

Benjamin; demonstrating how changes in human perception of time lead to and accompany 

changes in social structures.  

New media historiography 

The debates regarding the effects of the introduction of new media and the transition 

between media forms and modes of cultural production fall into two main categories. The 

first category includes discussions of the tendency of new media forms to bring about 

cultural fragmentation or disintegration on the one hand or greater cultural homogeneity on 

the other. Theorists, critics, and scholars across the political spectrum have adopted positions 

on either side of this debate, although the former is normally associated with conservatives 

(e.g. T.S. Eliot) and the latter with radical thinkers (e.g. Adorno and Horkheimer). The 

second category encompasses the related debates over whether the introduction of a new 

media technology will lead to greater democratization of expression or will lead simply to 

further iterations of corporate power and dominance of an elite group. One has to merely 

compare the promotional rhetorical in mainstream media regarding the internet in the 1990s 

to that greeting the rise of personal radio kits in the 1920s to gain an appreciation for how 

these debates resurface.3 Throughout this dissertation I have avoided these polemics and 
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resisted drawing immediate cause and effect relationships between new media technology 

and social relations. Rather, I have emphasized how new media technology engenders 

changes in spatio-temporal perception and organization. In turn, these changes in perception 

have led to changes in social relations and the social order. But the relationship between new 

media and society is at least one step removed, articulated by changes in human perception. 

Such an argument, which links new media to changes in perception and then to new 

possibilities for the social order has normally been reserved for networked communications – 

the telegraph, the telephone, the radio, and the television – but not the cinematic. Because the 

cinematic has traditionally been studied as a series of discrete texts projected in a theater, 

whatever changes in human perception might be engendered by the cinema are presumed to 

be bounded by the walls of the theater and the mode of theatrical spectatorship. Film studies, 

as a discipline, resists a full engagement with what Benjamin has called the exhibition value 

of the photographic image. Invested in the cult value of film, the limited concerns of film 

studies (with textual meaning and theatrical spectatorship) has meant keeping film locked up 

in a room, to be appreciated only by a group of cognoscenti and interpreted only by experts.4 

However, as this dissertation has demonstrated, the cinematic is both pervasive and ambient 

(to borrow from Anna McCarthy). In other words, I am proposing that the cinematic 

inherently tends towards exhibition value regardless of observed cultural fragmentation or 

homogenization and regardless of the putative democratization of artistic expression or the 

corporate takeover of culture. 
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Mobility and connected isolation   

The proliferation of film and television screens into urban spaces — public, semi-public, 

and private — recall Benjamin’s discussion of flânerie, in the The Arcades Project and other 

writings. Drawing from the work of, among others, Louis Aragon and Charles Baudelaire, 

Benjamin examined the figure of the flâneur: a man with means and time on his hands, 

touring the urban streets in a state of distraction, his attention arrested and competed for by 

billboards, shop windows and passageways. For the flâneur, according to Benjamin, the city 

is open as landscape and yet enveloping like a room. The modern urban visual culture 

examined by Benjamin is the creation of booksellers, resulting in a “room” within which 

everything might be apprehended at once.5 Currently, due to the proliferation of screens, the 

contemporary urban dweller now experiences urban spaces in a manner similar to the 

flâneur: as both confining and limitless. Even in the confines of a grocery store, bus stop, or 

subway car one can perceive events and images transmitted from thousands of miles a way. 

As can be seen in my examinations of in-flight entertainment, television on cellular phones, 

and the use of large-format television screens, the social order of connected isolation is one 

in which private space threatens to overtake public space. My examinations of in-flight 

entertainment, television on cellular phones, and the use of large-format television screens 

confirm this hypothesis.  

These screens have fundamentally reconstituted the spaces they occupy and the fashion in 

which individuals experience and navigate these spaces by successfully linked three types of 

mobility: virtual, social, and physical mobility. Because screen technology has been deployed 
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within rapid transportation systems such as jet travel, virtual mobility compounds physical 

mobility rather than simply substituting for it. This radical mobility, in which one can travel 

while traveling, gives the impression of a mastery of space-time relations. Significantly, in 

the case of portable hand-held devices, such as the cellular phone, this mastery of the world 

is attainable only when the user isolates from others – the screen is individualized and its 

content personalized. Likewise, in the airplane cabin, the installation of a personal screen in 

each seatback encourages passengers to think of themselves in isolation from others, even as 

the screens work in concert, each passenger operates his/her corresponding screen 

independently of each other passenger. Users of these devices thereby grow accustomed to 

accessing the world by separating from it and accustomed to moving through the world in a 

state of immobility. 

Privacy and privatization 

The deployment of new media means increased privatization. This has come at the 

expense of privacy. Indeed, greater privatization has often meant less privacy (here I mean 

privacy in the sense of concealment of the intimate or personal).6 My analysis of early 

instances of the use of film to train new workers in the protocols of industrial capitalism and 

rationalized office work support the notion that screens are an effective technology for 

structuring behavior and engendering a mode of self-reflective spectatorship that requires the 

introjection and projection. A more contemporary instance can be found in the rhetoric of 

cellular phone advertisements that encourage users to conceive of their lives as material for 

recording. A 2005 Samsung campaign, called “My World,” featured the tag line: “We all 
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have a movie within. What’s yours?”7 The television commercial for this cameraphone 

centers on a woman filming every aspect of her busy, chic, young urban lifestyle as she shops 

with friends, drives around in a convertible and finds a stylish young male love interest to 

dance with [Figures 6.1 and 6.2]. All the while, she holds the phone in front of her, filming 

her life. A voice over proclaims, “This is a movie about my life. Made by me.” The 

personalization of the technology is a form of privatization that also leads to an end of 

privacy. According to the logic of the commercial, the realization of personalization is 

achieved by putting a self on display. Indeed, confirmation of existence comes through the 

ability to reproduce experience on the screens of visual media technologies. The spectatorial 

logics of cellular phones demand that users think of themselves as potentially screened 

subjects: that is, presenting a photogenic and telegenic self at all times. The personalization 

of the cellular phone requires the publicization of the self via the phone – so that the 

privatization of the new media device leads to the abolition of concealment. The cellular 

phone can therefore be seen as the convergence of the projector and the camera, it is a 

technology of watching and a technology of display. 
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Figure 6.1 

 

Figure 6.2 

  

The connection between increasing privatization and decreasing privacy can be found 

in contemporary urban areas that do not necessarily involve new media devices. Consider a 

recent condominium development in New York City, “W Downtown.” The design for the 

building calls for an unusual deployment of windows: 

 

Not only will the building’s glass walls allow W residents to see, and be seen 

by, passers-by on the street below, but [designers] Mr. Fletcher and Ms. Lillo 

have created peekaboo features within each apartment, like a window between 

the kitchen and the bedroom, and a bathroom that’s a glass cube, allowing 

residents to expose themselves to their roommates and family members, too. 

The idea, Mr. Fletcher said, was to frame and exhibit the intimate details of 

life, or at least ones that would be aesthetically pleasing, “like your silhouette 

in the shower” (Green 1). 
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The overriding tone in the New York Times article reporting on this new development is one 

of distaste. The New York Times decries a culture in which “essentially we have no privacy.” 

Indeed, the condominium complex supports Jean Baudrillard’s contention that the cultural 

overproduction of images has created an obscene society, in which there are no longer any 

secrets. In Baudrillardian terms, the “peekaboo features” of W Downtown simulate the social 

relations which are missing from contemporary post-industrial society. In other words, the 

design of the building is a response to a built environment that works to prevent face-to-face 

interaction. The windows act as screens, referring to a code of interactions presented through 

television’s reality shows, talk shows, and sitcoms and thus simulate social relations between 

the physically and socially separate. In the words of one of the building’s designers, “We are 

creating stages for people to perform in some way, but it’s a very scripted and considered 

display” (Green 1). The framing of what were previously personal and intimate routines (and 

bodily functions) requires the introjection of the dominant codes of the televisual by the 

residents and the subsequent projection of their own lives in the terms of these codes. Like 

the passengers of JetBlue flight 292 (see Chapter Five), the residents of W Downtown are 

engaged in a kind of self-voyeaurism, which Baudrillard called a “perversion” of the social 

brought about by the pervasiveness of visual media technology.8 

The lack of privacy lamented by the New York Times is the obverse of privatization. 

Capitalism is invested in the project of universalizing the commodity form, to the extent that 

sensory experiences can be transformed into commodities. Our own private lives and 

personal activities can become commodities, or, in the case of W Downtown, the marketing 
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device for other commodities. Privatization, which seeks an end to public-ness, the 

atomization of society, and the tyranny of private property, brings about an end to privacy, as 

understood to be the personal lifeworld of intimacy.  

Conclusion 

Connected isolation is an emergent social order in which individuals’ only commonality 

is their isolation. New media devices, such as television, cellular phones, and the internet 

created to connect individuals in a society characterized by distance and mobility also 

encourage maintaining the very distance and mobility which separates us. Likewise, because 

our atomized society is marked by common attachment to media products, the connections 

that are formed tend to be through various iterations of consumer culture.  

I contend that the introduction of new media devices necessitates a move away from a 

reliance on content and formal analysis as the sole arbiter of meaning. We need a renewed 

emphasis on understanding flows and distribution. Much of the work in the area of media 

flows might fairly be said to fall in the category of political economy. But I am advocating 

that we go beyond economic or financial inquiries that will tell us who (or what) controls 

media flows and modes of media distribution. Inevitably that kind of study sparks leads to 

polemic and dead-end debates over ideological influence, cultural imperialism, and/or the 

consciousness industry. The importance of analyzing distribution and flows is not just 

discovering where they begin, but where they end: the house, the restaurant, the waiting 

room, the office, the airplane, the train, the car, and now in the palm of the hand. The current 

situation of media oversaturation and cultural overproduction would seem to bear out 
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Benjamin’s thesis regarding the exhibition value of the photographic image. This dissertation 

details some of the development of this exhibition value in non-canonical milieus. Further 

investigation is necessary to fully ascertain why the emancipatory potential of exhibition 

value has yet to be realized.   

                                                
1 See, for instance, McCarthy, Klinger, Boddy, Zielinski. 
2 Talbott, “Double-edged Technologies”  
3 See William Boddy, “Wireless Nation: Defining the Radio as a Domestic Technology” in 
New Media and the Popular Imagination: Launching Radio, Television, and Digital Media in 
the United States. New York: Oxford University Press, 2000. 
4 A move which has been opportunistically coopted by the film industry which now sells 
reproductions of films as “Collectors’ Editions” or “Special Restored Limited Editions.” See 
Klinger, Beyond the Multiplex: Cinema, New Technologies, and the Home. Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2007.  
5 Benjamin, Walter “M [The Flâneur]” in The Arcades Project Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1999. 
6 Thanks to Keya Ganguly for pointing me towards this line of reasoning. 
7 The television spot was also created by the multinational ad agency and public relations 
firm Cheil Communications.  
8 See Jean Baudrillad, “The Masses: The Implosion of the Social in the Media,” in Media 
Studies: A Reader. Edited Paul Marris and Sue Thornham. New York: New York University 
Press, 2000. 99-108. 
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